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CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEaE
The work of Clemson College includes two major lines of
activities, collegiate instruction and public service. The instruc-
tional work of the college comprises over twenty undergraduate
curricula in Agriculture, Chemistry, Engineering, Textiles, and
General Science; the public service function of the institution
includes research, extension, and regulatory work.
The material included in the catalog deals only with the
regular instructional work of the college; information on other
phases of the institution may be found in additional publica-
tions. Among such publications are The Annual Report of the
Board of Trustees to the General Assembly and The Annual Re-
port of the South Carolina Experiment Station. Numerous
pamphlets are also issued by the Extension Division and the
Experiment Station at various times throughout the year.
An outline of the public service activities of the institution
is given below:
Agricultural Research — Clemson College, Charleston,
Florence, Pontiac, and Summerville Experiment Stations.
Cooperative experiments with farmers.
Textile Research—At Clemson College, manufacturing
tests—grades, staples, varieties—in cooperation with U. S.
D. A.
Textile Testing—At Clemson College, yarn testing service
for cotton mills of South Carolina.
Agricultural Extension—County agents serve in counties.
Specialists serve any point in the State on request.
Livestock Sanitary Work—^Veterinarians are located in
various parts of the State for control and eradication of in-
fectious and contagious diseases.
Fertilizer Inspection—Inspects the fertilizer bought and
sold in the State.
State Crop Pest Service—Study and control of contagious
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COLLEGE CALENDAR, SESSION 1933-1934
1933
Entrance Examinations September 4 and 5
Matriculation and Registration, new students September 6
8 :00 A. M. to 6 :00 P. M.
Freshman Week begins September 6
Matriculation and Registration, upper classmen September 12
'8 :00 A. M. to 6 :00 P. M.
Thanksgiving Day (holiday) November 30
Christmas Holidays begin at 12 Noon December 21
1934
College Work Resumed (Classes begin 8 A. M.) January 3
First Semester ends January 27
Matriculation and Registration, Second Semester January 29
Mid-Year Graduation Exercises January 30
Final College Examinations end June 2
Commencement Exercises begin June 3
Graduating Exercises June 5







J. E. Wannamaker, President St. Matthews, Calhoun County
W. W. Bradley Columbia, Richland County
R. I. Manning* Columbia, Richland County
A. F. Lever Columbia, Richland County
J. E. SlRRiNE Greenville, Greenville County
Paul Sandf.rs Ritter, Colleton County
Christie Benet Columbia, Richland County
Term Expires 1936
G. W. Speer Anderson, Anderson County
F. E. Cope Cope, Orangeburg County
T. B, Young Florence, Florence County
Term Expires 1934
S, H. Sherard Ninety-Six, Greenwood County
C. B. Abell Lowr>'S, Chester County
R. M. Cooper Wisacky, Lee County
S. W. Evans, Secretary Clemson College, S. C.
STANDING COMMITTEES OF BOARD
The President of the Board is ex officio a member of all committees
Agricultural : Cooper, Chairman ; Young, Benet, Lever, Sanders,
Sherard.
(This committee is also the \'eterinary Committee, the Crop Pest
Commission and the Experiment Station Board of Control.)
Executive: Benet, Chairman: Bradley, Sirrine, Young.
Fertilizer: Abell, Cope, Sherard, Sanders.
Finance: Bradley, Chairman; Abell, Benet, Cope, Sirrine, Speer.
STATED MEETINGS OF BOARD
3:00 P. M.—Third Friday in March
3:00 P. M.—Third Friday in June
3:00 P. M.—Fourth Monday in October
^Deceased September 11, 1931.
15)
^'hrary
BOARD OF VISITORS, 1932
First Congressional District
Mr. Cleveland Sanders (Hold-over member) Ritter
Second Congressional District
Mr, John H. Cope Orangeburg
Third Congressional District
Mr. W. M. Barnwell .- Abbeville
Fourth Congressional District
Mr. A. Foster McKissick Greenville
Fifth Congressional District
Mr. John T. Stevens Kershaw
Sixth Congressional District
Mr. M. G. Andersen Conway
Seventh Congressional District
Mr. Edwin G. Seibels Columbia
OFFICERS CLEMSON ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
President
James Lynah, '02 Savannah, Ga.
First Vice-President
J. F. Sullivan, '00 New York City
Second Vice-President
J. W. Barnwell, '13 Columbia
Third Vice-President
J. E. Gettys, '02 Rock Hill
Governing Board
Term Expires 1936
W. ly. Ballentine, '23 Greenville
Term Expires 1933
A. B. Taylor, '07 Spartanburg
Term Expires 1934
J. H. Woodward, '03 Clemson College
Term Expires 1933
D. W. Watkins, '09 Clemson College
Term Expires 1932
C. W. Legerton, '03 Charleston
The President and The Secretary Ex-officio Members
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OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
ENOCH WALTER SIKES, Ph. D., LL. D.
President
R. JOHN WEST, Lieutenant Colonel, Lvfantry
Director of Military Department
SAMUEL WILDS EVANS
Treasurer and Secretary of Board of Trustees
JAMES CORCORAN LITTLEJOHN, B. S.
Business Manager
LEE W. MILFORD, M. D.
Surgeon
WILLIAM HAROLD WASHINGTON, B. S.. M. S.*
Registrar
GUSTAVE E. METZ, B. S., M. A.
Acting Registrar
HENRY WALTER BARRE, M. A.
Director of Research, Experiment Station
RICHARD NEWMAN BRACKETT, Ph. D.
Director of Chemistry Department
FRED HARVEY HALL CALHOUN, Ph. D.
Director of Resident Teaching. Agricultural Department
DAVID WISTAR DANIEL, A. M., Litt. D.
Director of General Science Department
CORNELIA AYER GRAHAM
Librarian
SAMUEL BROADUS EARLE, A. M., M. E., LL. D.
Director of Engineering Department
JACOB HENRY WOODWARD
Secretary Board of Fertiliser Control
W^ALTER KEYS LEWIS. V. S., M. D. V.t
Director of Livestock Sanitary Work, State Veterinarian
WILLIAM WILLIAMS LONG, B. S., LL. D.
Director of Extension Service
HORACE HAROLD WILLIS, B. S.
Director of Textile Department
•On leave 1932-1933.





M. A. Wake Forest College; Ph. D. Johns Hopkins University
ROBERT LOVELL ANDERSON
Associate Professor of Architecture
A. B. I'rinceton University 1925; Graduate Work Columbia University 1925-26;
Harvard University 1929-1930
FLOOD SHIELDS ANDREWS
Associate Professor of Horticulture
B. S. Virginia Polytechnic Institute 1924; M. S. Michigan State College 1928
GEORGE MILLER ARMSTRONG
Professor of Botany and Bacteriology
B. S. Clemson Agricultural College 1914; M. A. University of Wisconsin 1917;
Ph. D. Missouri Botanical Garden Washington University 1921
CLARENCE MONROE ASBILL, Jr.
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
B. S. Clemson Agricultural College 1925 ; Westinghouse Engineering School
WILLIAM BARRE AULL
Associate Professor of Bacteriology
B. S. Clemscn Agricultural College 1907; Graduate work University of Virginia
1909-10, Iowa State College Summers 1925, 1927
THOMAS LAWRENCE AYERS
Associate Professor of Agricultural Education
B. S. Clemson Agricultural College 1918; M. A. George Peabody College 1929
LEONARD ROWXAND BOOKER
Itinerant Teacher-Trainer and Assistant State Supervisor Industrial
Education
B. S. Clemson Agricultural College 1925 ; Graduate Work University of Chicago
1927; University of Tennessee Summers 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931
RICHARD NEWMAN BRACKETT
Professor of Chemistry
A. B. Davidson College 1883; Ph. D. Johns Hopkins University 1887
MARK EDWARD BRADLEY
Professor of English
A. B. Erskine College 1898; Graduate Work University of Chicago Summer 1904,




Professor of Economics and Sociology
A. D. 1916, M. A. 1917, University of South Carolina; Syracuse University 1926;
Vh. D. University of North Carolina 1928
HUGH MONROE BROWN
Professor of Physics
B. A 1920, M. ^. 1921, University of Denver; Ph. D. University of California, 1927
WILLIAM WILDER BURTON
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Ph. B. Brown University 1906; M. A. Mercer University 1918
FRED HARVEY HALL CALHOUN
Professor of Geology and Mineralogy
B. S. 1898, Ph. D. 1902, University of Chicago
PETER CARODEMOS
Associate Professor of Chemistry
B. S. Tufts College 1922; Ph. D. Cornell University 1927
ELWYN LORENZO CLARKE
Professor of Civil Engineering
B. S. in C. E. 1902; C. E. 1931, University of Illinois
GILBEART HOOPER COLLINGS
Associate Professor of Agronomy




B. S. Clemson Agricultural College 1911; M. S. University of Wisconsin 1916:
Ph. D. Cornell University 1922
WILL GILES CRANDALL
Professor of Education
B. S. Cornell University 1918; Graduate Work Cornell University Summers: 1929,
1930, 1931
SYDNEY J. L. CROUCH
Professor of Religion
Scotch College, Western Australia. 1910; Biblical Seminary. New York, 1915; B. D.
Hartford Theological Seminary 1922
DONALD DEXTER CURTIS
Professor of Mechanics and Hydraulics




A. B. WofFord College 1892; M. A. Vanderbilt University 1901; Graduate Work
University of Chicago Summer 1899; Litt. D. WoflFord College 1914
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JOE WALLACE DAVIS
Assistant Coach
B. S. Southwestern 1929
DAVID DUNAVAN
Assistant Professor of Entomology and Zoology
B. S. Oregon Agricultural College 1925; M. S. Iowa State College 1928; Graduate
Work Cornell University Summers 1929, 1931
SAMUEL BROADUS EARLE
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
A. B. 1898, A. M. 1899, Furman University; M. E. Cornell Unirersity 1902;
LL. D. Furman University 1932; General Electric Company
ROBERT KNIGHT EATON
Professor of Carding and Spinning
A. B. Bowdoin College 1905; Graduate Work Philadelphia Textile School
GEORGE HERBERT EDWARDS, Jr.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
B. A. 1913, M. A. University of South Carolina; Graduate Work University of
Chicago and Columbia University
ROBERT OLIVER FEELEY
Professor of Veterinary Science
D. V. S. New York University 1906
BERNHARD EDWARD FERNOW
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
A. B. 1904, M. E. 1906, Cornell University
EDWIN JONES FREEMAN
Associate Professor of Machine Shop
B. S. Clemson Agricultural College 1922
CHARLES MANNING FURMAN
Professor Emeritus of English
A. B. Furman University 1859
HOWARD EMMITT GLENN
Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
R S. in C. E. 1922, C. E. 1927, University of Kentucky
WILLIAM EMERA GODFREY
Professor of Physics
A. B. 1893, A. M. 1898, Mercer University; Graduate Work University of Chicago
and Cornell University
BEN EDMUND GOODALE
Associate Professor of Dairying
B. S. Iowa State College 1922; M. S. Iowa State College 1929
FACULTY 11
JOHN K. GOODE
Assistant Professor of Religion
A. B. Richmond College 1898; Graduate of Croxicr Theological Seminary 1901
MARVIN GUIN
Assistant Professor of Agriiullural Economics
B. S. Alabama Polytechnic Institute 1926; Graduate Work Iowa State College
DAVID NIVIN HARRIS
Assistant Professor of Drawing
B. S. Clemson Agricultural College 1908
PETE TURNEY HEFFNER
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Captain U. S. A., Graduate Infantry School 1921
JESSE CODY HENDRICKS
Associate Professor of Physics
B. S. Franklin College 1925; M. A. 1928; Ph. D. Indiana University 1930
WYLIE FORT DUPRE HODGE
Assistant Professor of Architecture
Clcmion AKricultural College; New York School of Fine and Applied Arts. 1915-16;
1920-21; Further Work RR. Gallerie di Firenze, Italy, Summer 1931
ALESTER GARDEN HOLMES
Professor of History
B. S. The Citadel 1897; Graduate Work Unireriity of Chicago Summer 1911
FRANK JAMES HOWARD
Assistant Coach
B. S. University of Alabama 1931
THOMAS A. HOY
Assistant Professor Military Science and Tactics
Captain Infantry, U. S. A ; A. B. Northwestern University 1915; Graduate Infantry
School, Advanced Course 1932
LORENZ DITMAN HUFF
Assistant Professor of Physics
A. B. 1927, M. S. 1928, Oklahoma University; Ph. D. California Institute of
Technology 1931
HOWARD L. HUNTER
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
B. Chem. 1925; Ph. D. 1928 Cornell University
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JOSEPH EVERETT HUNTER
Associate Professor of Mathematics
C. S. Clemson AcrHcultural Collejre 1896; Graduate Work University of CliicaKO
Summers 1902, 1904, 1910; University of North Carolina Summer 1928
WARD CHARLES JENSEN
Professor of Agricultural Economics
B. S. University of Calitornia 1917; ^L S. in Agriculture, Cornell University 1921;
Graduate Work University of Wisconsin
JAMES MASSIE JOHNSON
Associate Professor of Forge and Foundry
Miller School; Virgmia Polytechnic Institute; Ohio State University
WILLIS EDWIN JOHNSON
Assistant Professor Agricultural Education
B. S. Mississippi A. and M. College 1922 ; Graduate Work Cornell University
Summer 1931
(In charge Agricultural Education Work at Seneca, S. C.)
ROBERT MORGAN JONES
Assistant Coach
B. S. Clemson Agricultural College 1930
FRANCIS MARION KINARD
Assistant Professor of English
A. B. Woflford College 1923; A. M. University of North Carolina 1929
WILLISTON WIGHTMAN KLUGH
Associate Professor of Drawing
B. S. Clemson Agricultural College 1896; Graduate Work Vanderbilt University
1898; Cornell University 1900
BYRON ADELBERT KLUTTS
Assistant Professor of Agricultural Education
B. S. Mississippi A. and M. College 1922; Graduate Work Cornell University
Summers 1929, 1930
(In charge Agricultural Education work Central, S. C.)
PHILIP H. KRON
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Captain Infantry U. S. A.; Graduate the Infantry School 1921
JOSEPH PAUL LAMASTER
Professor of Dairying




Assistani Professor of English
A. B. Newberry CoIIcrc 1920; M. A. University of Virginia 1924; Graduate Work
Columbia University 1923 and 1928-29
RUDOLPH EDWARD LEE
Professor of Architecture
B. S. 1896, M. Arch. 1928, Clemson Agricultural College; Graduate Work Cornell
University; University of Pennsylvania; Zanerian Art School
ROLAND LINWOOD LEE, Jr.*
Assistant Professor of Carding and Spinning
B. S. Clemson Agricultural College 1925; Georgia School of Technology Summer
1925; M. S. North Carolina State College 1930; Texas A. & M. College
Summer 1931; Lowell Textile Institute 1932
WILLIAM LEROY LIPPINCOTT
Professor of Chemistry
B. Chem. 1918, Graduate Work 1920-21, Cornell University
SIDNEY WAHL LITTLE
Assistant Professor of Architecture
B. Arch. Cornell University 1929; University of Pennsylvania Summer 1925; Cer-
tificate Ecole Americaine des Beaux Arts Fontainbleau ; Further work
RR. Gallerie di Firenze, Italy, Summer 1931
ARTHUR ERNEST McKENXA
Associate Professor of Weaving and Design
Graduate Rhode Island School of Design 1922; Bradford-Durfee Textile School;
B. S. Clemson Agricultural College 1930; Graduate Work University of
Tennessee Summers 1930, 1931, 1932
ALFRED RIDNER MACORMAC
Professor of Textile Chemistry
B. S. College of the City of New York 1924; Graduate Work Columbia University
Summers 1930, 1931, 1932
EUGENE REYNOLDS MANNING
Professor of Textile Chemistry and Dyeing
S. B. 1912, S. B. in Chemical Engineering 1915, University of Delaware ; Philadelphia
Textile School 1913; S. B. in Chemical Engineering Massachusetts Institute
of Technology 1918; Ph. D. University of Pennsylvania 1927
SAMUEL MANER MARTIN
Professor of Mathematics
B. S. The Citadel 1896; Graduate Work Cornell University Summer 1900; Harvard
University Summer 1904; I'niversity of Chicago Summer 1908
JOHN LOGAN MARSHALL
Associate Professor of Wood Work
Georgia School of Technology: B. S Clemson Agricultural College 1909; Bradley
Polytechnic Institute 1919
•On leave 1932-1933.
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WILLIAM HAYNE MILLS
Professor of Rural Sociology
A. B. Davidson College 1892; B. D. Columbia Theological Seminary 1897
JACK HARRIS MITCHELL
Professor of Chemistry
B. S. 1903, M. S. 1904, Alabama Polytechnic Institute; M. S. Uniyersity of
Illinois 1911
CHARLES LEE MORGAN
Professor of Poultry Husbandry
B. S. University of Kentucky 1918; Graduate Work Iowa State College 1924;
M. S. University of Kentucky 1927; Graduate Work University of
Wisconsin 1931-1932
ALBERT MYERS MUSSER
Acting Professor of Horticulture
B. S. University of Florida 1918; Graduate Work Michigan State College 1930
JESS C. NEELY
Head Coach of Intercollegiate Athletics
"LL,. B. Vanderbilt University 1924
CHARLES CARTER NEWMAN
Professor of Horticulture
Alabama Polytechnic Institute; B. S. Clemson Agricultural College
GEORGE B. NUTT
Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering
B. S. Mississippi State College 1930
ALBERT JOSEPH PAULUS
Acting Associate Professor of Agricultural Education
B. S. Ohio State University 1924; M. S. Cornell University 1928; Ph. D. Cornell
University 1930
VERB PETERSON
Consulting Professor of Agricultural Education
State Supervisor of Agricultural Education, Columbia, S. C.
FRANK H. POLLARD
Professor of Chemistry
B. of Chemistry 1916, Ph. D. 1922, Cornell University
HENRY RANKIN, JR.
Assistant Professor of English
A. B. 1922, A. M. 1927, University of North Carolina 1928-29; University of
Wisconsin Summer 1930; Graduate Work University of North Carolina 1931-1932
FACULTY 15
SAM ROSEBOROUGH RHODES
Professor of Electrical Engineering
B. S. 1900, M. S. 1901, Furman University; B. S. 1907, E. E. 1928, Clcmson Agri-
cultural College; General Electric Company; Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg. Co.
ORESTES PEARL RHYNE
Professor of Modern Languages
A. U. I,enoir-Rhyne College 1907; A. B. 1908, A. M. 1909, University of North
Carolina; I'h. I). Johns Hopkins University 1913
MYRON ARTHUR RICE
Assistant Professor of Botany
U. S. University of California 1916; M. S. in Agriculture, Cornell University 1925
DUANE B. ROSENKRANS
Associate Professor of Botany
A. B. Upper Iowa University 1911; M. A. University of Wisconsin 1917
JAMES HAGOOD SAMS, Jr.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
B. S. Clemson Agricultural College 1924; E. E. Cornell University 1926; M. S. in
Mechanical Engineering University of Michigan 1931
CAPERS SATTERLEE
Assistant Professor of Religion
B. A. University of The South 1921; B. D. University of The South 1923
FRANK T. SEARCY
Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics
First Lieutenant Infantry V. S. A.; Graduate United States Military Academy;
Graduate the Infantry School 1921
AUGUSTUS G. SHANKUN
Professor of Mathematics
B. S. The Citadel 1893; Graduate Work Cornell University Summer 1908; Columbia
University Summer 1911
WILLIAM B. SHARP
Assistant Professor Military Science and Tactics
Captain U. S. A.; Graduate Infantry School 1929
DAWSON C. SHELDON
Associate Professor of Mathematics
B. S. State College of Washington 1925; M. A. 1927, Ph. D. 1929 University of
California
DONALD H. SHENK
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
B. S., M. E. Purdue University 1924; Graduate Work Purdue University 1927-1929;
S. P. E. K Summer School 1929
FRANKLIN SHERMAN
Professor of Entomology and Zoology
B. S. Agriculture, Cornell University 1900; M. S. Maryland Agricultural College 1912
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GEORGE RAYMOND SHERRILL
Associate Professor of History and Economics
A. B. Wake Forest 1921; A. M. Columbia UniTCrsity 1925; Ph. D. Columbia Uni-
yersity lyJU
WILLIAM EDWARD SHINN
Associate Professor of Weaving and Design
B. S. North Carolina State College 1924, M. S. 1928
JOHN OWEN SMITH
Assistant Professor of Religion
A. B. WoflFord College 1922; B. D. Yale 1925
LAWRENCE VINCENT STARKEY
Professor of Animal Husbandry
B. S. University of Illinois 1914; M. S. University of Wisconsin 1917
JAMES ANNE STEVENSON
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering
B. C. E. University of Arkansas 1925; M. S., Iowa State College 1927
HAROLD SIMMONS TATE
Assistant Professor of Industrial Education
B. S. Clernson Agricultural College 1925; M, A. Columbia University 1929; George
Peabody College Summers 1927, 1931, 1932
RUPERT TAYLOR
Associate Professor of English
A. B, lyOJ, A M. 1906, University of Arkansas; Ph. D. Columbia University 1911
FREEMAN THAYER TINGLEY
Professor of Electrical Engineering




B. S. Clernson Agricultural College 1920; M. S. Iowa State College 1922; Graduate
Work Georgia School of Technology Summer 1925 ; George Peabody
College Summers of 1928, 1929
R. JOHN WEST
Professor of Military Science and Tactics and Commandant of Cadets
Lieutenant Colonel, Infantry, U. S. Army; Graduate Infantry-Cavalry School 1907;
Graduate Infantry School, Advanced Course 1924
CLEMSON M. WILSON
Consulting Professor of Industrial Education
State Supervisor of Industrial Education, Columbia, S. C,





B. S. Clemson Ajfricultural C'lIleRe 1VJ7; Graduate Work Gcorjjc Peabody College
Summers 1930, 1931, 1932
JAMES WESLEY BURDETTE
Agronomy
B. S. Clemson Agricultural College 1930
EUGENE FRANKLIN CARTEE
Weaving and Design




B. S. Clemson Agricultural College 1928
GASTON GAGE
Carding and Spinning
B. S. Clemson Agricultural College 1921
GUSTAVE E. METZ*
Mathematics
B. S. Clemson 1927; M. A. University of North Carolina 1928; Graduate Work
Ohio State University Summer 1930; Teachers College Columbia
University 19311932
ANDREW MURPHY
A. B. Erskine College 1924; A. M. University ot North Carolina 1928
CLAUDE PAUL PHILPOT
Engineering
B. S. Clemson Agricultural College 1928
ALBERT RAYMOND REED
Physics
A. B. WofTord College 1925; M. S. University of South Carolina 1931
ROBERT RUSSELL RITCHIE
Animal Husbandry
B. S. Iowa State College 1926
ROBERT EDWARD WARE
Zoology and Entomology
B. S. Iowa Wesleyan College 1929; Graduate Work Iowa State College Summer
1931 and 1932
FREDERICK WILLIAM zur BURG
Chemistry




VIRGINIA EARLE SHANKLIN Secretary to the President
GUSTAVE E. METZ, B. S., M. A.* Assistant Registrar
JEAN BEVERLEY SLOAN Assistant to the Registrar
JOSEPHINE EVELYN DANIEL, A. B. ... Acting Assistant Registrar
MARY GAY GULP Stenographer Registrar's Office
MARY CONRAD STEVENSON, A. B Assistant Librarian
EDWARD BERNARD ELMORE Bookkeeper
BOYCE B. BURLEY Assistant Bookkeeper
HELEN MORRISON Assistant to Treasurer
REBECCA CALHOUN SHIVER Clerk
MARIE WHITE GODBEY, R. N Head Nurse
MYRTLE DEAN X-Ray and Laboratory Technician
ELLEN MOSELEY JONES Secretary and Assistant Nurse
CHARLES CARTER NEWMAN, B. S
Superintendent of Campus and Roads
DAVID J. WATSON, B. S Superintendent of Buildings
JAMES DOUGLAS HARCOMBE Mess Officer
RUDOLPH E. LEE, A. I. A College Architect
PRESTON BROOKS HOLTZENDORFF, JR., LL. B
General Secretary, Y. M. C. A.
JOHN ROY COOPER, B. S Associate Secretary Y. M. C. A.
JOHN K. GOODE, A. B Pastor Baptist Church
CAPERS SATTERLEE, B. D Rector Episcopal Church
SYDNEY J. L. CROUCH, B. D. Pastor Presbyterian Church
JOHN OWEN SMITH, A. B., B. D Pastor Methodist Church
*Acting Registrar 1932-1933.
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STANDHfG COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY 1932-1933
The President is ex oflicio a member of all committees
Admissions:
Daniel, Chairman; Calhoun, Cooper, Holmes, Martin, Washington.
Advanced Courses:
Brown, Cooper, Hunter, H. L., Manning, Sams, G. E. Metz, Acting
Registrar, ex officio.
ASSKMBLIKS AND LeCTL'KES :
Daniel, Chairman; Bradley, Crouch, Earle, Freeman, Lippincott.
Athletics:
Mil ford, Chairman; Barre, Mitchell, Rhodes, Watkins, J. C. Littlejohn,
Business Manager, ex officio; W. H. Washington, Registrar,
ex officio.
Awards and Honors:
Daniel, Chairman; Armstrong, Carodemos, Curtis, Lee, R. L.
Catalog :
President Sikes, Chairman; Brearlcy, Littlejohn, Washington, Rankin,
Day and Special Students :
Washington, Chairman; Holtzendorff, Littlejohn, The Commandant.
Deficient Students :
Kinard, Chairman; Burton, Hunter, J. E., Brown, Goodale, Pollard.
Faculty Program:
Sherrill, Chairman; Andrews, Curtis, Dunlap, Godfrey, Stevenson.
Library :
The Librarian, Chairman; Calhoun, Lee, R. E., Holmes, Lane, Mills,
Rhyne.
Reexamination and Promotion :
Washington, Chairman; Calhoun, Daniel, Earle, Kinard, Mitchell,
Martin, Tate.
Schedule:
Washington, Chairman; Aull, Eaton, Hoy, Kinard, Pollard, Rhodes.
Secondary Schools Relations:
Washington, Chairman; Ayers, Booker, Kinard, Lee, R. L., Marshall,
Sherman.
Student Loans:
Littlejohn, Chairman; Evans, Woodward.
Student Organizations:
Eaton, Chairman; Calhoun, Freeman, Marshall, Taylor.
Student Publications:
Lane, Chairman; Edwards, Littlejohn.
Uniform :
Littlejohn, Chairman; G. W. Speer (Trustee-Member), Eaton, Evans,
The Commandant.
Visitors :




In 1889, the General Assembly of South Carolina accepted
the bequest of Thomas G. Clemson. This bequest set aside the
bulk of the Clemson estate for the founding of a scientific and
technical college. The institution was also established under the
Morrill Land-Grant Act passed by the National Congress in
1862. Clemson College, therefore, is the Agricultural and
Mechanical College of South Carolina and is a member of the
national system of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities.
The first prospectus of the College announced one major
course in Chemistry and Agriculture and another in Physics and
Mechanics. The College was formally opened in 1893 with an
enrollment of 446 students. During the forty years from 1893
to 1933, the courses of study have increased to include over
twenty undergraduate majors in the departments of Agriculture,
Engineering, Textiles, Chemistry, and General Science; the en-
rollment has steadily increased to over 1,200 students. A total
of 3,518 students have graduated from Clemson College ; ap-
proximately 12,700 students have enrolled in the institution.
LOCATION
The College is located on the Fort Hill homestead of John
C. Calhoun in the picturesque foothills of the Blue Ridge. It
has an elevation of 800 feet above sea level and commands an ex-
cellent view of the mountains to the north and west, some of
which attain an altitude of nearly five thousand feet.
The College is located at Clemson College, S. C, which is
one mile from Calhoun, a town on the main line of the Southern
Railway, and four miles from Pendleton, on the Blue Ridge Rail-
road. State Highways number 13 and number 24 pass through





Application Blanks. Blanks to be used in applying for ad-
mission may be obtained from the Registrar, Clemson College,
South Carolina.
Admission by Certificate. Graduates from accredited high
schools who have completed fifteen standard high-school units,
including three units in English, two and one-half in mathe-
matics, and two in history, are admitted to the freshman class
without examination. A complete statement of the applicant's
high-school record must be submitted by the high-school princi-
pal on the regular application blank.
Admission by Examination. Students who do not meet the
above requirements may be admitted to the college by passing
the entrance examinations. For the dates of these examinations
see the college calendar on page 4.
Admission by Certificate and Examination. Applicants who
are not graduates of accredited high schools, but who can give
acceptable documentary evidence of having completed the equiv-
alent of fifteen units of work under formal instruction, will be
required to pass examinations on English, mathematics, history,
and one other subject selected by the Registrar. These examina-
tions are held at the same time as the regular entrance examina-
tions.
Admission to Advanced Standing. Work that has been
taken in other colleges will be credited for an equivalent amount
of work so far as it applies to any course offered in the College.
The applicant must present: (a) a letter of honorable dismissal
from the institution last attended, and (b) an official transcript
of his record, including entrance credits. College credits given
by transfer are provisional and may be cancelled at any time if
the student's work is unsatisfactory. A student coming from
another institution must spend at least one regular session in
the College before he is eligible to apply for a degree.
Matriculation. Students upon arrival at the College at the
opening of the session must report at once to the Registrar's
Office. New students will be directed in the procedure neces-
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sary to complete their enrollment. A student's matriculation
with the College is equivalent to his pledge to conform to the
rules of the institution.
EXPENSES
Settlement of College Fees. The Treasurer of the College is
the financial officer and all transactions relating to payments
must be conducted through him. The first quarterly payment
must be made before a student can be assigned to a room in
barracks or permitted to begin work. Remittances should be
made in cash, money order, cashier's check, or by local check
7nade payable to S. W. Evans, Treasurer. All remittances made
hy mail must he addressed to: The Treasurer, Clemson College^
Clemson College, S. C. A personal check which is given in pay-
ment of dues and is returned by the bank unpaid automatically
cancels a student's reservation and automatically drops from
class rolls a student who is in school.
Expenses for 1933-1934. Based upon conditions in 1932-
1933, the living expenses, including board, laundry, heat, light,
and water amount to approximately $175 for the session. The
fees for matriculation, student medical service, laboratory work,
dormitory upkeep, institutional incidentals, and student activi-
ties total approximately $65.
The figures given in the above paragraph are approximate
;
a more definite statement regarding expenses for 1933-1934 will
be mailed to all applicants prior to the opening of the session.
The items listed above do not include tuition, uniforms, or
the cost of books.
Tuition. Tuition for state students for 1933-1934 will
amount to $60 ; tuition for out-of-state students will be $150.
The legal residence of parent or guardian determines the tuition
status of the student.
Uniforms. All students are required to wear the regulation
uniform of the College. The cost of the uniform garments need-
ed by a student must be deposited with the Treasurer of the
College at matriculation in September. The uniforms are made
to individual measure and are purchased on the most favorable
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contract obtainable from a reputable manufacturer. The uniforms
are the property of the student. The College merely acts as
agent for the student and makes no charge or profit for hand-
ling. The total cost of complete new uniforms is about $40. Stu-
dents in upper classes will be allowed to use serviceable uniform
articles on hand.
If a student takes proper care of his uniforms and certain
garments are serviceable for a second year, he will not be re-
quired to purchase a complete new outfit. The cost, therefore,
to old students may be considerably reduced.
Any uniform allowances made to R. 0. T. C. students by
the Federal Government will be credited to the individual when
the full amount of the commutation is received by the College.
Note: The above expenses are for regular cadets who live in
the dormitories. Under certain regulations, and with the ap-
proval of the President, a student may become a Day Cadet or
Day Student. A Day Cadet is a member of the corps who rooms
and boards outside of barracks. A Day Student is a member of
the student body who is not a member of the cadet corps.
Refunds to Students. Refunds will be made to students un-
der the following rules
:
1. A refund for uniforms will not be guaranteed to stu-
dents who withdraw from the College after the uniforms have
been ordered. If order cannot be cancelled, the uniforms will be
sent to the cadet upon receipt of the same.
2. A refund for living expenses will be made at the rates
charged, but no refund will be made for interruptions of less
than two weeks or in cases of discharge issued less than two
weeks from the end of the current quarter. The change of
status of students taking meals in the mess hall can be made at
the time of payment of fees only.
3. No fees will be refunded.
4. A refund of all moneys, except the matriculation fee of
$3.00 and $1.00 per day for board, etc., will be made to a student
who leaves college within ten days of the date of his matricula-
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tion; provided, however, that the refund for uniform cannot be
guaranteed if the same has been ordered.
5. The College will not be liable for articles lost or stolen
in the barracks.
6. The College will not be liable for lost or damaged
laundry, unless reported within two days after the date upon
which laundry was due to be delivered, and then not more than
the actual depreciated value of such articles as have been lost or
damaged.
Student Banking Account, For the convenience of stu-
dents the college operates a banking department in the Treas-
urer's Office where money can be deposited and withdrawn as
the occasion may demand. This service is purely local.
Books and Supplies. The L. C. Martin Drug Co., Inc., con-
ducts a store near the campus and maintains a book and supply
store where students may purchase text-books, drawing instru-
ments, and other student supplies. A complete list of the text-
books used in each course with the price of same will be furnish-
ed on application.
Each student will be required to own his text-books and
necessary equipment, except in the case of brothers in the same
class who occupy the same room. All cadets shall submit their
text-books and other equipment for inspection at such times as
are ordered.
Optional Expenses. It is not possible to give an estimate of
a cadet's expenditures for such amusements as dancing, moving
pictures, etc. This depends largely upon the disposition of the
young man. The College endeavors to reduce to a minimum the
temptation to spend money needlessly, but the authorities can-
not be responsible for a cadet's private expenditures. This must
be a matter between him and his parents.
Transcripts. Transcripts of scholastic records are not issued
to students who have not been graduated. However, a transcript
will be sent to any institution or other rating agency upon re-
quest. One transcript is furnished free; additional copies are
issued for one dollar each.
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Student Aids. There are few opportunities for students to
earn money at Clemson by working in their spare time. In an
agricultural and mechanical college most of the student's time
when he is not in the classroom is occupied in laboratories, shops
and fields. About forty young men secure positions as waiters
in the mess hall, for which service they are paid at the rate of
about eight dollars a month. These positions are filled by the
Mess Officer to whom all correspondence relating thereto should
be addressed. In addition to this help, membership in the Re-
serve Officers Training Corps entitles freshmen and sophomores
to a small commutation on uniforms. Juniors and seniors re-
ceive also a ration commutation.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
Buildings. The Administration Building houses the offices
of the President, the Registrar, the Commandant, the Treasurer,
the Business Manager, and the Alumni Secretary. This build-
ing also has over twenty classrooms. At the north end of the
building is Memorial Hall, the College Auditorium, with a seat-
ing capacity of about eighteen hundred.
The Library Building houses the main library of the college
and the experiment station library. There are in the library ap-
proximately twenty thousand volumes and ten thousand public
documents and government publications. The departmental
libraries also contain a number of volumes pertaining especially
to the work of the department concerned.
The instructional work of the institution is maintained
largely in the departmental buildings. The Engineering, Tex-
tile, and Chemistry departments have individual buildings es-
pecially designed for their purposes. The General Science de-
partment has its classrooms in the Administration Building. The
Agricultural department, which has a few classrooms in the
Administration Building, gives most of its instruction in the
Library Building and the Dairy Building. Certain laboratory
work is conducted at the greenhouses. Live Stock Barns, Poultry
Plant, Veterinary Hospital, and buildings on the college farm.
The cadet barracks comprise three large brick buildings,
steam-heated, electrically-lighted, and abundantly supplied with
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hot and cold water. The four hundred and fifty rooms in the
barracks are furnished with single-width iron cots and other
necessary appointments.
The Hospital, located about a quarter of a mile from the
barracks, is an especially designed wooden building. The
equipment includes a Victor X-ray machine, a new Burdick
ultra-violet ray machine, and the latest design sorensen machine
for ear, eye, nose, and throat treatments.
The Y. M. C. A. Building is conveniently located on the
campus and is the center of social activities and voluntary re-
ligious work.
The Field House is the athletic building which is used for
inter-collegiate as well as inter-mural games.
The Laundry, which is operated exclusively for the stu-
dents, is a brick building with improved modern machinery.
The Clemson College Hotel, a frame building, is situated on
a hill overlooking the campus. This building and numerous
brick and frame residences furnish homes for most of the college
teachers and officers.
The Calhoun Mansion is located on the Clemson campus. In
accordance with the provisions of Mr. Clemson 's will, this former
residence of John C. Calhoun is a shrine in honor of his memory.
Several pieces of furniture and other interesting relics, formerly
the property of Mr. Calhoun, are carefully preserved in the
Calhoun Mansion, where they may be seen by visitors to the
college.
Grounds. The college grounds comprise about 1,544 acres,
including the campus, the farm, and the Experiment Station
grounds. The two-hundred acre campus is laid out in walks,
drives, and lawns, and is shaded by a beautiful grove of native
forest trees.
LIVING CONDITIONS
At Clemson students live in barracks under military dis-
cipline. A student must at all times be present or accounted for.
The barracks or dormitories are divided into ** halls" for mill-
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tary purposes, a unit being assigned to a hall under the super-
vision of a cadet officer.
Cadet officers remain on duty in the guard room both day
and night. A long distance telephone with twenty-four hour
service is located in the guard room.
Each student room is equipped with necessary furniture.
The beds are single width. Bed linen, bed covers, pillows and
towels must be furnished by the students.
All students are required to provide themselves with two
mattress covers and two clothes bags. These are regulation
articles and can be secured only at the College. One set will
likely serve for use during the four years.
The dining hall or mess hall is located in Barracks No. 1
and is under the supervision of the mess officer. The mess hall
is well equipped with silverware, china, glassware, table linen,
etc. The kitchen and cold storage plant is one of the very best
in the South. All students living in the barracks eat in the mess
hall.
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
Under the provisions of the National Defense Act, the War
Department has established at Clemson College an infantry unit
of the Reserve Officers Training Corps. All students of the
College, unless excused by the President, are required to take a
minimum of three hours per week of military training. To be
admitted to membership in the corps and to receive the priv-
ileges connected therewith, juniors and seniors must be recom-
mended by the President and the Professor of Military Science
and Tactics. All members at the completion of the junior class
will be required to attend a summer camp, where their expenses
will be paid by the Federal Government. After graduation the
student may upon the recommendation of his instructors, receive
a commission in the Officers Reserve Corps.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
The Surgeon is one of the regular officers of the College,
and his special duty is to look after the health of the students.
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He has charge of the hospital, and supervises all matters per-
taining to the sanitation of barracks.
At a specified time every day, students who so desire
may consult the Surgeon, and those who are sick are cared
for by experienced nurses in the college hospital. In case of
necessity students are allowed to consult the Surgeon at any
time, or send for him, as may be required.
The Surgeon cannot undertake to notify parents every time
a student reports to the hospital for medicine, or for rest on
account of some slight complaint. However, they may rest as-
sured that they will be promptly notified of sickness of any
consequence. In case of serious illness the Surgeon will tele-
graph them.
The medical fee paid by each student is intended to cover
all ordinary cases of sickness and the treatment and medicines
necessary. It is not intended to cover fees of doctors or special-
ists called into consultation, for performing operations, for
special nurses, or for any medical or surgical attentions per-
formed away from the College. Such expenses must be borne by
the parent. The right of the College Surgeon, with the approval
of the President of the College, to incur in behalf of any student
under his care any of these extra services is hereby expressly re-
served.
RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES
Clemson cooperates with the various churches and the
Y. M. C. A. in the religious training of its students.
Four denominations. Baptist, Episcopal, Methodist, and
Presbyterian, have erected churches in the community. All
Protestant students are required to attend the Sunday morning
services at one of the churches. Arrangements are made for ser-
vices for students of other denominations. Sunday schools and
young people's church societies are maintained by the local
churches. Attendance upon these services is voluntary.
Free-elective courses in Religion are offered. This work is
not financed by the College. For information regarding these
courses see list of courses.
PART III—STUDENT LIFE AND ACTIVITIES
CADET MILITARY ORGANIZATION
Clemson College is operated as a military school,—not for
the purpose of making soldiers, but in order that the students
may learn important life-lessons of obedience to authority,
punctuality, system, courtesy, and loyalty.
The military system places every student on an equal basis.
All students wear the uniform, live under the same conditions,
and are subject to the same privileges and restraints. The dis-
tinguished men in the cadet corps are those who achieve dis-
tinction by being able to do some one thing better than their
fellow students.
The military system does not in any way interfere with the
regular college work, but on the other hand enables this to main-
tain a higher level of efficiency. Military training is a feature
that gives to Clemson 's graduates an advantage which is an im-
portant factor in their future progress and success.
CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
Honor Fraternities. Honor scholarship organizations, in-
cluding Tau Beta Pi, Phi Psi, Alpha Zeta, and Iota Lambda
Sigma, give recognition to superior work done by Engineering,
Textile, Agricultural, and Industrial Education students, re-
spectively.
The military activities of the cadet officers of the corps are
recognized in membership in the Society of Scabbard and Blade,
a national military honor fraternity.
The Blue Key, a national fraternity based upon leadership,
has a chapter at Clemson.
Student Clubs. Students majoring in various courses of in-
struction have organized clubs. Among such clubs are included
the Agricultural Economics Club, the Dairj^ Club, the Horticul-
tural Club, the Minaret Club (an architectural organization),
and the Athanor (a chemical society).
[29]
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Two literary societies—the Calhoun and the Palmetto
—
furnish a valuable supplement to scholastic work.
Engineering Societies. Students majoring in engineering
courses are selected for membership in the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers, and the American Society of Civil Engineers.
THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
The Young Men's Christian Association has become the
chief social gathering place and is the center of voluntary re-
ligious activity. During the current session approximately 600
students have been enrolled in voluntary Bible study classes.
Two trained secretaries are employed by the Association.
The Young Men's Christian Association has supervision of
the voluntary religious activities of the students and endeavors
to serve the religious, social and physical life of the college com-
munity in keeping with the general policies of the international
organization.
The Sunday night union service is held at the Y. M. C. A.
and has been attended by approximately three hundred and fifty
each night. Local and visiting leaders speak at these services.
ATHLETICS
It is the policy of the College to sanction and encourage
athletics so long as this does not interfere with studies and other
duties. Football, baseball, basketball and track are the most
popular sports, and it is assumed that parents are willing for
their sons to participate in these games unless the President is
definitely notified to the contrary. The College is a member of
the Southern Conference and of the South Carolina Inter-
collegiate Athletic Association.
Intercollegiate Athletics. For the regulation of intercol-
legiate athletics, the faculty has adopted the following rules:
1. No student who has a class mark lower than passing in
more than eight hours of work in any one semester shall be
allowed during the ensuing semester to take part in any inter-
collegiate contest.
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Beginning with the session 1933-1934, the above rule shall
be changed to read as follows: No student shall be eligible for
varsity athletics until he has passed twenty-four semester hours.
After a student has become eligible for athletics, to be eligible
for any ensuing year, he must have passed twenty-four semester
hours during the previous year. (In order to participate in
athletics in 1934-1935, a student must have passed twenty-four
semester hours during 1933-1934.)
At the end of each grading period, the faculty athletic com-
mittee will canvass the record of athletes, and if any are found
to be so deficient as to endanger their scholastic standing, they
will be withdrawn from the squad.
In order to participate in intercollegiate contests, each
athletic team may be allowed a maximum absence of ten days
during the session (Saturday afternoon, Sunday and holidays
not to be included). No one contestant or representative shall
be allowed to leave the campus for more than twenty days dur-
ing the session, except at the discretion of the faculty athletic
committee.
2. No member of an athletic team shall be eligible for a
managerial position in any other branch of sport.
3. No team shall be allowed to leave the college grounds to
participate in any match games unless accompanied by an au-
thorized coach or other member of the faculty, who shall be re-
sponsible to the college for the conduct of the players while
away.
4. No student shall be eligible to participate in an inter-
collegiate contest who is away from the College without proper
authority, or without having complied with all the rules or
orders issued by the President regarding such matters.
5. It shall be the duty of the faculty athletic committee
to see that the foregoing rules and regulations are strictly en-
forced.
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MEDALS AND HONORS
Trustees' Medal. The Board of Trustees has established a
gold medal to be awarded annually to the best speaker among
the representatives of the literary societies at Commencement.
The medal was won in 1932 by Cadet W. W. Fridy, Greenwood
County.
Nonns Medal. The following is from the will of Hon. D. K.
Norris, a life trustee of Clemson, who died in 1905
:
''I give $500 face value, Norris Cotton Mill stock .... on
condition the dividend thereon shall be applied annually to the
purchase of a gold medal, to be known as the 'Norris Medal', to
be awarded to the student of Clemson meriting the same at
graduation, under such rules and conditions as may be prescrib-
ed by the said Board of Trustees, and which medal shall have
engraved on it 'Honos habet onus' (Honor brings responsi-
bility)."
In 1932 the medal was awarded to Cadet P. N. Calhoun,
Savannah, Georgia.
R. W. Simpson Medal. A medal designated as the "U. W.
Simpson Medal ' ' is awarded annually to the best drilled cadet in
the freshman, sophomore, or junior class. In 1932 the medal
was awarded to Cadet W. E. Gore, Horry County.
Arnold R. Boyd English Honor Key. Arnold R. Boyd, '14,
now a lawyer in New York, donates this Honor Key annually to
the student in the graduating class who makes the highest aver-
age in English during his college course. In 1932 this key was
awarded to Cadet P. N. Calhoun, Savannah, Georgia.
Farmers^ Certificates of Merit. Beginning with the session
of 1914-1915 certificates of merit have at times been awarded to
two farmers in South Carolina who have rendered distinguished
service in the agricultural development of the State.
National Association of Cotton Manufacturers Medal. For
several years this medal has been awarded to the outstanding
graduate in Textile Engineering. In 1932 the medal was won by
Cadet J. G. Barnwell, Florence County.
PART IV—ORGANIZATION AND GOVERNMENT
ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION
Board of Trustees. The government of the College is vest-
ed in a Board of thirteen members, six of whom are elected by
the Legislature and seven life and self-perpetuating under the
Clemson will. The function of this Board is legislative and not
executive. The Board determines the general policy of the Col-
lege, makes the laws for its government, and directs the ex-
penditure of its funds.
The President is the chief executive and administrative
officer of the Board of Trustees. He is the head of the College
and is responsible for its satisfactory working and success.
r/ie College is divided into six teaching departments, name-
ly: Agricultural, General Science, Chemistry, Engineering,
Military, and Textile. A director is at the head of each depart-
ment and is responsible to the President for its conduct and
success. The departments are comprised of divisions. Each
division is in charge of a professor who acts as chief of the
division. The President conducts all official business with each
department through its director.
The Faculty consists of all officers of instruction in the Col-
lege. The voting members are the directors, professors, asso-
ciate professors, and assistant professors.
The faculty meets at least once a month, or whenever called
by the President, and is an advisory body to the President, on
the instructional work of the College and on such other business
as he may bring before it.
The directors of the various departments meet weekly or
when called by the President for consideration of matters af-
fecting the welfare of the college. Departmental faculty meet-
ings are held periodically.
Faculty Committees. In order to aid him in his executive
[33]
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duties and to carry on the instructional work of the College, the
President appoints committees from the faculty To these are
assigned certain specified lines of work and the committees are
clothed with full authority.
I'he Discipline Committee, The Discipline Committee is
composed of six directors of departments and two full pro-
fessors elected annually by the Board of Trustees. This com-
mittee constitutes the court of the College and tries cadets
charged with serious offenses under the regulations. The Presi-
dent is the reviewing authority of the Discipline Committee, and
may at his discretion set aside or modify the sentences imposed.
A parent, or a cadet over age, has the right to appeal from the
sentence of the Discipline Committee to the Board of Trustees,
provided the appeal is lodged with the President of the College
within thirty days. This appeal must be forwarded to the
President of the Board of Trustees, who if he deems the appeal
meritorious, shall present it at the next regular or called meet-
ing of the Board.
All trials by the Discipline Committee are open to the
public, and all testimony is taken under oath and recorded
stenographically as in a civil court. A student on trial may
have some member of the faculty to assist him in his defense if
he so desires.
MILITARY ORGANIZATION
The President. The President of the College shall have the
general command and government of the institution, watching
over its administration, discipline and instruction. He shall
have authority to make rules from time to time, governing the
granting of permits and furloughs to cadets ; to inspect anything
in a cadet's room or personal baggage; to suspend or modify
these regulations, or to publish special regulations when he con-
siders it necessary, which shall have the authority of the Board
of Trustees until they shall act on the same. He shall prescribe
the hours of study, drill and recreation.
Commandant. The Commandant of Cadets, under the
President, has supervision of the Corps of Cadets in all that
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pertains to its organization, drill, discipline and administration.
He shall prescribe the order in which the furniture, bedding,
books, clothing, equipment, etc., shall be arranged throughout
the barracks and shall make a thorough inspection of the rooms,
furniture, arms, equipment and uniforms of the cadets at least
once each week. He shall have the right to inspect anything in
a cadet's room or personal baggage. He shall perform such
other duties as are prescribed in these regulations. He shall
have the rank of Colonel.
Assistant Commandants. The Assistant Commandants shall
perform such duties as may be prescribed for them by the Presi-
dent or Commandant.
Military Instruction. All students, excepting such students
as are excused by the President, must take a minimum of three
hours military instruction per week. All who pass the required
physical examination must take the Basic Course prescribed by
the War Department for the R. 0. T. C. during their freshman
and sophomore years.
Members of the junior and senior classes are selected by the
Professor of Military Science and Tactics, subject to the ap-
proval of the President, to take the Advanced Course prescribed
for the R. 0. T. C, receiving certain financial benefits allowed
by the Federal Government.
Cadet Officers and Non-commissioned Officers. The cadet
officers and non-commissioned officers are appointed by the Com-
mandant, subject to the approval of the President. When
practicable they shall be appointed from members of the R. 0.
T. C. who have been most studious and soldier-like in the per-
formance of their duties and most exemplary in their conduct.
No cadet may decline any office to which he may be appointed.
As a rule the officers shall be appointed from the senior
class, the non-commissioned officers, except corporals, from the
junior class, and the corporals from the sophomore class.
Study Hours and Class Hows. Study hours are those parts
of the day which are designated for study and shall be prescrib-
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ed in orders. All hours at which a student has no classes or
other duties may be used as study hours and students are ex-
pected to use vacant hours during the day as well as the study
period after supper for study. Classes are scheduled from 8
A. M. to 6 P. ^I. daily except Saturday. Classes are scheduled
to 1 P. M. Saturday.
Any cadet who has been granted a furlough or pass and
who stays over the time stipulated will be awarded such punish-
ment as The Commandant may prescribe subject to the approval
of the President. In case a cadet is prevented by sickness from
returning at the stipulated time he must submit a certificate
from his attending physician. However no such certificate will
be accepted unless The Commandant has been notified in ad-
vance of the expiration of the furlough.
Furlough and Passes. Any cadet who has been granted a
furlough or pass and who stays over the time stipulated, unless
for sickness or other good and valid reason acceptable to the
Commandant, will be awarded a punishment not to exceed one
month's arrest and twenty demerits. In case a cadet is pre-
vented by sickness from returning at the stipulated time, he
must submit a certificate from his attending physician. How-
ever, no such certificate will be accepted unless the President or
the Commandant has been notified in advance of the expiration
of the furlough.
Cadets returning late on furlough or pass are placed in
room arrest pending an investigation of the reason of the late
return.
All communications from parents requesting furloughs for
their sons must be addressed or sent directly to ''The Com-
mandant", and must set forth fully the reason for the request.
No furloughs will be granted unless the reasons given are con-
sidered satisfactory and sufficient justification for any loss of
time for absence from classes or other duties. Telegrams which
do not explain fully will not be accepted as complying with the
above rules. In any case in which business is given as a reason,
the nature of the business must be explained fully.
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A parent has the right to demand a discharge from college
at any time and for any reason but the college authorities re-
serve the riglit to grant or refuse to grant furlouglis.
Week-End Leaves. Week-end leaves will be granted under
conditions prescribed by the President.
Demerits. Any regular cadet who may receive within any
one semester more than 100 demerits during his freshman year,
or more than 80 demerits during his sophomore year, or more
than 70 demerits during his junior year, or more than 65 de-
merits during his senior year; or any day cadet who may re-
ceive within any one semester more than 80 demerits during his
freshman year, or more than 70 demerits during his sophomore
year, or more than 60 demerits during his junior year, or more
than 50 demerits during his senior year shall be required, by
the President, to immediately withdraw from college.
Discharge. No cadet unless twenty-one years of age and
paying his own way at college shall be honorably discharged ex-
cept on the written application of his parents or guardian ad-
dressed to the President, or for reasons satisfactory to the
President.
SCHOLASTIC REGULATIONS
1. The semester hour shall be the basis of all credits. One
recitation hour or three laboratory or shop hours a week if self-
contained, or two if considerable work is required out of the
class period, shall constitute a semester hour.
2. The standing of a student in his work at the end of a
semester shall be based on daily class work, regularity of attend-
ance, tests or other work, and the final examinations.
3. Written examinations shall be required in all subjects
at the end of each semester, except in certain laboratory or
practical courses where not deemed necessary by the depart-
mental faculty. A student who has been absent from more than
one-fourth of the total number of class periods in any subject
for a semester is debarred from the final examination.
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4. A semester grade once reported to the Registrar shall
be the final grade for the period covered. ,^^.
5. No semester grade shall be given out until the close of ^fc
the examination period.
6. When an instructor completes a subject he may hold an
examination on it before beginning the next subject, provided
such examination does not conflict with the regularly scheduled
work.
7. The grading system shall be as follows
:
A—Excellent. Indicates that the student is doing work of
a very high character. The highest grade given.
B—Good. Indicates work that is satisfactory, though not
of the highest order.
—Fair, Indicates work of average or medium character.
D—Pass, Indicates work below the average and unsatis-
factory. The lowest passing grade. For promotion to the
junior and senior classes a student must have a grade above D
on 50 per cent of his total credit hours. For graduation this
average is also required.
E—Conditioned. Indicates a failure to satisfy the require-
ments as to daily recitations, tests or other work, as well as to
the final examination, which condition in the opinion of the in-
structor may be made up by reexamination at some fixed time.
F—Failed. Indicates that a student knows so little of the




Incomplete Woi^k, Indicates that a relatively small part
of the semester's work remains undone. A grade / is not to be
given a student who has made a grade F on his daily work.
^*I-Ahs. Ex.^' Indicates absence from examination on ac-
count of sickness or other satisfactory reason.
8. Absences from Class. Removal of Grade I. A student
who has been absent from class for more than three weeks will
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be dropped from the roll, and his class card will be returned by
his instructor to the Registrar's Office. Such a student will be
readmitted only by permission from the Registrar.
All class work missed on account of absences for good and
sufficient reasons shall be made up to the satisfaction of the in-
structor within thirty days after the student returns to classes.
All incomplete grades (Fs) for first semester not removed
.within thirty days after the beginning of the second semester
shall become F^s.
All incomplete grades (Fs) for second semester not removed
within thirty days after the beginning of the first semester shall
become failures (F's), and must be taken over as such.
A student who, for reasons satisfactory to the faculty, is
absent from any of the first semester examinations will be
graded I-Ahs. Exam, and will be allowed to make up these ex-
aminations during the second semester at the period scheduled
for this work. A student who is absent from any of the second
semester examinations, for satisfactory reasons, shall stand them
during the make-up period in September. A student who is ab-
sent from an examination without excuse is graded F.
9. Special Examinations. Any request for a special ex-
amination must be approved by (1) the instructor concerned,
(2) the head of the division concerned, (3) the director of the
department, and (4) the registrar. Special examinations are
given only on payment of a $2 fee for each examination. Forms
for request may be secured at the Registrar's office. The fee
must be paid to the Treasurer. When conditions are complied
with and approved, a Special Examination Permit will be issued
by the Registrar.
10. Removal of Conditions. Only one opportunity shall be
given a student to remove a condition {E) by a reexamination.
A student who fails to pass such a reexamination shall be re-
quired to repeat the subject hour for hour in class. Not more
than twelve credit hours of conditions for a session shall be re-
moved by reexamination. A student shall not receive a grade
higher than Z) when a deficiency is removed by reexamination.
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Reexaminations shall be held as scheduled by schedule com-
mittee. All conditions {E*s) not removed during the time set
aside for reexaminations shall become failures and be repeated
as such. Seniors may remove conditions during the week pre-
ceding Commencement.
11. Removal of Failures. A student who has failed (made
a grade 2^) in a subject cannot receive credit for that subject
until it has been repeated hour for hour in class, except that in
the case of correlated laboratory work, the number of hours to
be taken shall be determined by the instructor. Where separate
grades for class and laboratory work are given, that part of the
subject shall be repeated in which the failure occurs.
12. Withdrawals on Account of Unsatisfactory Work. A
student who at the end of the first semester has failed (made a
grade F) on nine or more credit hours of work shall be required
to withdraw from college. A student who at the end of the
session has failed (made a grade F) on eighteen or more credit
hours of work shall not be permitted to return the following
session. (Should the application of this rule at the end of the
first semester not be to the best interest of an individual student,
he may be permitted to continue on probation and schedule a
fewer number of hours. Such a student carrying less than a
normal schedule must pass on all his work at the end of the next
semester or be required to withdraw.)
Any student whose record is generally unsatisfactory at the
end of a semester may be dropped from the College. Students
and their parents are hereby warned of this probable action.
13. Promotion and Classification. Promotion is by sub-
jects ; but a student is classified according to the amount of col-
lege work completed. The term freshmen is used to apply to
new students with the exception of those who have completed as
much as a full year of college work elsewhere. Old students
who have not passed as much as 25 semester credit hours are
also designated as freshmen. To be a sophomore a student must
have to his credit at least 25 semester hours and to be a junior
a minimum of 65 credits with a grade above D on 50 per cent of
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the credit hours is required. For enrollment in the senior class
a student must be within forty credits of the requirements for
graduation in his course and he must have completed all of his
freshman and sophomore subjects. Every student is responsible
for knowing the requirements of his course and his status in re-
gard to meeting these requirements.
14. Amount of Class Work Permitted and Required. Pre-
requisites. The normal amount of work a student is expected
to schedule shall be the number of credit hours listed in the
curriculum which he is pursuing, plus a proportionate number
of elcctives as explained under *' Requirements for Degree". A
student shall not be permitted to schedule extra subjects or take
over in addition to his normal schedule any work unless he has
made during the preceding semester a grade of B, or above, on
at least 50 per cent of the total scheduled credit hours. Not more
than five clock hours of work may be scheduled in addition to
the number of credit hours prescribed in the curriculum.
A continuation subject in the next higher class shall not be
scheduled until credit has been received for its prerequisites.
15. Dropping Class Work. Upon the recommendation of
the instructor and the director concerned to the President, a
student's standing will be investigated and he may be required
to drop a subject because of neglect, or lack of application or
preparation. No student will be dropped under this rule with-
out approval by the President.
A student who at the end of a semester makes a grade F on
six, but not more than eight, credit hours of work or who makes
a grade E on ten or more credit hours of work, shall be re-
quired to drop from his schedule at least one theoretical sub-
ject. (See Rule 12.)
A subject dropped after the middle of the semester is re-
corded as a subject failed.
16. Time of Scheduling Work. All students shall register
for classes during the class registration period. A fee of two
dollars is charged for late registering for class work.
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17. Deficiencies in Year Courses. A student who is con-
ditioned (makes a grade E) on the first and second semesters'
work of a subject continuing throughout the session shall be re-
quired to repeat the subject in class at the next recurrence.
A student who receives a grade F on first semester of a year
course cannot continue second semester in that course without
special permission.
18. How to Raise a Grade E. A grade E may be removed
as prescribed in Section 11. However, if a student makes a
grade E in a subject which continues beyond the first semester
and to the end of the second semester, the instructor may at the
end of the session recommend that the grade be raised to a P,
provided the grade made on the work of the second semester is
A or B. In such a case the recommendation of the instructor
shall be made a special report, must be approved by the director
of the department, and must accompany the grades of the second
semester.
19. Promotion to the Junior and Senior Classes. A stu-
dent shall not be permitted to enroll in the senior class until all
the work of the freshman and sophomore classes has been com-
pleted. A student shall not be admitted to the junior or senior
classes who has not received grades above D on 50 per cent of
his credit hours.
20. Requirements for Graduation. For graduation a stu-
dent must have completed as many credit hours as are required
in his course with a grade above D on 50 per cent of the total
credit hours. All work must be completed before 5 P. M. on the
Friday preceding Commencement.
Residence of at least one regular session shall be required
for graduation.
21. Seniors Failing to Graduate. A senior who fails to
graduate because of either one E or one F on any subject shall
have an opportunity of removing it by examination during the
make-up period in September, provided he can furnish evidence
of having done satisfactory study. Failing to do this he shall
take the subject over with the next class.
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22. Change tJi Course. Aimless shifting is discouraged
;
but for good reasons a change in course may be made at end of
any semester. The student must meet the full requirements of
the course to which he changes.
23. Text-books and Supplies. Each student shall be re-
quired to own his individual text-books and the necessary equip-
ment, except in the case of brothers in the same class who room
together.
All requests from the students to the faculty must be made
in writing.
PART V—REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREES,
COURSES OF STUDY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE
The degree of Bachelor of Science is awarded to those stu-
dents who satisfactorily complete one of the four-year curricula.
In addition to the prescribed courses at least fourteen hours of
free electives are required. Other electives are subject to the
approval of the director of the department in which the major
course is taken. For rules governing scholastic work, see the
scholastic regulations listed under Part IV.
All work for a degree must be completed by 5 P. M. on the
Friday preceding graduation exercises. Residence of at least
one regular session is required for graduation. Every candidate
for a degree must pay to the Treasurer of the College the cost of
his diploma before 5 P. M. on the Friday preceding graduation.
If all work toward a degree is not completed within five
years after entrance, the student may be required to take addi-
tional courses.
PROFESSIONAL DEGREES IN ENGINEERING
The College offers the following professional engineering
degrees: Civil Engineer, Electrical Engineer, and Mechanical
Engineer.
The requirements for these degrees are: (a) a Bachelor's
degree from Clemson College in one of these three branches in
engineering, (b) five years of subsequent professional experi-
ence, one year of which must have been in responsible charge of
engineering or engineering instruction, (c) the preparation of a
thesis demonstrating distinct technical ability. Detailed in-
formation regarding professional degrees may be obtained from
the Registrar.
COURSES OF STUDY
Twenty-one undergraduate courses of study are offered in
the departments of Agriculture, Engineering, Textiles, Chemis-
try, and General Science. The major courses under each de-
partment are indicated below
:
[44]
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Agricultural Department Engineering Depart incnt
Agronomy Architecture
Animal Husbandry Civil Engineering
Agricultural Chemistry Electrical Engineering
Agricultural Economics Engineering Industrial
Agricultural Education Education










General Science Department Weaving and Designing
General Science Yarn Manufacturing
In addition to the work in these regular courses, the college
offers the opportunity for certain work after graduation to
properly qualified students from this and other institutions. This
work may be of an advanced nature or may be a special program
of undergraduate studies. Students interested in work along
this line should consult the Registrar or the Head of the Division
concerned.
In the curricula which follow are given the official title and
number of the course, the descriptive title, the number of
semester hours credit, and in parentheses the number of hours
per week in class and laboratory, respectively.
AGRICULTURE
The course in agriculture, supi)lcmented by work in mathe-
matics, English, political economy, rural sociology, history, and
the natural sciences, allows no differentiation during the first
and second years except in Agricultural Engineering. Its ob-
ject is to give the student a broad general knowledge of the sul>-
ject so that he will have a sound foundation for specialization
during his junior and senior years. At the end of the sopho-
more jear it is expected that he will be able to choose intelligent-
ly which line of agricultural work he desires to follow.
In the junior year a student is given the choice of electing
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agricultural economics, agricultural education, agronomy, animal
husbandry, chemistry, dairying, entomology or horticulture. A
major course requires approximately six hours per week of
recitations, and six hours per week of laboratory each semester.
In addition to the major work during the senior year, a suffi-
cient number of elective courses must be selected to bring the
number of semester credit hours up to not less than 16 and not
more than 20.
The Agricultural curriculum is unique in that it serves a
dual purpose. It is designed to give adequate training in all
Jines of agricultural endeavor to those who have the opportunity
of spending four years at college. At the same time it aids those
,who can remain but a year, offering them the equivalent of a one-
year course in Agriculture. A two-year student is given well-
balanced training in all the basic subjects of Agriculture and in
addition such sciences as will enable him to comprehend agricul-
tural literature and provide a background for further study.
AGRICULTUREt
Freshman Year
First Semester Second Semester
Agr. 11, Field Crops 3** (3,0) *Ag. Ec.l2, Elementary Ag. Ec._3 (3,0)
Chemistry 11, General 3?4 (3,2) A. H. 12, Types and Market
English 11, Comp. and Am. Lit-2 (2,0) Classes of Livestock 2^ (2,2)
•History 11, Citizenship 3 (3,0) Chemistry 12, General 3fS (3,2)
Math. 15, Ag. Mathematics 3 (3,0) English 12, Comp and Am. Lit.-2 (2,0)
M. E. 11, Ag. Forge H (0,2) Hort. 12, Veg. Gard. 2^ (2,2)
M. E. 16, Ag. Woodwork Vs (0,2) Military Science 12 1^ (1,2)
Military Science 11 1 (0,3) Orientation }4 (0,1)
Poultry Husbandry 11 2?^ (2,2) Physical Education 12 Vs (0,2)
Physical Education 11 34 (0,2)
20^^ 16?4
Sophomore Year
Botany 21, Agricultural 2^ (2,2) Agr. 22, Farm Machinery 2?i (2,2)
Chemistry 21, Analytical Qual._2 (1,3) Agr. 20, Soils 2^ (2,2)
English 21, Lit. and Adv. Comp_2 (2,0) Botany 22, Agricultural 2^ (2,2)
Geology 21, Agricultural 3 (3,0) Chemistry 22, Organic 2 (2,0)
Military Science 21 1 (0,3) Chemistry 22a, Analy. Quant. __ % (0,2)
Physics 29 2 (1,2) Dairy Husb. 20, Dairying 2'A (2,2)
Z. & E. 21, Zoology 2?^ (2,2) English 22, Lit. and Adv. Comp. 2 (2,0)
Hort. 21, Fruit Growing 2^ (2,2) Physics 29a 1 (0,2)
Military Science 22 194 (1,2)
18 18
*Offered both semesters. . . ' , ,
** Semester hours credit. First figure in parenthesis is class hours per week,
second figure is Laboratory or practice. ^. ., -o • • e
tAgricultural Engineering Freshman year same as Civil Engineering, bee
page 58.




Agr. Jl. Fertilizer & Manures ..2 (2,0)
lUctcriuloicy 31. General i^i (2,4)
E. & S. 33, Econom. 3 (3,0)
Enriish 31a. Public Speaking ..1 (1,0)
Military Science 31 1 (0,3)
Z. & E- 31, Intro, ft App. Ent—2H (2,2)
Electirea 3-7
Second Semester
Agr. 30, Forage Cropi 3 (3.0)
Agr. 32. Genetics 2H (2.2)
Agr. Ec. i2. Price Analysis 2^ {2^)
BoL 30, PUnt Phys. 3^ (2,4)
FjiRlish 32a, Public Speaking ._! (1.0)




Agr. 41, AdT. Cotton
Agr. 45, Adv. Crops
Agr. 47, AdT. Crop Lab. „
Agr. 49, Plant Breeding _.
Agr. 51, Crop Problems _.
Military Science 41
F^lcctives













Airr. 44, Advanced Soils H (0,2)
Aiir. 50, Soil Problems 1 (1,0)
Bact. 44, Soil Bacteriology —3yi (2,4)





A. H. 31, Prin. of Feeding 2^ (2.2)
Bact. 31. C;eneral 3^6 (2.4)
EnKlish 31a. Public Speaking „1 (1.0)
Military Science 31 1 (0,3)
Electires 8-12
A. H. 34, Pork Production 2^ (2J)
P. H. 32. Farm Poultry 2H (2.2)
Agr. 30, Forage Crops 3 (3,0)
A. H. 32, Judging M (0,2)
Vet. Sc. 30. Anat. & Phys. 2H (2.2)
English 32a. Public Speaking —1 (1,0)
E. ft, S. 33, Econom. 3 (3,0)




A. H. 41, Feeds ft Feeding 2« (2.2)
A. H. 43, Beef Production 2^ (2.2)
A. H. 45, AdT. Stock Judfdng-_2>i (2.2)
Military Science 41 1 (0,3)
ElcctiTei 7-11
A. H. 40, Animal Breeding 2^ (2.2)
A. H. 42, Sheep Production. . .2H (2,2)
A. H. 50. Spec. Problems 1 (1,0)
Miliury Science 42 H (0,2)
Electires 9-13
16-20 16-20




Bacteriology 31, General 3J^ (2,4)
Chemistry 25- Organic 3?4 (3,2)
Chemistry 33, Quantitative Ij/s (0,4)
Geol. 33. Mineralogy 2^ (2,2)
English 31a, Public Speaking 1 (1,0)
Military Science 31 1 (0,3)
Electives 3-7
Second Semester
Chem. 26, Organic 3JS (3,2)
Chem. 33a, Quantitatire 1J4 (0,4)
Geol. 34, Mineralogy ZVs (2,2)
English 32a, Public Speaking 1 (1,0)
E. & S. 33, Econom. 3 (3,0)





Chem. 41, Adv. Inorganic 2 (2,0)
Chem. 43, Colloids 2 (2,0)
Chem. 45, History 2 (2,0)
Chem. 47, Tech. Analysis 3 (1,6)
Military Science 41 1 (0,3)
Electives 6-10
Chem. 42, Adv. Inorganic 2 (2,0)
Chem. 44, Colloids 2 (2,0)
Chem. 46, Stoichiometry 2 (2,0)
Chem. 50, Thesis 2 (0,6)




Chem. 31, Physical 4}i (3,4) Chem. 32, Physical 4Ji (3,4)
Chem. 4 7, Tech. Analysis 3 (1,6) Chem. 47 or SO, Tech. Analysis





A. H. 31, Prin. of Feed 2^ (2,2)
Bact. 31, General 3J^ (2,4)
E. & S. 33, Econom. 3 (3,0)
English 31a, Public Speaking 1 (1,0)
D. H. 35, Feeding and Manage-
ment 2^ (2,2)
Military Science 31 1 (0,3)
Electives 2^-654
Agr. 30, Forage Crops 3 (3,0)
Chem. 38, Dairy Chemistry 3^ (2,4)
D. II. 30, Judging ^ (0,2)
Vet. 30, Anatomy & Physiology 2^ (2,2)
English 32a, Public Speaking __1 (1,0)




D. H. 41, Dairy Manufacturing_3 (2,3)
D. H. 43, Creamery Org. &
Man. 3 (3,0)
D. H. 47, Genetics 2^ (2.2)
D. H. 51, Problems 1 (1,0)
Military Science 41 1 (1,0)
Electives 5^-9^
Bact. 40, Dairy Bact. 3J4 (2,4)
D. PI. 42, Dairy Manufacturing_3^ (2,4)
D. H. 44, Breeding 1^ (1,2)
D. H. 48, Adv. Dairy Farm 2^ (2,2)
D. H. 50, Problems 1 (1,0)
Military Science 42 ^ (0,2)
Electives 3^-7^
16-20 16-20




Aff. Ec 31. StatUtical Md. 2^ (2,2)
Ag. Ec- iS. Farm Acct. 1 *ti (1.2)
Af. Ec. 35. Prin. of Mktf. _-_3 (3.0)
Bact. 31, General 3^ (2,4)
En^ish 31a. Public Speaking _.l (1.0)




Ag. Ec. 32, Price Analysis 2H {2,2)
Ag. Ec. 34. Farm Org. & Mgt..2H (2.2)
D..t. 32, Forestiy 2*i (2,2)
E. A. S. 33, Econom. 3 (3,0)
Eng. i2. Business Law „ 2 (2.0)
EnRlish 32a. Pubhc Speaking _.l (l.'»)




Ag. Ec. 41, Farm Moyements__3 (3.0) Ag. Ec. 42, Rural Sociology___3 (3.0)
Ag. Ec. 43, Affric. Finance 2 (2,0)
Ag. Ec. 49. Cotton Mktg. 3 (3,0)
Military Science 41 1 (0.3)
ElectiTcs 7-11
16-20
.Kg. Ex:. 44. Land Elconomics 3 (3,0)
Geol. 40, Econ. Geography 3 (3,0)





A. H. 31. Prin- of Feed 2^ (2.2) BoL 32, Forestry 2H (2.2)
E. & S. 33, Econom. 3 (3,0) Ed. 34, Problems in Ag. Ed 3 (3,0)
Ed. 31, Introduction to Ag. Ed. -3 (1,6) English 32a. Public Speaking ..1 (1,0)
English 31a, Public Speaking ..1 (1,0) P. H. 32, Farm Poultry 2>i (2,2)
MUitary Science 31 1 (0,3) Military Science 32 « (0,2)
Electires Syi-9yi Electires 6-10
16-20 16-20
Senior Year
Ed. 41. Prin. of Vocational Ed...4 (1.9)
Military Science 41 1 (0,3)
Electires 11-15
Ed. 40, Ag. Prac. Teaching 5 (0.15)
Ed. 42, Methods in Ag. Ed 3 (3,0)





(Same as Civil Engineering. See page 58)
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Sophomore Year
First Semester Second Semester
Agr. 11, Field Crops 3 (3,0)
C. E. 23, Surveying 1^ (1,2)
Chem. 11, General 3^ (2,2)
Drawing 25, Mech. ^ (0,2)
Eng. 21, Lit. and Adv. Comp._2 (2,0)
Agr. 21, Geology 3 (3,0)
Agr. 23, Agr. Mechanics 3 (2,3)
Military Science 21 1 (0,3)
Chem. 12, General 3Ji (3,2)
Agr. 20, Soils 2?^ (2,2)
Drawing 28, Mech. 1 (0,3)
Eng. 22, Lit. and Adv. Comp._2 (2,0)
Agr. 22, Farm Machinery 2^ (2,2)
Physics 22 3 (3,0)
Military Science 22 1^ (1,2)
18 16H
Junior Year
Math. 21, Dif. Cal. 5 (5,0)
Agr. 34, Motors & Power Mch.-3 (2,3)
Agr. 31, Fertilizers & Manures_2 (2,0)
E. E. 35, Electrical Engr. 2^ (2,2)





Math. 22, Int. Cal. 5
Ag. Ec. 12, El. Ag. Ec. 3
E. & S. 33, Economics 3
D. H. 20 2fi (2,2)




C. E. 31, Mechanics 3 (3,0)
M. E. 33, Mach. Shop IVs (0,4)
Agr. 40, A. E. Drainage and
Terracing 3 (2,3)
Agr. 41, Adv. Cotton 2 (2,0)
Agr. 43, Water Supply and
Sanitation 3 (2,3)
Agr. 61, A. E. Thesis Vs (0,2)
Military Science 41 1 (0,3)
Electives 2-6
C. E. 32, Strength of Materials_3 (3,0)
Ag. Ec. 34, Farm Organ. 2?^ (2,2)
Agr. 42, Soils and Pert. 2 (2,0)
Agr. 46, Farm Bldg. 3 (2,3)
Agr. 48, Adv. Farm Mach. Lab._l (0,3)
Agr. 62, A. E. Thesis Vs (0,2)
Military Science fi (0,2)





Bact. 31, General 3^ (2,4)
Hort. 31, Plant Prop. 2^ (2,2)
E. & S. 33, Econom. 3 (3,0)
English 31a, Public Speaking 1 (1,0)
Military Science 31 1 (0,3)
Z. & E. 31, Intro. &Appl.Ent._2?4 (2,2)






Plant Phys. 3j4 (2,4)
Eng. 32a, Public Speaking 1 (1,0)
Hort. 32, Prin. Veg. Prod 2?^ (2,2)
Hort. 33, Land. Card. 2^ (2,2)




Hort. 41, Syst. Pom. 2^ (2,2)
Hort. 43, Veg. Crops 234 (2,2)
Hort. 50, Spec. Prob. 1 (1,0)
Military Science 41 1 (0,3)
Electives 8^-12^
16-20
Agr. Ec. 32, Price Analysis 23i
Hort. 42, Com. Pomology 2?^
Hort. 51, Spec. Problems 1
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ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY
Junior Year
First Semester Second Semester
Bact. 31. General 3yi (2.4) Dot. 30, Plant Thysiology 3Vi (2,4)
E. & S. 3i, Econom. 3 (3.0) Eng. 32a, Public Speaking 1 (1,0)
Eng. 31a, Public SpeakinR 1 (1,0) Military Science 32 M (0,2)
Military Science 31 1 (0,3) Z. & E. 32. Gen. Ent. _ 3yi (2,4)
Z. & E. 31, Intro. & App. Ent._-2H (2,2) Z. & E. 30, Adr. Zool. 2^ (2,2)
Electivet 5-9 Electives S-9
16-20 16-20
Senior Ye^vr
Military Science 41 1 (0,3) Military Science 42 ^ (0,2)
Z. & E. 41, Ecn. Ent. 2fi (2.2) Z. & E. 42, Econ. Ent 2f4 (2,2)
Z. & E. 45. Insect Morp. 2}i (2.2) Z. & E. 44, Beekeeping 1^ (1,2)
Z. & E. 47, Parasitology 2Ji (2,2) Z. & E. 46, Syst. Ent. 2Vi (1,4)
Z. & E. 51, Seminar 1 (1.0) Z. & E. 50, Seminar 1 (1,0)




This course is intended to prepare the student to engage in
manufacturing operations involving a knowledge of chemistry,
or for employment as chemist in commercial, or fertilizer inspec-
tion, or food and feeding-stuff inspection laboratories, and for
experiment station or U. S. Government service. A student who
has satisfactorily completed this course will also be well equipped
to teach elementary chemistry, and to pursue advanced work
in chemistry.
Beginning with the junior year, elections are allowed to
some extent to enable the student to fit himself for one of the
alx)ve lines of work by pursuing the subject in the direction of
chemical engineering, organic, physical, analytical and sanitary
chemistry. The advances in all branches of chemistry have
made specialization to some extent necessary, whether the stu-
dent expects to enter any of the various lines of work open to a
graduate of a thorough course in chemistry, or to pursue
graduate work. For the latter group, two years of a modem
language should be included in the electives chosen as this is a
common prerequisite for such graduate work at most univer-
sities.




Chem. 11, General 3^ (3,2)
English 11, Comp, and Am. Lit.-2 (2,0)
Hist. 14, Am. Ec. Hist. 2 (2,0)
Math. 11, Trigonometry 5 (5,0)
Military Science 11 1 (0,3)
Phys. Ed. 11 Vs (0,2)
Physics 13, General 4 (3,2)
Second Semester
Chem. 12, General 3^ (3,2)
English 12, Comp. & Am. Lit.-2 (2,0)
History 12, Am. Gov't and
Polit. Parties 2 (2,0)
Math. 12, Analytics 5 (5,0)
Military Science 12 1J4 (1,2)
Phys. Ed. 12 ^ (0,2)




Chem. 23, QualitatiTe 4?4 (2,8)
Chem. 25, Organic iVi (3,2)
Drawing 11, Freehand fS (0,2)
Drawing 13, Mechanical 3i (0,2)
English 21, Lit. 2 (2,0)
Math. 21, Dit. Calculus 5 (5,0)
Military Science 21 1 (0,3)
Chem. 24, Quantitative 4J4 (2,8)
Chem. 26, Organic 3ji (3,2)
Drawing 12, Freehand H (0,2)
Drawing 14, Mechanical ^ (0,2)
English 22 2 (2,0)
Math. 22, Int. Calculus 5 (5,0)




Chem. 31, Physical 4J^ (3,4)
Chem. 33, Quantitative IVs (0,4)
Chem. 35, Organic 2^ (2,2)
•Econ. & Soc. 41, Econ. 2 (2,0)
English 31, Public Speaking ._2 (2,0)
Geol. 33, Mineralogy 2^ (2,2)
Military Science 31 1 (0,3)
Chem. 32. Physical 4J4 (3,4)
Econ. & Soc. 42, Sociology 2 (2,0)
English 41, Business Law 2 (2,0)
Geol. 34, Mineralogy 2?^ (2,2)






Chemistry 45, History 2 (2,0)
Chemistry 43, Colloids 2 (2,0)
Chemistry 41, Adv. Inorg. 2 (2,0)
Chemistry 47, Tech. Anal. 3 (1,6)
Military Science 41 1 (0,3)
Electives 6-10
Chemistry 46, Stoich. 2 (2,0)
Chemistry 44, Colloids 2 (2,0)
Chemistry 42, Adv. Inorg, 2 (2,0)
Chemistry SO, Thesis 3 (0,9)




This course is planned to meet the needs of those students
who for any reason desire general training in the natural and
social sciences. It is recommended for men preparing for medi-
cine, law, teaching, and scientific investigation. With properly
chosen electives one may complete in two years the minimum re-
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quirements for admission to a standard medical college. Some
medical colleges do not admit students with these minimum rc-
(|uirements. Students desiring to qualify for admission to the
study of medicine should communicate with the medical college





English 15, Comp. and Am. Lit._3 (3.0)
History 14, Am. Econ. History_2 (2,0)
Botany II, General 3^ (2,4)
Chemistry II. General 3^ (3,2)
Military Sc. 11, Drill 1 (0,3)
Physical Education 11 ^ (0,2)
Lan^age 3 (3,0)
Math. 17 3 (3,0)
Second Seynester
English 16, Comp. and Am. Lit.-3 (3,0)
History 12, American Gov't
and Political Parties 2 (2,0)
Z. and E. 12, Gen. Zoology 3Vi (2,4)
Chemistry 12, General 3H (3,2)
.Military Sc. 12 1^ (1.2)
Physical Education 12 H (0,2)
Language 3 (3,0)
.Math. 18 3 (3,0)
19>i 20M
Sophomore Year
English 21, Lit. and Adv. Comp.-2 (2,0) English 22, Lit. and AdT. Comp.-2 (2,0)
Physics 13, General 4 (3,2) Physics 14, General 4 (3»2)
Military Science 21, Drill 1 (0,3) .Military Science 22 l>i (1,2)
I^anguage (Cont.) or Geology 23-3 (3,0) Language (Cont.) or Nat. Sc—3 (3,0)
Groups 1 and 2 8-10 Groups 1 and 2 8-10
18-20 lBH-20
Junior Year
English 31, Public Speaking „2 (2,0) English (To be approved) 2 (2,0)
E. and S. 35, Psychology 3 (2.2) E. and S. 36, Psychology 3 {2,2)
History 31, Hist, of Civiliz 3 (3,0) History 32, Hist, of Ciriliz 3 (3.0)
Military Sc. 31, Drill 1 (0,3) Military Sc. 32, Drill H (0,2)
Groups 1 and 2 6-8 Groups 1 and 2 6-8
Free elective 3 Free elective 3
18-20
Senior Year
•E. and S. 41, Economics 2 (2,0) E. and S. 42, Sociology
Military Sc. 41, Drill 1 (0,3) Military Sc. 42, Drill _.
Groups 1 and 2 10-12 Groups 1 and 2
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Group 1. All courses offered by the following departments
or divisions: Agricultural economics, economics and sociology,
education, English, history, and languages. Architecture 25, 26,
40.5, and 41.5 may also be taken as electives under this group.
Group 2. All courses offered by the following departments
or divisions: Botany and bacteriology, chemistry, education,
geology, mathematics, physics, and zoology and entomology.
Agronomy 32 may also be taken as elective under this group.
Additional Requirements
For graduation in this course at least the second year of one
foreign language must be completed in college.
Of the minimum of forty-eight semester credit hours to be
selected from groups 1 and 2 at least twelve must be advanced




The information given below applies to the four-year course
in Architecture as now given. In order to meet the modern
trend the College is offering a five-year course in Architecture
leading to the degree of Bachelor in Architecture. In this course
the technical work of the lower classes is extended and elabo-
rated, the fifth year design comprising a thesis in which the stu-
dent selects his subject and writes the program to meet the ap-
.
proval of the faculty of Architecture. Work in Domestic Archi-
tecture, Specification Writing, Estimating, Chemistry, Survey-
ing, Advanced History and allied subjects are included. A copy
of the curriculum may be had upon request.
The course is a well-rounded cultural one, fitting the grad-
uate not only for the practice of architecture, but for a number
of allied professions. All work is individual and every effort is
made to develop the student 's individuality, imagination, and
creative ability. Skillful draftsmanship and artistic presenta-
tion are insisted upon.
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Art'hitecture is one of the fine arts and much time is given
to freehand drawing, color work, history of architecture, paint-
ing and sculpture. Architectural design, the principal subject,
extends through four years. In this the student is given a writ-
ten j)rogram of re<piirenients for a building or group of build-
ings and under the criticism of the instructor works out a solu-
tion embodying his own ideas. Freehand drawing consists of
sketching and rendering from casts, nature and life, in pencil,
charcoal, pen and ink, crayons, water color and oils. This ex-
tends through four years. History of architecture, historic
ornament and history of art are taught in the sophomore, junior,
and senior years.
Strong courses are given in mathematics, graphic statics,
strength of materials, reinforced concrete, building construction
and in working drawings which consist of complete plans and
specifications for a building prepared as in the office of a prac-
ticing architect.
The work in architecture occupies especially designed
quarters on the top floor of Riggs Hall. One feature is a great
drafting room with individual drafting tables. This is a mark-
ed advantage as all may study their problems in design and have
the benefit of mutual help and criticism. Adjoining is a studio
equipped with plaster casts and models suitable for the needs in
free-hand drawing and color work and with controlled lighting.
Class rooms are equipped with lanterns and .slides.
A working library adjoining the drafting rooms contains
many volumes covering architecture and allied subjects, photo-
graphs, plans and illustrations, lantern slides, drawings, models,
and files of the leading architectural magazines, both American
and foreign. This is in addition to the main college library. In
the structural drafting room is a complete built-in exhibit of
building materials and appliances especially arranged for in-
structional purposes.




Arch. 11, Elems. of Arch. 2 (0,6)
Arch. 13, Freehand Drawing IJ^ (0,4)
Arch. 15, Uescrip. Geom, J^ (0,2)
English 11, Comp. & Am. Lit. —
2
(2,0)
French 11 3 (3,0)
Math. 11, Trigonometry 5 (5,0)
Physics 11, General 4 (3,2)
Military Science 11 1 (0,3)
rhys. Ed. 11 fS (0,2)
Second Semester
Arch. 12, Arch. Design \\i (0,4)
Arch. 14, Freehand Draw. Ij^ (0,4)
Arch. 16, Sh. Shad. & Persp ^ (0,2)
English 12, Comp. & Am. Lit.—2 (2,0)
French 12 3 (3,0)
Math. 12, Analytics 5 (5,0)
Physics 12, General 4 (3,2)
Military Science 12 XYi (1,2)
Phys. Ed. 12 ^ (0,2)
19?4 19^
Sophomore Year
Arch. 21, Arch. Design 4?^ (0,14) Arch. 22, Arch. Design 4^^(0,14)
Arch. 23, Antique and Color 1 (0,3)
Arch. 25, Hist, of Arch. 4 (4,0)
French 21 3 (3,0)
Eng. 21, Lit. & Adv. Comp 2 (2,0)
Math. 23, Dif. Calculus 3 (3,0)
Military Science 21 1 (0,3)
18?^
Arch. 24, Antique and Color 1 (0,3)
Arch. 26, Hist, of Arch. 4 (4,0)
French 22 3 (3,0)
Eng. 22, Lit. & Adv. Comp. 2 (2,0)
Math. 24, Int. Calculus 3 (3,0)
Military Science 22 lYz (1,2)
19ji
Junior Year
Arch. 31, Arch. Design 7J4(0,22)
Arch. Zi, Sketching & Painting. 1 (0,3)
Arch. 35, Bldg. Constr. 3 (3,0)
Arch. 37, Working Drawings— ^A (0,2)
Arch. 39, Historic Ornament — ?4 (0,2)
*C. E. 31, Mechanics 3 (3,0)
Eng. 31, Public Speaking 2 (2,0)
Military Science 31 1 (0,3)
18^
Arch. 32, Arch. Design 75^(0,22)
Arch. 34, Sketching & Painting. 1 (0,3)
Arch. 36, Bldg. Constr. 2 (2,0)
Arch. 38, Working Drawings— ^ (0,2)
C. E. 32, Strength of Materials_3 (3,0)
C. E. 34, Graphic Statics 1?4 (1,2)
Eng. 32, Business Law 2 (2,0)
Military Science 32 ^ (0,2)
Senior Year
i^Vi
Arch. 41, Arch. Design 6^(0,20)
Arch. 43, Bldg. Const. 3 (3,0)
Arch. 45, Struct. Design 2 (0,6)
Arch. 47, Mech. Plant 2 (2,0)
Arch. 49, Life Drawing ^ (0,2)
C. E. 47, Reinforced Cone. 2 (2,0)
*Econ. & Soc. 41, Economic9__2 (2,0)
Military Science 41 1 (0,3)
Arch. 42, Arch. Design 6Ji(0,20)
Arch. 44, Bldg. Const. 3 (3,0)
Arch. 46, Struct. Design 2^ (0,8)
Arch. 48, Profess. Prac. 1 (1,0)
Arch. 40, Life Drawing ^4 (0,2)
Arch. 40.5, Hist, of Art 2 (2,0)
Econ. & Soc. 42, Sociology 2 (2,0)
Military Science 42 ^ (0,2)
19^^ 18?^
*Offered both semesters.
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Each spring students are expected to take an educational
trip to a large city to study examples of architecture and con-
struction.
Six weeks of practical architectural work approved by the
architectural faculty is required for graduation. (Arch. 28.)
Civil Engineering
This course is intended to prepare young men for entrance
upon professional practice in some of the many branches of
civil engineering, and also to meet the needs of those who, having
been engaged in engineering work without a course of instruc-
tion, desire to equip themselves for more successful competition
with those who have had such instruction.
In connection with the technical studies, liberal training is
given in English, history, economics, pure mathematics, and the
physical sciences. The course will also be found to embrace a
considerable amount of drawing, shop work, and short coui*scs
in electrical engineering and mechanical engineering.
The distinctive work pursued by students in this course in-
cludes the field and office work of surveying and leveling;
toi)ographic surveying and drafting; the location and construc-
tion of railroads and highways, bridges, and other structures m
connection therewith; involving investigation as to the strength
of the materials of construction and the theories involved in the
use thereof; masonry construction; foundations on land and un-
der water; a particular study of highway engineering, includ-
ing a laboratory course covering all the standard tests of high-
way material, both bituminous and non-bituminous ; municipal
and sanitary engineering, including water-supply, sewerage and
drainage; and a brief study of engineering law including con-
tracts and specifications. Actual design, as well as analytic in-
vestigation, is given in all cases.
A summer surveying camp of two weeks duration is held
between the sophomore and junior years.




Drawing 11, Freehand % (0,2)
Drawing 13, Mechanical fi (0,2)
English 11, Comp. &Am. Lit.—
2
(2,0)
History 14, Am. Ec. Hist. 2 (2,0)
Math. 11, Trigonometry 5 (5,0)
M. E. 13, or M. E. 17 lyi (0,4)
Military Science 11 1 (0,3)
I'hys. Ed. 11 3i (0,2)
I'hysics 11, General 4 (3,2)
Second Semester
Drawing 12, Freehand fi (0,2)
Drawing 14, Mechanical J^ (0,2)
English 12, Comp. & Am. Lit.—
2
(2,0)
History 12, Am. Gov't and
Polit. Parties 2 (2,0)
Math. 12, Analytics 5 (5,0)
M. E. 14, or M. E. 18 lyi (0,4)
Military Science 12 1^ (1,2)
Phys. Ed. 12 fS (0,2)
Physics 12, General 4 (3,2)
i7yi 18
Sophomore Year
C. E. 21, Surveying 3J^ (2,4)
Chem. 11, General 3^ (3,2)
Drawing 25, Mechanical Ji (0,2)
English 21, Lit. & Adv. Comp.— (2,0)
Math. 21, Dif. Calculus 5 (5,0)
Military Science 21 1 (0,3)
Physics 23, Laboratory 1 (0,2)
Physics 25, Mech. El. & Light— (2,0)
C. E. 22, Surveying 3^
Chem. 12, General 3fS
Drawing 26, Structural J4
English 22, Lit. & Adv. Comp 2
Math. 22, Int. Calculus 5
Military Science 22 IJi
Physics 24, Laboratory 1









C. E. 30—Summer Surveying Camp. Two weeks, 3 credits
Junior Year
C. E. 31, Mechanics 3 (3,0)
C. E. 35, Route Surveying 3 (3,0)
C. E. 37, Mat. & Meth. of Con._2 (2,0)
English 31, Pub. Speaking 2 (2,0)
M. E. 37, Mech. Engr. 3 (3,0)
M. E. 37.5, Lab. ^ (0,2)
Military Science 31 1 (0,3)
Physics 33, Astronomy 2 (2,0)
Electives 0-3^
C. E. 32, Mech. of Materials 3 (3,0)
C. E. M, Graphic Statics IH (1.2)
C. E. 36, Roads & Pavements 4 (3,3)
C. E. 38, Mat. & Meth. ot Con._2 (2,0)
*Econ. & Soc. 41, Economics— (2,0)
English 32, Business Law 2 (2,0)
M. E. 34.5, Machine Shop M (0,2)




C. E. 41, Struct. Design 3 (2,3)
C. E. 43, Road Mat. & Test. __1 (0,3)
C. E. 45, Reinf. Concrete 3 (2,3)
C. E. 49, Hydraulics 3 (3,0)
E. &. S. 42, Sociology 2 (2,0)
M. E. 47.5, Hydro. & Mat. Lab. Vs (0,2)
Military Science 41 1 (0,3)
Geology 43, Eng. Geology 2 (2,0)
Electives J^- 4^
C. E. 40, Bridge Design 4 (2,6)
C. E. 42, Road M. T. Lab. 1 (0,3)
C. E. 44, Water Supply 3 (3,0)
C. E. 46, Sewerage 2 (2,0)
C. E. 48, Municipal Engr. Des._ }i (0,2)
E. E. 52, Elements of E. E 2J4 (2,2)
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Electrical Engineering
Electrical engineering is developing so rapidly and is being
applied in such widely different fields that it is impossible for
any college course to cover it adequately. There are, however,
certain fundamental laws which underlie all of the important
applications of electricity. In the careful study of the laws and
a few of the more fundamental applications, this course attempts
to lay the foundation on which the student may rai)idly build
his professional career in any branch of electrical engineering.
The course includes (1) the study of those subjects which
form a necessary foundation for the study of electrical theory
and practice; (2) sufficient drawing and shop work to develop
the coordination between mind and hand, and at the same time
give the student some idea of the possibilities of engineering
materials; and (3) other subjects which broaden his intellectual
growth.
The student is encouraged to enter into various student ac-
tivities, to devote time to extensive and diversified reading and
to take an interest in public affairs.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Freshman Year
(Same as Civil Engineering. Sec page 58)
Son ICMORE Year
First Semester Second Semester
Chem. 11, General 3^ (3,2) Chem. 12, General 3f5 (3,2)
Drawing 25, Mechanical H (0,2) Drawing 28, Mechanical ^ (0,2)
C. E. 23, Sur. (or E. & S. 41).l«i (1,2) E. & S. 41, Econ. (or C. E. 23)_2 (2,0)
English 21, Lit. & Adr. Comp.-_2 (2,0) English 22, Lit. & Adv. Conip.__2 (2,0)
Math. 21, Dif. Calculus 5 (5,0) Math. 22, Int. Calculus 5 (5,0)
M. E. 21, or M. E. 22 ^ (0,2) M. E. 22, or M. E. 21 H (0,2)
Military Science 21 1 (0,3) Military Science 22 \}i (1.2)
rhysics 21, Mechan. & Light___3 (3,0) Physics 22, Elec. «t Mag. 3 (3,0)
Physics 23, Lab. 1 (0,2) Physics 24, Lab. 1 (0,2)
18H »9H
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Junior Year
First Semester Second Semester
Drawing 31, Machine Design 1 (0,3)
E. E. 31, D. C. Machinery 3 (3,0)
E. E. 31a, Problems 2 (2,0)
E. E. 33, Elcc. Measurements 1 (0,3)
•M. E. 31, Mechanics 3 (3,0)
M. E. 33, Machine Shop 1^ (0,4)
M. E. 35, Mech. Engr. 3 (3,0)
M. E. 39, Mech. Lab. Vs (0,2)
Military Science 31 1 (0,3)
Electives 0- 4
Drawing 32, Mach. Design 1 (0,3)
E. E. 32, A. C. Circuits 3 (3,0)
E. E. 32a, Problems 2 (2,0)
E. E. 34, Elec. Measurements—
1
(0,3)
M. E. 32, Mechanics 3 (3,0)
M. E. 34, Machine Shop IJ^ (0,4)
M. E. 36, Mech. Engr. 3 (3,0)
M. E. 40, Mech. Lab. 'A (0,2)




E. E. 41, A. C. Machinery 3 (3,0)
E. E. 43, Elec. Circuits 2 (2,0)
E. E. 45, Dynamo Lab. IJ^ (0,4)
E. E. 47, Elec. Design ^ (0,2)
Eng. 31, Pub. Speaking 2 (2,0)
M. E. 41, Mech. Engr. 3 (3,0)
M. E. 43.5, Mech. Lab. 1 (0,3)
M. E. 51, Mech. of Materials__3 (3,0)
Military Science 41 1 (0,3)
Electives 0- 3
M. E. 56, Hydraulics 2 (2,0)
E. E. 42, A. C. Machinery 3 (3,0)
E. E. 44, Power Trans. 2 (2,0)
E. E. 46, Dynamo Lab. lyi (0,4)
E. E. 48, Elec. Design H (0,2)
Econ. & Soc. 42, Soc. 2 (2,0)
English 32, Business Law 2 (2,0)




The course in mechanical engineering is designed to give
the graduate as broad a training as possible and to fit him for
some specific type of work.
It embraces practically all forms of engineering which
have for their objects the application of the forces of nature to
the accomplishment of the processes of industry. The course is
designed to give an intimate knowledge of the materials used in
engineering, the laws of mechanics and the characteristics of
various types of machinery.
The shop courses embrace wood work, forge work, foundry
and machine work. The purpose of this instruction is not to
turn out skilled workmen but to train those faculties of mind
which can best be reached through the work of the hand, and
*Offered both semesters.
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to give the student a clear knowledge of the characteristics and
possibilities of the materials used in engineering.
Considerable time is given to the study of the laws of the
physical sciences, in such subjects as physics, chemi.stry, me-
chanics, electricity and magnetism and thermodynamics.
During the fourth year stress is laid on the application of
the fundamental principles already covered so that the graduate
may be able to design or manage those types of machines which
ordinarily come under the supervision of the mechanical engi-
neer.
The mechanical engineer should have a liberal education;
therefore, in addition to the regular technical work, compre-




(Same as Civil Engineering. See page 58)
Sophomore Year
First Sevicster SecoJid Seynester
C. E. 23, Sur. (or E. & S. 4I)-1^ (1,2) Chem. 12, General 3« (3,2)
Oiem. 11, General 3>i (3.2) Drawing 28, Mechanical H (0,2)
Drawing 25, Mechanical ^ (0,2) E. & S. 41, (or C. E. 23) 2 (2.0)
Knglish 21. Lit. & Adv. Comp.__2 (2.0) F.nKlish 22, Lit. A Adr. Comp.—
2
(2,0)
•Math. 21, Dif. Calculus 5 (5,0) .Math. 22, Int. Calculus 5 (5,0)
.M. E. 21. or M. E. 22 ^ (0,2) M. E. 22, or M. E. 21 H (0.2)
Military Science 21 1 (0,3) Military Science 22 IH (M)
rhysics 21 3 (3.0) Physics 22 3 (3,0)
Physics 23, I-ab. 1 (0,2) Physics 24, Lab. 1 (0.2)
Junior Year
Drawing 31. Machine Design __1 (0,3) Drawing 32, Mach. Design 1 (0,3)
E. E- 31, D. C. Machinery 3 (3.0) E. E. 32. A. C. Circuits 3 (3.0)
E. E. 31a. Problems 2 (2.0) E. E. 32a. Problems 2 (2.0)
K. E. 33. Elec. Measurement _-l (0.3) E. E. 34, Elec. Measurement..! (0.3)
•M. E. 31. Mechanics 3 (3.0) M. E. 40. Mech. I^b. H (0,2)
^L E. 33, .Machine Shop lyi (0.4) M. E. 32. Mechanics 3 (3.0)
M. E. 35. Mech. Engr. 3 (3.0) M. E. 34. Mach. Shop 1^4 (0,4)
M. E. 39. Lab. ^ (0.2) M. E. 36, Mech. Engr. 3 (3.0)
Milit.-»ry Science 31 1 (0,3) Military Science 32 H (0,2)
Electives 0- 4 Electires Vi- 4H
16-20 16-20
•Offered both semesters.
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Senior Year
First Semester Second Semester
E. E. 49, Dynamo Lab. ^ (0,2) M. E. 56, Hydraulics 2 (2,0)
E. E. 53, A. C. Machinery 3 (3,0) E. E. 50, Dynamo Lab. ^ (0,2)
English 31, Public Speaking __2 (2,0) Econ. & See. 42, Soc. 2 (2,0)
M. E. 43, Mech. Lab. IJ^ (0,4) English 32, Business Law 2 (2,0)
M. E. 45, Steam Turbines 2 (2,0) M. E. 48, Power Plants 3 (3,0)
M. E. 47, Power Plants 3 (3,0) M. E. 44, Mech. Lab. 1^ (0,4)
M. E. 53, Design Vs (0,2) M. E. 46, Gas Engines 2 (2,0)
M. E. 51, Mech. of Materials—
3
(3,0) M. E. 54, Design Y) (0,2)
Military Science 41 1 (0,3) Military Science 42 ^ (0,2)
Electives 0- 3^ Electives 1^- 5?4
16^-20 16-20
Industrial Education
By the enactment of the Smith-Hughes law for the pro-
motion of vocational education, Congress has provided funds for
encouraging and assisting in the development of instruction
throughout the country in agriculture, home economics, and
trades and industries.
The demand for men to serve as teachers of shop subjects,
manual training, mechanical drawing, related shop subjects,
home mechanics and manual arts, as well as local supervisors in
industrial communities, has been responsible for the inaugura-
tion of this course. Men who complete this course have the pro-
fessional qualifications to meet the standards of vocational
teachers. Students who take this course should have experience
in a trade before entering and are encouraged to secure in-
dustrial employment during their vacation. Machine shops,
garages, construction work, electrical work and other such trades
offer opportunities for this practical experience.
(The College in cooperation with the State Department of




(Same as Civil Engineering. See page 58)
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Sophomore Year
First Semester Second Semester
Chcm. 11. General 3fi (3,2) Qiem. 12, General .__ 3H (3,2)
C. E. 23, Surv. (or E. & S. 41)_1^ (1.2) Drawing 28, Mechanical Ji (0.2)
Drawing 25, Mechanical ^ (0.2) E. & S. 41, Econ. (orC.E. 23) .2 (2,0)
English 21, Lit. & Adv. Comp.__2 (2,0) English 22, Lit. & Adv. Comp._.2 (2.0)
Math. 21. Dif. Calculus 5 (5,0) Math. 22, Int. Calculu* 5 (5,0)
M. E. 21. or M. E. 22 H (0.2) M. E. 22, or M. E. 21 « (0.2)
Militaiy Science 21 1 (0,3) Military Science 22 1^ (1,2)
Thysics 21-23 4 ii,2) I'hysics 22-24 4 (3.2)
18^ 19H
Junior Year
English 31, Pub. Speak. 2 (2,0) English 32, Business Law 2 (2,0)
Ind. Ed. i3. Int. to Ind. Ed— 3 (1,4) Ind. Ed. 32, Edu. P8ychoIogy__3 (2,3)
M. E. 33, Machine Shop 1 J4 (0,4) M. E. 32.6, Industrial Arts —.2^ (2,2)
M. E. 31.6. Industrial Arts —2^ (2,2) M. E. 34, Machine Shop l^i (0,4)
Military Science 31 1 (0,3) Military Science 32 ^ (0,2)




Ind. Ed. 43. Ind. Edu. 4 (0,10) Ind. Ed. 44, Practice Teaching.S (0,15)
Ind. E. SO, Thesis 1 (0,3) Ind. Ed. 46, Prob. in Ind. Ed..3 (3,0)
Arch. 41.5, Art Appreciation 2 (2,0) Econ. & Soc. 42, Sociology 2 (2,0)
E. E. 35. Electrical Machinet y-2 J^ (2,2) Arch. 42.5. Indus. Design ^ (0,2)
Military Science 41 1 (0,3) Military Science 42 M (0,2)




The course in textiles is designed to give the student sound
training, both theoretical and practical, in the sciences upon
which manufacturing processes are based. In formulating the
curriculum the several i)hases of the textile industry were con-
sidered. Successful practice in the industry is dependent upon
the undei-standing of these principles and their practical appli-
cation.
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The first year of the course introduces the student to the
textile industry and gives some instruction in certain of its
phases and at the same time gives him fundamental engineering
subjects as well as those of general educational value. The
practical work is carried on for the purpose of developing in the
student habits of accurate observation and some skill in manipu-
lation, supplementing the theoretical work. In this work
special consideration is given to economy of time, precision of
results, and attention to details, as well as to methods of funda-
mental importance.
This course does not necessarily fit one for immediate en-
trance to an executive position in a mill, but the graduate is in
possession of such information, and has acquired such knowl-
edge and experience that he may look forward to a successful
career provided he has the necessary energy, application, and
tact.
Students who take this course are encouraged to work in
the industry during their vacation periods. Every one is re-
quired to work at least four weeks between the freshman and
sophomore years and at least four weeks between the sophomore
and junior years in a textile plant. Students who have had ex-
perience acceptable to the Director of the textile department
may be excused from this requirement.
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Freshman Year
First Semester Second Semester
Chemistry 11, General 3^ (3,2) Chemistry 12, General ^Vs (3,2)
Drawing 11, Freehand Vs (0,2) Drawing 12, Freehand Vs (0,2)
Drawing 13, Mechanical ^ (0,2) Drawing 14, Mechanical fi (0,2)
English 11, Comp. & Am. Lit.__2 (2,0) English 12, Comp. & Am. Lit.__2 (2,0)
History 14, Am. Ec. Hist. 2 (2,0) History 12, Am. Gov't and
Math. 11, Trigonometry 5 (5,0) Pol. Parties 2 (2,0)
M. E. 17, or M. E. 14 ^ (0,2) Math. 12, Analytics 5 (5,0)
Military Science 11 1 (0,3) M. E. 14, or M. E. 17 Vs (0,2)
Phys. Ed. 11 Vs (0,2) Military Science 12 IVs (1,2)
Y. M. 11, Textiles iVs (1,2) Phys. Ed. 12 Vs (0,2)
W. D. 12, Textiles iVs (1,2)
18 ISVs
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TEXTILE ENGINEERING
SorilOMOHE YluAR
First Semestei' Second Semester
Drawing 25, Mechanical H (0,2)
Knglish 21, Lit. & Adv. Comp.-.2 (2,0)
Math. 23, Dif. Calculus i (3.0)
M. E. 23, Machine Shop ^ (0,2)
Military Science 21 1 (0,3)
Physics 11, General 4 (3.2)
W. D. 21, Elementary Design__2 (2,0)
W. D. 23, Weaving ^ (0,2)
Y. M. 21, Pickers 2^ (2.2)
Y. M. 23. Mill Problems 2 (2,0)
Drawing 28, Mechanical H (0,2)
KnKlish 22. Lit. & Adv. Comp.__2 (2,0)
Y. M. 24, Mill Problems 3 (3.U)
M. E. 24, Machine Shop H (0.2)
Military Science 22 ._ 1^ (1.2)
Physics 12, General ___ 4 (3,2)
W. D. 22. Adv. Design 2 (2,0)
W, D. 24, Weaving ^ (0,2)
Y. M. 22, Cardf & Drawing
Frames 2H (2.2)
Y. M. 28, Cotton Grading }i (0,2)
18J4 18
Junior Year
tM. E. 31, Mechanic! 3 (3,0)
E. E. 35. Elec. Eng. 2^ (2,2)
Mil. Sci. 31, Mil. Science 1 (0,3)
T. Chem. 31, Tex. Chem. 2^ (2.2)
W. D. 31, Design 2 (2,0)
W. D. 33, Fabric Analysis 1 (0,2)
W. D. 35, Weaving IH (1,2)
Y. M. 31, Roving Frames 2J5 (2,2)
Electives 2
Kng. 32, Bus. Law _ 2 (2,0)
M. E. 38, Mech. Engin. 3 (3,0)
M. E. 38.5, Mech. Engin. Lab... fi (0,2)
Mil. Sci. 32, Mil. Sci. H (0.2)
T. Chem. 32. Tex. Chem. 2f4 (2.2)
W. D. 34, Fabric Analysii 1 (0,2)
W. D. 36, Weaving H (0.2)




•E. & S. 41, Econ. 2 (2,0)
Eng. 31, Public Speaking 2 (2,0)
Mil. Sci. 41, Mil. Science 1 (0,3)
T. Chem. 41. Dyeing 2^ (2,2)
W. D. 41, Jac. Weaving \^ (1,2)
W. D. 43, Cost Finding 3 (3,0)
W. D. 45, Pattern Weaving __ ^ (0,2)
Y. M. 32, Doubling & Draft.-__l>i (1,2)
Y. M. 50, Thesii 1 (0,2)
Electives 2yi
isyi
E. & S. 42, Sociology 2 (2,0)
Mil. Sci. 42, Mil. Sci. « (0,2)
T. Chem. 42, Dyeing 2^ (2,2)
T. Chem. 46.5, Microscopy \^ (1.1)
W. D. 44, Warp Preparation 2 (2,0)
W. D. 46, Weaving « (0,2)
W. D. 48, Knitting H (0,2)
Y. M. 42, Comber* IH (1,2)
Y. M. 44, Mill Econ. 2 (2,0)
W. D. 50, Thesis 1 (0,2)
Electives 3J4
18
tRepeated second semester ; approved option may be taken first semester.
•QfiFcred both semesters.
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Textile Industrial Education
This course has for its purpose the preparation of young
men for positions of usefuhicss and responsibility in vocational
departments of schools located in textile communities. The
course includes instruction in the fundamental principles of
education, of engineering, and of the textile industry.
The prime purpose of the course is to prepare for positions
as teachers ot* trade and industrial subjects as such and as prin-
cipals of schools in mill communities as well as local supervisors
of industrial education. As the textile industry is the dominant
one in the state, that industry is given special prominence. The
course is essentially a combination of instruction in the textile
industry and the training of industrial teachers.
(The College in cooperation with the State Department of




(Same as Textile Engineering. See Page 64)
Summer Work 4 Weeks
Sophomore Year
(Same as Textile Engineering. See Page 65)
Summer Work 4 Weeks
Junior Year
First Semester Second Semester
I lid. Ed. 33, Introduction 3 (1,4) English 32 2 (2,0)
Military Science 31 1 (0,3) Ind. Ed. 32, Ed. Psych. 3 (2,3)
W. D. 31, Dobby Design 2 (2,0) M. E. 38, Mech. Engr. 3 (3,0)
W. D. 33, Fabric Analysis 1 (0,2) M. E. 38.5, Mech. Engr. Lab- Vs (0,2)
W. D. 35, Weaving IVj (1,2) Military Science 32 1 (0,3)
Yarn Mtg. 31, Roving Frames_-2^ (2,2) W. D. 34, Fabric Analysis 1 (0,2)
Yarn Mfg. 41, Spinning 3 (2,3) W. D. 36, Weaving Vs (0,2)
Electives 4i^ Yarn Mfg. 32, Doub. and Draft.-l?^ (1,2)
Yarn Mfg. 42, Combers 1^ (1,2)
Electives 336
18^ 18J^
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Seniok Ye-xr
First Semester Second Semester
E. E. 35, EIcc. EngT. 2fi (2.2) Econ. & Soc. 42, Soc. 2 (2,0)
E. & S. «4I, Econ. 2 (2,0) Ind. Ed. 44, Practice Teaching-5 (0,15)
English 31 2 (2,0) Ind. Ed. 46, Prob. in Ind. Ed._-3 (3,0)
Ind. Ed. 43. Industrial Ed. 4 (0,10) .Military Science 42 1 (0,3)
Ind. Ed. 50, Thosis 1 (0.3) \V. D. 44, Warp Prep. 2 (2,0)
Military Science 41 1 (0.3) V. M. 44, Mill Economics 2 (2,0)
W. D. 43, Cost Finding 3 (3.0) Klectives 3
Elcctivcs 2yi
18 18
Textile Chemistry and Dyeing
The growth of the textile industry in the South has been
phenomenal and it ofTers innumerable opportunities to many
young men for rapid advancement to excellent positions of re-
si)onsibility. At the same time there has more recently develop-
ed a very heavy demand for men specially trained in all branch-
es of textile chemistry and dyeing.
A reason for the present demand for chemists in the
textile industry is the many new chemical processes now avail-
able for use in dyeing and finishing. Many of these processes
give fjuite new, novel and very desirable results when properly
handled, but require considerably more supervision than some of
the older processes. Still another reason is the constantly in-
creasing comj)etition, with the result that prices are lower and a
higher quality of work is neces.sary to obtain the business. New
and novel dyeing and finishing efTects are in demand; and in-
creasing labor and material costs require greater economies, new
and shorter processes, etc. These results are only possible
through the cooperation of a competent technical staff.
The course in textile chemistry and dyeing described below
has been developed to meet this demand for well-trained men to
fill these positions. It has been cooperatively developed by many
men who have spent years in the textile indu.stry, right out in
the mills, on the front line, studying these very problems and
I>rocesses, and who are entirely familiar with the type of train-
ing necessary for this work. The course has not been developed
from the purely theoretical or academic standpoint.
The whole idea throughout the planning of this coui*se has
been to give the student a thorough and complete four years'
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course of training in all of the fundamental subjects of chem-
istry and dyeing; and to teach the student to think and use his
own mind in applying these fundamentals in the actual labora-
tory and small scale plant operations; thus tying together
theory and practice.
TEXTILE CHEMISTRY AND DYEING
Freshman Year
(Same as Textile Engineering. See Page 64)
Sophomore Year
First Semester Second Semester
Chemistry 23, Qualitative 4^ (2,8)
English 21, Lit. & Adv. Comp._2 (2,0)
Math. 23, Dif. Calculus 3 (3,0)
Military Science 21 1 (0,3)
Physics 13, General 4 (3,2)
W. D. 21, Ele. Design 2 (2,0)
W. D. 23, Weaving ^ (0,2)
Chemistry 24, Quantitative 4?^ (2,8)
English 22, Lit. & Adv. Comp._2 (2,0)
Math. 24, Int. Calculus 3 (3,0)
Military Science 22 I'A (1,2)
Physics 14, General 4 (3,2)
W. D. 22, Adv. Design 2 (2,0)
W. D. 24, Weaving ^ (0,2)
Y. M. 28, Cotton Grading Ys (0,2)
17J^ 18^
Junior Year
Chem. 41, Adv. Inorg. 2 (2,0)
Econ. & Soc. 41, Economics 2 (2,0)
English 31, Public Speaking 2 (2,0)
Military Science 31 1 (0,3)
T. Chem. 35, Tex. Chem. 4?^ (4,2)
T. Chem. 47, Microscopy 1^ (1,1)
Electives 5^
Chemistry 33, Quantitative 1]/$
Chem. 42, Adv. Inorg. 2
Econ. & Soc. 42, Sociology 2





Military Science 32 'A (0,2)
T. Chem. 38, Tex. Chem. 4^ (4,2)
T. Chem. 44, Cellulose 1 (1,0)
Electives 5
Chemistry 47, Tech. Anal. 3
Military Science 41 1 (0,3)
T. Chem. 41.5, Dyeing Syi (4,4)
T. Chem. 43, Cellulose 1 (1,0)
T. Chem. 45, Tech. Tex. Anal.__l^ (1,2)




(1,6) Chemistry 46, Stoichiometry 2 (2,0)
Military Science 42 V3 (0,2)
T. Chem. 42.5, Dyeing Sj^ (4,4)





This course has been provided to meet a growing demand of
those who desire special instruction relating to the weaving and
designing of fabrics. Special attention is paid to decorative de-
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sign, (l(>l)l)y dcsij^n. jacciuard design, pattern weaving and rayon
processing. (See Textile Engineering, for complete write-up.)
WEAVING AND DESIGNING
Pkeshman Year
(Same as Textile Engineering. See Page 64)
Sunimer work 4 Weeks
Sophomore Year
First Semester Second Semester
Drawing 25, Mechanical H (0,2)
EnKlish 21, Lit. & Adv. Conip..2 (2,0)
Math. 2i. Dif. Calculus 3 (3.0)
M. E. 33.5. Machine Shop H (0,2)
Military Science 21 „ 1 (0,3)
Physics II. General 4 (3,2)
W. U. 21, Elcm. Design 2 (2,0)
W. D. 23. Weaving ^ (0,2)
Y. M. 21. Pickers 2>i (2,2)
Y. M. 2i. Mill Problems 2 (2,0)
Arch. 14, Drawing 1^ (0,4)
English 22, Lit. & Adv. Com._-2 (2,0)
Military Science 22 1^ (1.2)
Physics 12, General 4 (3,2)
W. D. 22, Advanced Desigining_2 (2,0)
W. D. 24, Weaving }i (0.2)
V. M. 22, Cards & Drwg. Frms._2fi (2,2)
Y. M. 24, Mill Problems 3 (3,0)






Arch. 23.5, Dec. Des. & Color.l
E. E. 35, Elec. Eng. 2^
Military Science 31 1
•M. E. 31. Mechanics 3
W. D. 31. Dobby Design 2
W. D. 33. Fabric Analyiii 1
W. D. 35. Wearing l^
W. D. 37, Rayon Processing 1 J^











Arch. 24.5. Dec. Des. & Cflor.l
English 32, Business Law 2
M. E. 38, Mech Eng. 3
M. E. 38.5. M. E. Lab. ^i
.Military Science 32 J4
W. D. 32, AdT. Dobby Design__2
W. D. 34, Fabric Analysis 1
W. D. 36, Weaving H













Arch. 33.5, Dec. Des. & Comp._l (0,3)
English 31. Public Speaking 2 (2,0)
Econ. & S'<. 41, Econ. 2 (2.0)
Military Science 41 1 (0.3)
W. D. 41, Jacquard WeaTinB__l^i (1,2)
W. D. 43, Cost Finding 3 (3.0)
W. D. 45,5, Pattern Wearing 2 (0,6)
Y. M. 32. Doubling & Dftg \}i (1,2)
Electives 3fi
Econ. & Soc. 42, Sociology 2 (2.0)
Military Science 42 ^ (0.2)
Text. Chem. 46.5, Microscopy 1 J^ (1,1)
Text. Chem. 40, Dyeing \yi (0.4)
W. D. 42, Jacquard Design 2^ (1,4)
W. D. 44, Warp Preparation __2 (2.0)
W. D. 46.5. Pattern Wearing__2 (0.6)
W. D. 48. Knitting ^ (0.2)
W. D. 50. Thesis 1 (0.2)
Y. M. 44, Mill Econ. 2 (2,0)
Electives 3
18 isyi
•Repeated second semester; approved option may be taken first semester.
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Yarn Manufacturing
This course is designed to give the student special work in




(Same as Textile Engineering. See Page 64)
Sophomore Year
(Same as Textile Engineering. See Page 65)
Junior Year
Fii'st Semester Second Semester
E. E. 35, Elec. Eng. 2^ (2.2) English 32, Business Law 2 (2,0)
*M. E. 31, Mechanics 3 (3,0) M. E. 38, Mech Engr. 3 (3,0)
Military Science 31 1 (0,3) M. E. 38.5, M. E. Lab. 34 (0,2)
VV. D. 33, Fab. Analysis 1 (0,2) Military Science 32 V3 (0,2)
W. D. 35, Weaving I'A (1,2) W. D. 34, Fabric analysis 1 (0,2)
Y. M. 31, Roving Frames 23/3 (2,2) W. D. 36, Weaving Vz (0,2)
Y. M. 35, Organiz. & Proj. 4 (2,6) Y. M. 41, Spinning 3 (2,3)




English 31, Pub. Speaking 2 (2,0) E. & S. 42, Sociology 2 (2,0)
E. & S. Economics 41 2 (2,0) Military Science 42 V3 (0,2)
Military Science 41 1 (0,3) T. Chem. 46.5, Microscopy —IV3 (1,1)
W. D. 43, Cost Finding 3 (3,0) T. Chem. 40, Dyeing 1^ (0,4)
W. D. 45, Pattern Weaving __ ^ (0,2) W. D. 46, Weaving 3i (0,2)
Y. M. 32, Doub. & Drafting 1^ (1,2) W. D. 48, Knitting ^ (0,2)
Y. M. 45, Mill & Pro. Prob iVs (1,8) Y. M. 42, Combers 1^ (1,2)
Electives 4% Y. M. 44, Mill Economics 2 (2,0)
Y. M. 46, (Y. M. 45 Cont.) 3^ (1,8)
Electives 3
18^ 17
•Repeated second semester; approved option may be taken first semester.
LIST OF COURSESt
The various subjects of instruction arc listed on the following
pages of the catalo*^. In general, courses numbered 11-19 are fresh-
man courses; 20-29, sophomore courses; 30-39, junior courses; and
40-60, senior courses. Unless exceptions are indicated, the odd num-
































Title of Course Week
Field Crops (3 and
Soils (2 and 2
Farm Machinery (2 and 2
Agricultural Mechanics (2 and 3
Forage Crops (3 and
Fertilizers and Manures (2 and
Genetics (2 and 2
Projects in General Shop (1 and 3
Farm Motors and Power Machinery (2 and 3
Agricultural Surveying and Drainage (2 and 3
Advanced Cotton (2 and
Soil Fertility and Management (2 and
Water Supply and Sanitation (2 and 3
Advanced Soils (0 and 2
Advanced Crops (2 and
Farm Buildings (2 and 3
Advanced Crop Laboratory (0 and 2
Advanced Farm Machinery Laboratory (0 and 3
Plant Breeding (2 and 2
Soil Problems (1 and
Crop Problems (1 and
Introduction to Research and Thesis (0 and 3






















































(Note: Agronomy 11 is prerequisite to Agronomy 41; Agronomy II, 30, 32, and 41 are
prerequisite to Agronomy 45; Agronomy 22 is prerequisite to Agronomy 48; and Agronomy
32 is prerequisite to Agronomy 49.)
•First semester subject.
tThe College reserves the right to annul any course in which the enrollment is lc«s
than ten students.
[71]
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
L. V. Starkey, Head of Division
Class and Sem-
Lab. ester
Catalog Hours per Credit Instructor
Number Title of Course Week Hours
Animal Husbandry 12t Farm Animals (2 and 2) 2^ R.R.Ritchie
Animal Husbandry 31 Principles of Feeding (2 and 2) 2fS R.R.Ritchie
Animal Husbandry 32 Live Stock Judging (0 and 2) Ys R. R. Ritchie
Animal Husbandry 34 Pork Production (2 and 2) 2^ L. V. Starkey
Animal Husbandry 40 Breeding (2 and 2) 2^ L. V. Starkey
R. R. Ritchie
Animal Husbandry 41 Feeds and Feeding (2 and 2) 2^ L. V. Starkey
Animal Husbandry 42 Sheep Production (2 and 2) ZYj L. V. Starkey
Animal Husbandry 43 Animal Production (2 and 2) 2^ L. V. Starkey
Animal Husbandry 45 Advanced Stock Judging and
Aleats (2 and 2) 2?^ R. R. Ritchie
Animal Husbandry 50 Special Problems in Animal
Husbandry (1 and 0) 1 L. V. Starkey
(Note: Animal Husbandry 12 is prerequisite to Animal Husbandry 34, 42, and 43;
Animal Husbandry 31 is prerequisite to Animal Husbandry 41, 42, and 43. Chemistry 22
is prerequisite to Animal Husbandry 31.)
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
W. C. Jensen, Head of Division
Agric. Econ. 12t Elementary Agricultural Economics (3 and 0) 3 W. H. Mills
M. Guin
Agric. Econ. 31 Statistical Methods (2 and 2) 2^ W.C.Jensen
M. Guin
Agric. Econ. 32 Price Analysis (2 and 2) 2^ W.C.Jensen
Agric. Econ. 33 Farm Accounting (1 and 2) 1^ M. Guin
Agric. Econ. 34 Farm Organization and Management- (2 and 2) 2^ W. C. Jensen
Agric. Econ. 35 Principles of Marketing (3 and 0) 3 M. Guin
Agric. Econ. 41 Farmer Movements (3 and 0) 3 W. H. Mills
Agric. Econ. 42 Rural Sociology (3 and 0) 3 W. H. Mills
Agric. Econ. 43 Agricultural Finance (2 and 0) 2 M. Guin
Agric. Econ. 44 Land Economics (3 and 0) 3 W. C. Jensen
Agric. Econ. 49 Cotton Marketing (3 and 0) 3 M. Guin
(Note: Agricultural Economics 12 is prerequisite to Agricultural Economics 31, 32, 33,
34, 35, 41, 42, 43, 44, and 49. Economics and Sociology 33 is prerequisite to Agricultural
Economics 32, 34, 35, 41, 42, 43, 44, and 49.)
ARCHITECTURE
R. E. Lee, Head of Division
Architecture 11 Elements of Architecture (0 and 6) 2
Architecture 12 Architectural Design (0 and 4) 114
Architecture 13 Freehand Drawing (0 and 4) IJ/S
Architecture 14 Freehand Drawing (0 and 4) IJ/S
S. W. Little
S W. Little
W. F. D. Hodge
W. F. D. Hodge
tOfifered both semesters.




Catalog Hours per Credit Instructor
Number Title of Course Week Hours
Architecture 15 Descriptire Geometry (0 and 2) H W. W. KIukH
Architecture 16 Shades, Shadows, PerspectiTe (0 and 2) ^ \V. W. KiuKh
Architecture 21 Architectural Design (0 and 14) Ayi R. L. Andir&on
S. W. Little
Architecture 22 Architectural Design (0 and 14) 4Ji K. L. Anderson
S. W. Little
Architecture 2i Antique and Color (0 and 3) 1 W. F. D. Hodge
Architecture 24 Antique and Color (0 and 3) 1 W. F. D. Hodge
Architecture 2i.S Decorative Design and Color (0 and 3) 1 \V. F. D. Hodge
Architecture 24.5 Decorative Design and Color (0 and 3) 1 W. F. D. Hodge
Architecture 25 History of Architecture (4 and 0) 4 R. L. Anderson
Architecture 26 History of Architecture (4 and 0) 4 R. L. Anderson
Architecture 28 Summer Work 6 weeks
Architecture 31 Architectural Design (0 and 22) 7}^ R. L. Anderson
S. W. Little
Architecture 12 Architectural Design (0 and 22) 7yi R. L. Anderson
S. W. Little
Architecture 33 Cast Drawing (0 and 3) 1 W. F. D. Hodge
Architecture 34 Cast Drawing (0 and 3) 1 W. F. D. H«.dge
Architecture 33.5 Decorative Design and Composition.. (0 and 3) 1 W. F. D. Hrjdge
Architecture 35 Building Construction (3 and 0) 3 R. E. Lee
Architecture 36 Building Construction (2 and 0) 2 R. E. I-ee
Architecture 37 Working Drawings (0 and 2) ^ R. E. Lee
Architecture 38 Working Drawings (0 and 2) yi R. E. Lee
Architecture 39 Historic Ornament (0 and 2) yi R. L. Anderson
Aichitecture 40 Life Drawing (0 and 2) H W. F. D. Hodge
Architecture 40.5 History of Art (2 and 0) 2 S. W. Little
W. F. D. Hodge
Architecture 41 Architectural Design (0 and 21) 7 R.L.Anderson
S. W. Little
Architecture 42 Architectural Design (0 and 20) 6fi R. L. Anderson
Architecture 41.5 Art Appreciation (2 and 0) 2 R. E. Lee
Architecture 42.5 Industrial Design (0 and 2) yi R. E. Lee
Architecture 43 Building Construction (3 and 0) 3 R. E. Lee
Architecture 44 Building Construction (3 and 0) 3 R. E. Lee
Architecture 45 Structural Design (0 and 6) 2 R. E. Lee
Architecture 46 Structural Design (0 and 8) 2fi R. E. Lee
Architecture 47 Mechanical Plant (2 and 0) 2 R. E. Lee
Architecture 48 Professional Practice (1 and 0) 1 R. E. Lee
Architecture 49 Life Drawing (0 and 2) fi W. F. D. Hodge
(Note: Architecture 11 is prerequisite to Architecture 12; Architecttire 14 is pre-
requisite to Architecture 23. 23.5, 24, 24.5; Architecture 15 is prerequisite to Architecture
16; Architecture 12, 14, 15, and 16 are prerequisite to Architecture 21 and 22; Architecture
22 is prerequisite to Architecture 31, 32, 37, 38, and 39; Architecture 24 is prerequisite to
Architecture 33, 34, and 39; Architecture 24.5 is prerequisite to Architecture 33.5; Archi-
tecture 26 is prerequisite to Architecture 39; Architecture 32 is prerequisite to Architecture
41, 42, 45, and 46; Architecture 38 is prerequisite to Architecture 43, 44, 45, and 46;
Architecture 41.5 is prerequisite to Architecture 42.5. Drawing 12 and 14 are prerequisite
to Architecture 42.5.)
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BOTANY AND BACTERIOLOGY
























General Botany (2 and 4) 3J^
Agricultural Botany (2 and 2) 2?^
Agricultural Botany (2 and 2) 2^
Plant Physiology (2 and 4) 3i/^
Forestry (2 and 2) 2?^
Field Crop Diseases (2 and 2) 2?^
Orchard and Truck Crop Diseases (2 and 2) 2^
General Bacteriology (2 and 4) 3i^
Dairy Bacteriology (2 and 4) 3J^
Sanitary Bacteriology (2 and 4) 3j^

































(Note: Botany 11 or 21 is prerequisite to Botany 30, 32, and Bacteriology 31; Chem-
istry 11 and 12 are also prerequisite to Bacteriology 31; Bacteriology 31 is prerequisite to
Bacteriology 40, 42, and 44.)
CHEMISTRY
R. N. Brackett, Head of Division
Chemistry 11 General Chemistry (3 and 2) 3^































































































Catalog lluursper Credit Instructor
Number Title of Course Week Hours
Chemistry 41 Inorganic Chemistry (2 and 0) 2 R. N. Hrackett
Chemistry 42 Inorganic Chemistry (2 and 0) 2 R. N. Hrackett
Chemistry 43 Colloid Chemistry (2 and 0) 2 F. 11. I'oUard
Chemistry 44 Colloid Chemistry (2 and 0) 2 F. H. Pollard
tliemistry 45 History of Chemistry (2 and U) 2 R. N. IJrackett
Chemistry 46 Stoichiometry (2 and 0) 2 J. II. Mitchell
Chemistry 47 Technical Analysis (1 and 6) 3
Chemistry 50 Thesis (0 and 9) 3 R. X. Brackett
Chemistry 52 Advanced Laboratory Practice (0 and 3) 1 J. 11. Mitchell
Chemistry 54 Selected Topics in Chemistry (4 and 0) 4 R. N. Brackett
(Note: Chemistry 11 and 12 are prerequisite to Chemistry 21, 22, 23. 24, 25, 26, 31,
32, 41, 42, and 46; Chemistry 21 and 22 are prerequisite to Chemistry 37, 37a, and 38;
Chemistry 22a is prerequisite to Chemistry 37 and 37a; Chemistry 24 is prerequisite to
Chemistry 33, 33a, 34, and 47 ; Chemistry 25 and 26 are prerequisite to Chemistry 35, 36,
and 45; Chemistry 31 and 32 are prerequisite to Chemistry 43 and 44.)
CIVIL EXGIXEEIilXG
E. L. Clarke, Head of Division
Civil Engr. 21 Surveying (2 and 4) 3J4 E.L.Clarke
Civil Lngr. 22 Surveying (3 and 2) 3Ji E. L. Clarke
Civil Engr. 2i Surveying (1 and 2) IJS J.A.Stevenson
Civil Engr. 30 Summer Camp two weeks 3 E. L. Clarke
Civil Engr. 31 Mechanics (3 and 0) 3 J. A. Stevenson
Civil Engr. 31.5 Structural Problems (0 and 4) IJ^ J.A.Stevenson
Civil Engr. 32 Mechanics of Materials (3 and 0) 3 J. A. Stevenson
Civil Engr. 32.5 Structural Problems (0 and 4) lyi J. A. Stevenson
Civil Engr. 34 Graphic Statics (1 and 2) IJ^ J.A.Stevenson
Civil Engr. 35 Route Surveying (3 and 0) 3 E. L. Clarke
Civil Engr. 36 Roads and Pavements (3 and 3) 4 11. E. Glenn
Civil Engr. i7 Materials and Methods of Construction-(2 and 0) 2 £. L. Clarke
Civil Engr. 38 Materials and Methods of Construction-(2 and 0) 2 £. L. Clarke
Civil Engr. 40 Bridge Design (2 and 6) 4 H. E. Glenn
Civil Engr. 41 Structural Design (2 and 3) 3 II. E. Glenn
Civil Engr. 42 Road Materials Testing Laboratory (0 and 3) 1 II. E. Glenn
Civil Engr. 43 Road Materials Testing Laboratory (0 and 3) 1 11. E. Glenn
Civil Engr. 44 Water Supply (3 and 0) 3 E. L. Clarke
Civil Engr. 45 Reinforced Concrete Design (2 and 3) 3 II. E. Glenn
Civil Engr. 46 Sewerage and Sewage Disposal (2 and 0) 2 E. L. Clarke
Civil Engr. 47 Reinforced Concrete Design (2 and 0) 2 11. E. Glenn
Civil Engr. 48 Municipal Engineering Design (0 and 2) Ji E. L. Clarke
Civil Engr. 49 Hydraulics (3 and 0) 3 E. L. Clarke
Civil Engr. 50 Thesis 1 or 2 E. L. Clarke
Civil Engr. 52 City Planning (2 and 0) 2 E. L. Clarke
(Note: Mathematics 11 and 12 are prerequisite to Civil Engineering 21, 22, and 2i;
Mathematics 21 and 22 are prerequisite to Civil Engineering 31 and 49. Physics 25 and 26
are prerequisite to Civil Engineering 31. Drawing 25 and 26 are prerequisite to Civil En-
gineering 41 ; Civil Engineering 21 and 22 are prerequisite to Civil Engineering 30, 35, mnd
36; Civil Engineering 30 is prerequisite to Civil Engineering 36; Civil Engineering 31 is
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prerequisite to Civil Engineering 32, 34, and 41 ; Civil Engineering 31.5 is prerequisite to
Civil Engineering 32.5; Civil Engineering 32 is prerequisite to Civil Engineering 42 and 43;
Civil Engineering 34 is prerequisite to Civil Engineering 40 and 41 ; Civil Engineering 35 is
prerequisite to Civil Engineering 36 ; Civil Engineering 36 is prerequisite to Civil Engineer-
ing 42 and 43; Civil Engineering 41 is prerequisite to Civil Engineering 40; Civil Engineer-
ing 49 is prerequisite to Civil Engineering 44 and 46. Civil Engineering 31 or Mechanical
Engineering 31 is prerequisite to Civil Engineering 45; Civil Engineering 32 or Mechanical
Engineering 51 is prerequisite to Civil Engineering 40, 41, 45, and 47. Civil Engineering 31
must be taken along with Civil Engineering 31.5; Civil Engineering 44 and 46 must be
taken along with Civil Engineering 48.)
DAIRY HUSBANDRY




Title of Course Week Hours
Introductory Dairying (2 and 2) 2^
Judging (0 and 2) ^
Feeding and Management (2 and 2) 2^
Dairy Manufacturing (2 and 3) 3
Dairy Manufacturing (2 and 4) 3J^
Creamery Organization and
Management (3 and 0) 3
Breeding (1 and 2) 1^
Genetics (2 and 2) 2%
Advanced Dairy Farming (2 and 2) 2?^
Problems (1 and 0) 1




























(Note: Dairy Husbandry 20 is prerequisite to Dairy Husbandry 35, 41, 42, 43, 44, and
48; Dairy Husbandry 40 is prerequisite to Dairy Husbandry 44; Genetics is prerequisite to
Dairy Husbandry 44.)
DRAWING
W. W. Klugh, Head of Division
Drawing 11 Freehand Drawing (0 and 2) ^ D. N. Harris
W. F. D. Hodge
Drawing 12 Freehand Drawing (0 and 2) % D. N. Harris
W. F. D. Hodge
Drawing 13 Mechanical Drawing (0 and 2) % D. N. Harris
Drawing 14 Mechanical Drawing (0 and 2) ^ D. N. Harris
Drawing 25 Mechanical Drawing (0 and 2) ^ W. W. Klugh
Drawing 26 Structural Drawing (0 and 2) ^ W. W. Klugh
Drawing 28 Mechanical Drawing (0 and 2) Ys W. W. Klugh
Drawing 31 Machine Design (0 and 3) 1 W. W. Klugh
Drawing 32 Machine Design (0 and 3) 1 W. W. Klugh
(Note: Drawing 13 and 14 are prerequisite to Drawing 25 and 26; Drawing 25 is
prerequisite to Drawing 26 and 28; Drawing 28 is prerequisite to Drawing 31 and 32.)
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ECOSOMICS AND SOCIOLOdY
II. C. Brearijiy, Head of Division
Class and Sctn-
Lab. ester
Catalog liuursper Credit Instructor
Number Title of Course Week Hours
Econ. and Soc. 33t Economics for Students of H. C. Brearley
Agriculture (3 and 0) 3 G. R. Sherrill
Econ. and Soc. 35 Psychology for Teachers (2 and 2) 3 H. C. Hrearley
Econ. and Soc. 36 Psychology for Teachers (2 and 2) 3 II. C. Brearley
Econ. and Soc. 41t Economics (2 and 0) 2 H. C. Brearley
G. R. Sherrill
Econ. and Soc. 42t Sociology (2 and 0) 2 H. C. Brearley
Econ. and Soc. 45t Advanced Economics (2 and 0) 2 H. C. Brearley
Econ. and Soc. 46 Advanced Sociology (2 and 0) 2 H. C. Brearley
(Note: History 17 or Agricultural Economics 12 is prerequisite to Economics and
Sociology ii and 41; Elementary Economics is prerequisite to Economics and Sociology 45;
Elementary Sociology is prerequisite to Economics and Sociology 46.)
EDUCATION
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
\V. G. Crandall, Jlead of Division
Agric. Educ. 31 Introduction* to Agricultural
Education (1 and 6) 3
Agric. Educ. 34 Problems in Agricultural Education (3 and 0) 3
Agric. Educ. 40 Practice Teaching in Agriculture (0 and 15) 5
Agric. Educ. 41 Principles of Vocational Education (1 and 9) 4






















II. S. Tate, Head of Division
Educational Psychology (2 and 3)
Introduction to Industrial Education (1 and 4)
Teaching of Manual Training (2 and 2)
Teaching of Manual Training (2 and 2)
Methods in Industrial Education (0 and 10)
Practice Teaching in Industrial
Education (0 and 15)
Problems in Teaching Industrial
Subjects (3 and 0)
History and Philosophy of Ind. Educ.— (2 and 0)
Thesis (0 and 3)
3 H. S. Tate
3 J. L. Brock
2« J. L. Marshall
2^ J. L. Marshall
4 H. S. Tate
J. L. Brock
H. S. Tate
5 J. L. Brock
3 J. L. Brock
2
1 H. S. Tate
tOflfered both semesters.
















Ind. Educ. 54 Practice Teaching in Evening Classes
EDUCATION
Education 35 Psychology for Teachers (2
Education 36 Psychology for Teachers (2
Education 39 Principles of Secondary Education (3
Education 45 Teaching of Science (2
Education 48 Teaching of Physics and Mathematics (3
Education 49 Health and Physical Education (2
Education 51 Practice Teaching (0










S. R. Rhodes, Head of Division
Electrical Engr. 31 Direct Current Machinery (3 and
Electrical Engr. 31a Electrical Engineering Problems (2 and
Electrical Engr. 32 Alternating Current Circuits (3 and
Electrical Engr. 32a Electrical Engineering Problems (2 and
Electrical Engr. 33 Electrical Measurements (0 and 3
Electrical Engr. 34 Electrical Measurements (0 and 3
Electrical Engr. 35 Electrical Machinery (2 and 2
Electrical Engr. 37 Engineering Projects (1 and 3
Electrical Engr. 41 Alternating Current Machinery (3 and
Electrical Engr. 42 Alternating Current Machinery (3 and
Electrical Engr. 43 Electric Circuits (2 and
Electrical Engr. 44 Power Transmission (2 and
Electrical Engr. 45 Dynamo Laboratory (0 and 4
Electrical Engr. 46 Dynamo Laboratory (0 and 4
Electrical Engr. 47 Electrical Design (0 and 2
Electrical Engr. 48 Electrical Design (0 and 2
Electrical Engr. 49 Dynamo Laboratory (0 and 2
Elect'-ical Engr. 50 Dynamo Laboratory (0 and 2
Electrical Engr. 52 Elements of Electrical Engineering. (2 and 2
Electrical Engr. 53 Alternating Current Machinery (3 and
Electrical Engr. 54 Electrical Power Plants (2 and
Electrical Engr. 55 Thermionic Tubes (2 and





























































(Note: Physics 11 and 12 are prerequisite to Electrical Engineering 35; Mathematics
21, 22, and Physics 22 are prerequisite to Electrical Engineering 31, 33, and 34; Physics 24
and 26 are prerequisite to Electrical Engineering 52. Electrical Engineering 31 is prerequisite
to Electrical Engineering 32 and 37; Electrical Engineering 32 is prerequisite to Electrical
Engineering 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 53, and 55 ; Electrical Engineering 34 is prerequisite to
Electrical Engineering 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, and 53 ; Electrical Engineering 43 is prerequisite
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to Electrical EnRineerinK 44; Electrical EnKineerinK >> t^ prerequisite to Electrical Knsi-
ncering 56; Electrical Knginccrini; 41 or 53 is prerc<|uisite to Electrical EnKincering 54.
Electrical Engineering 31 and 32 must be taken with Electrical Engineering 33 and 34;
Electrical Engineering 41 and 42 must be taken along with Electrical Engineering 45 and
46.)
ENGLISH
D. W. Daniel, Head of Division
Class and Sem-
Lab. ester
Catalog Hours per Credit Instructor
Number Title of Course Week Hours








rn^:!i<-h 15 Composition and American Literature (3 and 0) 3 F. M. Kinard
EnKlish 16 Composition and American Literature (3 and 0) 3 F. M. Kinard










English 31 Public Speaking (2 and 0) 2 D.W.Daniel
English 31a Public Speaking (1 and 0) 1 M.E.Bradley
English 32a Public Speaking (1 and 0) 1 M.E.Bradley
English 32 Business Law (2 and 0) 2 D. W. Daniel
English 43 Shakespeare (2 and 0) 2 R. Taylor
English 44 Shakespeare (2 and 0) 2 R. Taylor
English 45 Journalism (2 and 0) 2 D.W.Daniel
English 46 Business Engli.sh (2 and 0) 2 D. W. Daniel
English 47 Course in Middle English: Chaucer
and Langland (2 and 0) 2 M. E. Bradley
English 48 Course in Middle English: Chaucer
and Langland (2 and 0) 2 M. E. Bradley
Enpli<;h 49 Agricultural Journalism (2 and 0) 2 M. E. Bradley
English 50 Thesis (0 and 2) >i D. W. Daniel
English 51 Contemporary Literature (2 and 0) 2 H.A.Rankin
Enirlish 52 Contemporary Literature (2 and 0) 2 H.A.Rankin
English 53 Dramatic Literature (2 and 0) 2 J. D. I^ne
English 54 Dramatic Literature (2 and 0) 2 J. D. Lane
English 57 Selected Masterpieces from English
Literature (2 and 0) 2 F ^^ Kinard
English 58 Selected Masterpieces from English
Literature (2 and 0) 2 F. M. Kinard
(Note: English 11 and 12 are prerequisite to English 21 and 22; English 21 and 22 are
prerequisite to English 31, 31a, 32, 32a, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 57, and 58.)
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GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY
F. H. H. Calhoun, Head of Division
Class and Sem-
Lab. ester
Catalog Hours per Credit
Number Title of Course Week Hours
Geology 21 Agricultural Geology (3 and 0) 3
Geology 23 General Geology (3 and 0) 3
Geology 24 General Geology (3 and 0) 3
Geology 33 Mineralogy (2 and 2) 2^
Geology 34 Mineralogy (2 and 2) 2?^
Geology 40 Economic Geography (3 and 0) 3
Geology 42 Meteorology (2 and 0) 2
Geology 43 Engineering Geology (2 and 0) 2
Instructor
F. H. H. Calhoun
F. H. H. Calhoun
F. H. H. Calhoun
F. H. H. Calhoun
F. H. H. Calhoun
F. H. H. Calhoun
F. H. H. Calhoun
F. H. H. Calhoun
HISTORY
A. G. Holmes, Head of Division
History lit Citizenship (3 and 0) 3
History 12t American Government (2 and 0) 2
History 14t American Economic History (2 and 0) 2
History 31 History of Civilization (3 and 0) 3
History 32 History of Civilization (3 and 0) 3





























A. M. MussER, Acting Head of Division
Vegetable Gardening
Fruit Growing
Plant Propagation and Nursery
Management
Principles of Vegetable Production
Landscape Gardening







(2 and 2) 2?^ F. S. Andrews
(2 and 2) 2V3 F. S. Andrews
(2 and 2) 2'A C. C. Newman
(2 and 2) 2% A. M. Musser
(2 and 2) 2y3 C. C. Newman
(2 and 2) 2yi A. M. Musser
(2 and 2) 2yi A. M. Musser
(2 and 2) 2y, A. M. Musser
(1 and 3) 2 C. C. Newman
(1 and 3) 2 C. C. Newman
(1 and 0) 1 A. M. Musser
(1 and 0) 1 A. M. Musser
(Note: Horticulture 31 and 33 are prerequisite to Horticulture 45.)
tOflfered both semesters.
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MATHEMATICS
S. M. aMaktin, Jlciid of Division
Class and Sem-
Lab. ester
Catalof Hours per Credit Instructor
Number Title of Course Week Hours
Mathematics 11 Trigonometry (5 and 0) 5 D.C.Sheldon
W. W. Burton
G. H. Edwards
Mathematics 12 College Algebra and Analytic D. C. Sheldon
Geometry (5 and 0) 5 W. W. Durton
G. H. Edwards
Nfathematics 15 Agricultural Mathematics (3 and 0) 3 A. G. Shanklin
J. E. Hunter
M.iihcmatics 17 General Science Mathematics (3 and 0) 3 S M. Martin
D. C. Sheldon
Mathematics 18 General Science Mathematics (3 and 0) 3 S. M. Martin
D. C. Sheldon
Mathematics 21 DifTerential Calculus (5 and 0) 5 S. M. Martin
J E. Hunter
D. C. Sheldon
Mathematics 22 Integral Calculus (5 and 0) 5 S. M. Martin
J. E. Hunter
D. C. Sheldon
Mathematics 2i Differential Calculus (3 and 0) 3 D. C Sheldon
W. W. Burton
Mathematics 24 Integral Calculus (3 and 0) 3 S. M. Martin
Mathematics 32 Differential Equations (3 and 0) 3 D. C. Sheldon
(Note: Mathematics 11 is prerequisite to Mathematics 12; Mathematics 12 is pre-
requisite to Mathematics 21 and 2i ; Mathematics 21 is prerequisite to Mathematics 22;
Mathematics 22 is prerequisite to Mathematics 32.)
MECIIAMCAL ENGINEERING
S. B. Earij:, Head of Division
Mech. Engr. 11 Agricultural Forge
Mech. Engrr. 13 Forge Work
Mech. Engr. 14 Forge Work
Mech. Engr. 16 Agricultural Woodwork
Mech. Engr. 17 Woodwork
Mech. Engr. 18 Woodwork
Mech. Engr. 21 Woodwork
Mech. Engr. 22 Foundry
Mech. Engr. 23 Machine Shop
Mech. Engr. 24 Machine Shop
Mech. Engr. 31t Mechanics (Statics) __
Mech. Engr. 32t Mechanics (Kinetics)
Mech. Engr. 31.6 Industrial Arts
Mech. Engr. 32.6 Industrial Arts
Mech. Engr. 33 Machine Shop
(0 and 2) H J. M. Johnson
(0 and 4) 1^ J. M. Johnson
(0 and 4) \^ J. .M. Johnson
(0 and 2) fi J. L. Marshall
(0 and 4) lyi J. L. Marshall
(0 and 4) lyi J. L. Marshall
(0 and 2) « J. L. Marshall
(0 and 2) « J. M. Johnson
(0 and 2) fi E. J. Freeman
(0 and 2) H E. J. Freeman
(3 and 0) 3 D. D. Curtis
J. A. Stevenson
(3 and 0) 3 D. D. Curtia
(2 and 2) 2M J. L. Marshall
(2 and 2) 2^ J. L. Marshall
(0 and 4) 1^ E. J. Freeman
tOffered both semesters.




Catalog Hours per Credit Instructor
Number Title of Course Week Hours
Mech. Engr. 34 Machine Shop (0 and 4) 1^ E. J. Freeman
Mech. Engr. 34.5 Machine Shop (0 and 2) ^ E. J. Freeman
Mech. Engr. 35 Mechanical Engineering (3 and 0) 3 S. B. Earle
J. H. Sams
Mech. Engr. 36 Mechanical Engineering (3 and 0) 3 S. B. Earle
J. H. Sams
Mech. Engr. 37 Mechanical Engineering (3 and 0) 3 C. P. Philpot
Mech. Engr, 37.5 Mechanical Laboratory (0 and 2) Ys C. P. Philpot
Mech. Engr. 38 Mechanical Engineering (3 and 0) 3 C. P. Philpot
Mech. Engr. 38.5 Mechanical Laboratory (0 and 2) ^ C. P. Philpot
Mech. Engr. 39 Mechanical Laboratory (0 and 2) ^ D. PL Shenk
C. P. Philpot
J. H. Sams
Mech. Engr. 40 Mechanical Laboratory (0 and 2) ^ D. H. Shenk
C. P. Philpot
J. H. Sams
Mech. Engr. 41 Mechanical Engineering (3 and 0) 3 D. H. Shenk
Mech. Engr. 43 Mechanical Laboratory (0 and 4) 1J4 B. E. Fernow
D. H. Shenk
Mech. Engr. 44 Mechanical Laboratory (0 and 4) IJ/^ B. E. Fernow
Mech. Engr. 43.5 Mechanical Laboratory (0 and 3) 1 B. E. Fernow
Mech. Engr. 45 Steam Turbines (2 and 0) 2 S. B. Earle
Mech. Engr. 46 Gas Engines (2 and 0) 2 S. B. Earle
Mech. Engr. 47 Power Plants —(3 and 0) 3 B. E. Fernow
Mech. Engr. 48 Power Plants (3 and 0) 3 B. E. Fernow
Mech. Engr. 47.5 Hydraulic and Materials Laboratory (0 and 2) ^ D. D. Curtis
Mech. Engr. 49 Heat and Ventilation (2 and 0) 2 D. H. Shenk
Mech, Engr. 50 Heat and Ventilation (2 and 0) 2 D. H. Shenk
Mech. Engr. 50.5 Refrigeration (2 and 0) 2 D. H. Shenk
Mech, Engr, 51 Mechanics of Materials (3 and 0) 3 D. D. Curtis
J. A. Stevenson
Mech. Engr. 53 Design (0 and 2) Ys J- H. Sams
Mech. Engr. 54 Design (0 and 2) % J. H. Sams
Mech. Engr. 56 Hydraulics (2 and 0) 2 D. D. Curtis
Mech. Engr. 58 Elementary Aerodynamics (2 and 0) 2 J. H. Sams
(Note: Physics 11 is prerequisite to Mechanical Engineering 31; Physics 12 is pre-
requisite to Mechanical Engineering 31, 37.5, and 38.5; Physics 22 is prerequisite to
Mechanical Engineering 37, 38, 39, and 40; Physics 24 is prerequisite to Mechanical Engi-
neering 39 and 40. Mathematics 21 is prerequisite to Mechanical Engineering 31, 35, 36, 37,
and 38; Mathematics 22 is prerequisite to Mechanical Engineering 31, 35, 36, and 37.
Drawing 32 is prerequisite to Mechanical Engineering 53 and 54. Mechanical Engineering
17 and 18 are prerequisite to Mechanical Engineering 21 ; Mechanical Engineering 31 is
prerequisite to Mechanical Engineering 32 and 51 ; Mechanical Engineering 35 and 36 are
prerequisite to Mechanical Engineering 41, 43, 43.5, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 53, and 54; Mechani-
cal Engineering 35 and 36 or Mechanical Engineering 37 and 38 are prerequisite to Mechani-
cal Engineering 49, 50, and 50.5 ; Mechanical Engineering 37.5 is prerequisite to Mechanical
Engineering 47.5 ; Mechanical Engineering 39 and 40 are prerequisite to Mechanical Engi-
neering 43, 43.5, and 44.)
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MILITARY SCIENCE








Military Science 31 Military Science and Tactics (0 and 3) 1
Military Science 32 Military Science and Tactics (0 and 2)
Title of Course
Military Science 11 Military Science and Tactics (0 and 3) 1 1'. E. HefTner
G. E. Naratnur
H. J. Wilkinson
Military Science 12 Military Science and Tactics (1 and 2) l}i P. E. Heflfner
G. E. Naramor
H.J. Wilkinson








































(Note: Military Science 12 is prerequisite to Military Science 21 and 22; Military
Science 22 is prerequisite to Military Science 33 and 34 ; Military Science 34 is pre-
requisite to Military Science 43 and 44.)
Military Science 33 Military Science and Tactics (2 and 0) 2
Military Science 34 Military Science and Tactics (3 and 0) 3
Military Science 41 Military Science (0 and 3) 1
Military Science 42 Military Science (0 and 2)
Military Science 43 Military Science and Tactics (2 and 0) 2
Military Science 44 Military Science and Tactics (3 and 0) 3





































































































Physical Education (0 and 2) %
Physical Education (0 and 2) ^
PHYSICS
W. E. Godfrey, Head of Division
Physics 11 General Physics (3 and 2) 4
Physics 12 General Physics (3 and 2) 4
Physics 13 General Physics (3 and 2) 4
Physics 14 General Physics (3 and 2) 4
Physics 21 Sound and Light (3 and 0) 3
Physics 22 Electricity and Magnetism (3 and 0) 3

















*Definite announcement to be made in first semester schedule, if required 1933-1934.




Catalog Hours per Credit Instructor
Number Title of Course Week Hours
Physics 24 Laboratory Physics (0 and 2) 1 J. C. Hendricks
H. M. llrown
Physics 25 Mechanics, Electricity, Sound, and Light__(2 and 0) 2 W. E. Godfrey
Physics 26 Mechanics, Electricity, Sound and Light— (2 and 0) 2 W. E. Godfrey
Physics 29 General Physics (1 and 2) 2 A. R. Reed
Physics 29a General Physics (0 and 2) 1 A. R. Reed
Physics 31 Advanced Physics (3 and 0) 3 L. I). Huff
Physics 32 Advanced Physics (3 and 0) 3 L. D. Huff
Physics 3i Astronomy (2 and 0) 2 W. E. Godfrey
(Note: Algebra, through Quadratics, and Plane Geometry are prerequisite to Physics
11 and 12; Mathematics 11 and 12 arc prerequisite to Physics 21; Physics 12 is pre-
requisite to Physics 22; General Physics is prerequisite to Physics 33.)
POULTRY HUSBANDRY
C. L. Morgan, Head of Division
Poultry Husbandry 11
Poultry Husbandry 32
Poultry Husbandry (2 and 2)
Farm and Commercial Poultry
Production (2 and 2)
Poultry Judging and Breeding (2 and 2)
Advanced Poultry Husbandry (2 and 2)
(Note: Poultry Husbandry 32 is prerequisite to Poultry Husbandry 41 and 42. Genetics




2M C. L. Morgan
2H C. L. Morgan
2M c L. Morgan
2}i c. L. Morgan
S. J. L. Crouch, Head of Division
Religion 21 Old Testament History (2 and 0) 2 C. Satterlee
Religion 22 Old Testament History (2 and 0) 2 C. Satterlee
Religion 23 Life of Christ (2 and 0) 2 J. K. Goode
Religion 24 Life of Christ (2 and 0) 2 J. K. Goode
Religion 31 New Testament Outline (2 and 0) 2 S. J. L. Crouch
Religion 32 New Testament Outline (2 and 0) 2 S. J. L. Crouch
Religion 41 Comparative Religions (2 and 0) 2 J. O. Smith
Religion 42 Comparative Religions (2 and 0) 2 J. O. Smith
(Note: Religion 21, 22, 23, and 24 are free electives for Sophomores; Religion 31 and
32 are free electives for Juniors; Religion 41 and 42 are free electives for Seniors.)
TEXTILE CHEMISTRY AND DYEING
E. R. ^LvNNiNG, Head of Division
Text. Chem. 31 Textile Chemistry (2 and 2) 2^ E. R. Manning
Text. Chem. 32 Textile CHiemistry (2 and 2) 2^ E. R. Manning
Text. Chem. 34 Technical Writing (1 and 2) IJi E. R. Manning
Text. Chem. 35 Textile Chemistry (4 and 2) 4^ E. R. Manning
Text. Chem. 38 Textile Chemistry (4 and 2) 4^ E. R. Manning
*This work is not financed by the College ; it is offered as free elective.
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Textile Chemistry and Dyeing
Textile Chemistry and Dyeing
Textile Chemistry and Dyeing
Textile Chemistry and Dyeing
Cellulose Chemistry
Cellulose Chemistry
Analysis of Textile Materials
Analysis of Textile Chemicals
Microscopy of Textile Materials
and Chemicals


















































iy3 A. R. Macormac
l]/} A. R. Macormac
2 E. R. Manning
2 E. R. Manning
2 E. R. Manning
(Note: Chemistry 11 is prerequisite to Textile Chemistry 31; Chemistry 12 is pre-
requisite to Textile Chemistry 31 and 35; Chemistry 23 and 24 are prerequisite to Textile
Chemistry 35 and 45. Textile Chemistry 31 is prerequisite to Textile Chemistry 32 and 34;
Textile Chemistry 35 is prerequisite to Textile Chemistry 38 and 43 ; Textile Chemistry 38
is prerequisite to Textile Chemistry 45 ; Textile Chemistry 41 is prerequisite to Textile
Chemistry 42 ; Textile Chemistry 45 is prerequisite to Textile Chemistry 46. Textile Chem-
istry 32 or 38 is prerequisite to Textile Chemistry 47 ; Textile Chemistry 36 or Textile
Chemistry 38 is prerequisite to Textile Chemistry 41.5; Textile Chemistry 41 or 41.5 is
prerequisite to Textile Chemistry 42.5. Textile Chemistry 32, 38 or Chemistry 35 is pre-
requisite to Textile Chemistry 41. Cellulose Chemistry is prerequisite to Textile Chemistry




R. 0. Feeley, Head of Division
Anatomy and Physiology (2 and 2)
Diseases of Animals (2 and 2)
WEAVING AND DESIGNING
2V3 R. O. Feeley
R. O. Feeley
Weav. and Design. 12
1
Weav. and Design. 21
Weav. and Design. 22
Weav. and Design. 23
Weav. and Design. 24
Weav. and Design. 31
Weav. and Design. 32
W. E. Shinn, Head of Division
Textiles (1 and 2)
Elementary Design (2 and 0)
Advanced Design (2 and 0)
Weaving (0 and 2)
Weaving (0 and 2)
Dobby Design (2 and 0)
Advanced Dobby Design (2 and 0)
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WEAVING AND DESIGNING
Catalog
























































ii Fabric Analysis (0 and 2
34 Fabric Analysis (0 and 2
35 Fancy Weaving (1 and 2
36 Fancy Weaving (0 and 2
37 Rayon Processing (1 and 2
41 Jacquard Weaving (1 and 2
42 Jacquard Design (1 and 4
43 Cost Finding (3 and
44 Leno Design and Warp
Preparation (2 and
45 Pattern Weaving (0 and 2
46 Pattern Weaving (0 and 2
45.5 Pattern Weaving (0 and 6
46.5 Pattern Weaving (0 and 6
47 Industrial Management (2 and
47.5 Personnel Management (2 and
48 Knitting (0 and 2











Yam Mfg. 28 Cotton Grading (0 and
Yam Mfg. 31 Roving Frames (2 and
Yarn Mfg. 32 Doubling and Drafting (1 and
Yarn Mfg. 33 Doubling and Drafting (1 and
Yarn Mfg. 35 Yarn Manufacturing Problems (2 and
Yam Mfg. 36 Yarn Manufacturing Problems (1 and
Yam Mfg. 41 Spinning, Spooling, and Twisting (2 and
Yam Mfg. 42 Combers, Sliver Lap, and Ribbon Lap (1 and
Yarn Mfg. 44 Mill Economics (2 and
Yarn Mfg. 45 Yarn Manufacturing Problems (1 and
Yam Mfg. 46 Yam Manufacturing Problems (I and
Yarn Mfg. 48 Textile Testing
Yam Mfg. 49 Textile Testing






R. K. Eaton, Head of Division
Yam Mfg. lit The Textile Industry (1 and 2) \^
Yam Mfg. 21 Pickers (2 and 2) 2^
Yam Mfg. 22 Cards and Drawing Frames (2 and 2) 2^
Vr.m Mfg. 23 Mill Problems (2 and 0) 2
























































(Note: Yarn Manufacturing 31 or equivalent mill experience should precede Yarn
Manufacturing 32; Yam Manufacturing 31 should precede Yam Manufacturing; 41. Yam
Manufacturing 21 and 22 arc prerequisite to Yam Manufacturing 35 and 36; Yarn Manu-
facturing 35 and 36 are prerequisite to Yam Manufacturing 45 and 46.)
tOffered both semesters.
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ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY
Franklin Sherman, Head of Division
Class and Sem-
Lab. ester
Catalog Hours per Credit Instructor
Number Title of Course Week Hours
Zool. and Ent. 12 General Zoology (2 and 4) 3^ R. E. Ware
Zool. and Ent. 21 General Zoology (2 and 2) 2^ R. E. Ware
Zool. and Ent. 30 Advanced Zoology (2 and 2) 2^ F. Sherman
R. E. Ware
Zool. and Ent. 31 Introductory and Applied
Entomology (2 and 2) 2^ F. Sherman
Zool. and Ent. 32 General Entomology (2 and 4) 3}^ D. Dunavan
Zool. and Ent. 41 Economic Entomology (2 and 2) 2^ D. Dunavan
Zool. and Ent. 42 Economic Entomology (2 and 2) 2% D. Dunavan
Zool. and Ent. 44 Beekeeping (1 and 2) IfS D. Dunavan
Zool. and Ent. 45 Insect Morphology (2 and 2) 2^ D. Dunavan
Zool. and Ent. 46 Systematic Entomology (1 and 4) 2}/^ F. Sherman
Zool. and Ent. 47 Parasitology (2 and 2) 2?^ D. Dunavan
Zool. and Ent. 50 Seminar (1 and 0) 1 F. Sherman
D. Dunavan
R. E. Ware
Zool. and Ent. 51 Seminar (1 and 0) 1 F. Sherman
D. Dunavan
R. E. Ware
Zool. and Ent. 52 Experimental and Field Entomology F. Sherman
D. Dunavan
Zool. and Ent. 53 Experimental and Field Entomology F. Sherman
D. Dunavan
Zool. and Ent. 59 Introduction to Research D. Dunavan
(Note: Zoology 21 or equivalent is prerequisite to Zoology and Entomology 30;
Zoology and Entomology 12 or 21 is prerequisite to Zoology and Entomology 31; Zoology
and Entomology 31 is prerequisite to Zoology and Entomology 32, 41, and 42; Zoology and
Entomology 31 and 32 are prerequisite to 45, 46, 47, and 59.)
PART VI- STUDENT REGISTER
THE CORPS OF CADETS I9S^-I933
UNITED STATES ARMY PERSONNEL
LIEUTENANT COLONEL R. JOHN WEST Infantry (DOL)
CAPTAIN WILLIAM B. SHARP Infantry (DOL)
CAPTAIN PETE T. HEFENER Infantry (DOL)
CAPTAIN PHILIP H. KRON Infantry (DOL)
CAPTAIN THOMAS A. HOY Infantry (DOL)
FIRST LIEUTENANT FRANK T. SEARCY Infantry (DOL)
SERGEANT GILBERT E. NARAMOR. . .Detached Enlisted Men's List
SERGEANT HENRY G. VICK Detached Enhsted Men's List
SERGEANT HARRY J. WILKINSON. . .Detached Enlisted Mens List
CADET REGIMENTAL ORGANIZATION
Colonel E. L. Morris
Lieutenant Colonel S. P. Galphin
Captain P. G. Chastain, Rej^iinental .Adjutant
Captain C. M. Ellerbe, Intelligence Officer
Captain E. J. Adams, Plans and Training Officer
Captain W. G. Ashmore, Supply Officer
Captain N. B. Glenn, Chaplain
Master Sergeant F". B. Schirmer, (Regimental Sergeant Major)
Master Sergeant T. C. Bigger, (Regimental Supply Sergeant)
Staff Sergeant J. E. Hunter, (Color Sergeant)
Staff Sergeant W. G. Yarborough, (Color Sergeant)
HEADQUARTERS COMPANY
Captain R. E. Holman
First Lieutenant (Executive Officer) N. B. Flagg
First Lieutenant F. H. Martin
Second Lieutenant W. H. Trammell
Second Lieutenant N. J. Forb
First Sergeant K. E. Neussner
Sergeant W. B. Keller
Sergeant D. H. Kenncmur
Sergeant M. A. Bouknight
Sergeant V. G. Chapman
Sergeant . W. L. Mc(I!ravy
Sergeant C. D. Nallcy
Corporal C. L. H. Bacr
Corporal E. O. Lightsey
Corporal H.J. McAlister
Corporal A. T. Moore
Corporal C. F. Simpson
Corporal C. B. Alexander
Corporal H. B. Boggs
Corporal C. C. Brannon
Corporal F. E. Green
Corporal R. P. Smoak
[89]
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BAND
Captain P. M. Parrott
First Lieutenant (Executive Officer) W. A, Bowles
First Lieutenant F. G. McCoy
First Lieutenant J. R. Smoak
Second Lieutenant L. C. Gaines
Second Lieutenant L. R. Hoyt
Second Lieutenant L. L James
Second Lieutenant E. W. Moise
Second Lieutenant R. J. Salley
Second Lieutenant F. L. Sparks
First Sergeant W. L. Schachte
Drum Major S. L. Moise
Supply Sergeant R. A. All
Sergeant D. H. Atkinson
Sergeant D. A. Barnes
Sergeant J. B. Barnwell
Sergeant L. H. Crosson
Sergeant J. F. James
Sergeant J. R. Sharpe
Corporal K. W. Ackis
Corporal H. P. Bridges
Corporal A. R. McCord
Corporal S. W. Page
Corporal R. B. Salley
Corporal H. A. Webb
Corporal J. S. Walpole
DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS
Captain E. G. Lawton
First Lieutenant (Executive Officer) J. W. Thompson
Second Lieutenant C. L. Bannister
Second Lieutenant J. D. Scott
First Sergeant F. R. Her
Sergeant J. A. Campbell
Sergeant E. C. Goddard
Sergeant J. Lawrence
Corporal B. H. Nickles
Corporal O. G. Rawls




Tactical Officer: Captain P. H. Kron
Major B. C. Martin
Adjutant ist Lieut. C. L. McLaurin
Sergeant Major
Company "A" Company "B"
Williams, VV. R. Moss, C. S.
Staff Sergeant J. N. Barney




I^ -kham, H. B.(*)DuRant, \V. £.() Ward, J. J.(*)






























Elliott, J. B. Stephenson, R. D. Hollingsworth, G. W.
Second Lieutenants
Montgomery, L.K. Gist, W. H.
Clifton, F. T. Proctor, L. K.
first Sergeant
Bell. J. U. Gilmer, E. D.
Company Supply Sergeant























































(*) Indicates Company Executive Officer.
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SECOND BATTALION
Tactical Officer: ist. Lieut. Frank T. Searcy
Major O. B. Garrison
Adjutant ist. Lieut. J. W. Cantrcll
Sergeant ]Major Staff Sergeant T. S. DuBose
Company "E" Company "F" Company "G" Company "H"
Captains
Kinard, D. T. Crow, E. E. Bowen, T. O. Talbert, T. B.
First Lieutenants
Padgett, W. H.(*) Cranford, M. R.(*)Hunter, W. P.(*) Hicks, H. B.(*)
Arrington, C. A. Robinson, J. F. Clarkson, R. J. Ackerman, W. E.
Moore, J. L. Rogers, H. L. Latham, E. E. Lynn, J. C.
Second Lieutenants
Pinckney, B. D. Burgess, W. A. Stover, E. M. Dickson, W. W.
Wood, W. E. Glymph, L. M. Sutherland, M. H. Cheatham, C. H.
First Sergeant
Eaton, R. B. Schroder, H. J. Barron, W. W. Lytle, C. A.
Company Supply Sergeant
Jenkins, R. F. Moss, W. D. Mclver, E. R. Latimer, P. H.
Sergeants
Beaudrot. C. L. Allan, R. H. Copeland, J. E. Andrews, L. M,
Mack, J. L. Blakely, R. W. Coleman, W. W. Coleman, J. D.
Odell, H. H. Hill, D. M. Gibert, J. B. Greene, Wm. P.
Sadler, F. S. Hunt, H. A. Huskey, O. R. Harvin, L. H.
Truesdale, F. C Rouse, J. T. Kohn, D. Nolan, M. P.
Shores, R. B. Perry, W. B.
Vaughan, H. B. Rawlinson, O. H.
Corporals
Beard, S. O. Burts, A. F. Brvce, C. S. Burton, J. C
Black, H. A. Bridges, A. W. Cathcart, J. K. Clamp, E. W.
Bvrd, H. M. Cummings, C. T, Feagin, H. S. Gifford, H. E.
Caston, H. R. Linder, V. F. Harden, R. E. Hiller, J. T.
Ellerbe, D. C. Lofton, P. S. Kolb, T. A. Alarshall, C. F.
Hunt, R. M. Owings, G. E. Madden, J. H. M. Rogers, R. T.
Moore, D. C. Price, B. G. Mustard, A. C. Spearman, M. W.
Register, J. R. Russell, J. F. Strange, T. S.




(*) Indicates Company Executive Officer.
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Tactical Officer; Captain Pete T. Heffner
Major J. B. Wray
Adjutant 1st. Lieut. J. M. Ballentine
Sergeant Major Staff Sergeant M. S. Blitch
Company "I" Company *'K" Company "L" Company "M"
Captains
Gore, W. E. Fulmcr, J. L. Moore, E. C. Martin, H. D.
First Lieutenants
Macmillan, \V. R.(*) Whetstone, G. V.(*) Strom, L. D.(*) Lee, D. D.(*)
Floyd, C. McGee, W. H. Ready, E. L. Rivers, I. N.
Miller, M. 0. Watson, T. M. Frey, G. N. Edwards, R. C.
Second Lieutenants
Gulp, W. R. Webb, H. J. Livingstone, L. A. McMeckin, J. G.
Spencer, W. H. Sease, E. C. Miller, R. T. Constan, G. N.
First Sergeant
Bridge, M. P. Robinson, G. W. Wyatt, C. D. Hope, J. K.
Company Supply Sergeant
Greene, R. J. Fudge, W^ R. Ellis, J. R. Cooper, R. C.
Sergeants
Carter, J. M. Avingcr, J. J. Gccr, J. S. Dozier, W. C.
Lynn, W. G. French, R. Edwards, F. W. LeMaster, G. W.
McCown, C. Hankinson, J. E. Simons, T. J. Linder, W.
McMillan, C. A. Quattlcbaum, A. M. Snowdcn, J. G. Skardon, A. H.
Shuler. C. O. Vance, R. B. Wells R. E. Withcrspoon. J. H.
Vaughn, R. S. Walker, E. M. Jones, J. E. Ferguson, J. A.
Corporals
Allison, W. E. Cochran, J. L. DeBerrv, F. H. Dellingcr, E. S.
Chapin, G. DeLoach. C. L. Hill. C. ^^ Dillard. W. W.
Dav. P. S. Kinc, C. H. Johnson. P. D. Hollis, C. H.
Gordon, C. P. Ross, J. Q. Kirk. H. L. Hartlcdpc. J. R.
Metz, J. McSwain, A. T. Kirkcgard, H. B. Kneece, E. C.
Tobev. P. L. Mahon, D. G. Swails, A. C. Plowden. H. A.
Triplctt, W. L. Mvcrs, J. I. Cromer, W. L. Salley, C. M.
Anderson, P. M. Thackston. W. M. McLaurin, C H. Turner, W. A.
McGee. K. W. Howie, L. F. Fike, C. L.
Curtis, D. T, Cottingham, M. C.
(*) Indicates Company Executive Officer.
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Agriculture—Agronomy Major
Joseph Robert Adair, Jr. Laurens John Howard Dean Greenwood
William Clayton Bowen Pickens Bedford Hayne Forrest Ward
Bruce Weldon Byrd Hartsville Osborne Harvey Green Spartanburg
Harold Felton Cannon Honea Path David Cuttino Harrell Effingham
Bruce Dayvault Cloaninger Lykesland Von Anderson Long Prosperity
Dewey McBride Cox Cades Mendal Hoke Smith Cowpens
Roger Hughes Crouch Saluda Charner Terry Scaifc Wilburn, Jr._Union
James Kerr Wright Shelton
Agriculture—Animal Husbandry Major
James Alexander Satcher, Jr Ward
Agriculture—Chemistry Major
George Warren Chavous Allendale James Baron McNinch Ware Shoals
Harry Neal Jenkins Kline John Whittier Sanders, Jr. Kline
Agriculture—Dairy Husbandry Major
James Herbert Boulware Newberry James Ellis Martin Pendleton
Merwin Jackson Camp GaflFney William Glenn Neely Ogden
Hal Johnston Kizer St. George Herbert George Settle Inman
Agriculture—Economics Major
Thomas James Clyde Georgetown John Lucius HoflFman Bamberg
Harold Page Connelly Rock Hill Arthur Edward Jackson, Jr Florence
Robert Earle Gunter Wagener William Bertrand Martin Greenville
/Agriculture—Education Major
James Irvine Bramlette Taylors Sidney Ansel Murphy Pendleton
Frank Wesley Corley McCormick Owen Ernest Pritcher Holly Hill
Luther White Drennan McCormick William Elgin Pursley York
Thomas Florence Littlejohn Jonesville Benjamin Pratt Rambo Ninety Six
Thomas Frank Livingston North Fletcher Oliver Senn St. Matthews
OHie Weldon Lloyd Lydia John Wallace Talbert McCormick
Harry Donnon McDaniel Laurens Alfred Clyde Tollison Central
Edward Reeves Maddox Blaney Ernest Allen Williams Ruffin
F. D. Martin Simpsonville Joe Thad Workman Clinton
Albert Kennedy Zeigler Orangeburg
Agriculture—Entomology Major
Paul Moore Booth Aynor John Terry Hills McClellanville
Warren Duncan Sharon Charles Maynard Jones Ashton
Wayne Gaines Entrekin Central Samuel Bruce Rochester Salem
Joseph Elijah Webb White Pond
Agriculture—Horticulture Major
Bamett Alexander AUgood, Jr. Central Laurence Pettigru LaBruce-Georgetown
David Spinx Blackwell Sumter John Alton McLeod, Jr. Latta
Fred Derward Cochran Donalds John Girardeau Murray, Jr
Joseph Privette Dargan Darlington Edisto Island
Francis Elliott Johnstone, Jr Samuel Dibble Watson Orangeburg
Georgetown
Agricultural Economics and Arts and Science Majors
Claude Bertram Barre Clemson College
Agriculture—Animal Husbandry and Dairy Husbandry Majors
Eugene Walter Able Saluda
Agriculture—Animal Husbandry and Education Majors
Salathiel Frances Horton Jefferson Herbert Eugene Kneece Batesburg
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Arts and Science
Halcot Junius Beckham, Jr. Lanra«;ter
VenKm Lamar Bickley '
Edor Otho Black. Jr C
George Arthur Black Clinton
George Ileyward Brigman Lancaster
Walter Kay Ellis Greetiwood
Tii. r. Watt Harter Fairfax
Pinckney Kay Behon
J Wallace LaGrone Johnston
George McCalla Speed Ira
Architecture
Olirer Herbert McDaniel Charlettoo
Samuel Tiiden McDowell. Jr.— Rock Hill
Roy Fldward Moody Clcreland
John Rhctt Mouchet Starr
I'auI Terry Norris Piedmont
Euf^ene Ragin Patterson Columbia
John Howard Saylors Beltnn
J.hn Michael Smith Saluda
William Reynolds Smith Spartanburg
John Kemp Durst III Greenwood
AquUIa James Dyess Augusta. Ga.
Ji'hn Marion Lincberger Greenville
Frank Jackson Sharps Charlotte, N. C.
Nathaniel Olmstead Whitlaw
Augusta. Ga.
Hope Buzhardt Wilson Newberry
John Pcar>- Wilson Fairfax
Chemistry
Rubert Daniel Chapman Anderson Simeon Hyde III Charleston
Harold Marvin Clark Ware Shoals John Wayne McCalla Middleton. Ga.
Hugh Archie McCollum McColl
Ciznl Engineering
William Calhoun Abemathy Fort Lawn
Edward Hughs Bowen Liberty
Patrick Noble Calhoun, Jr
Savannah. Ga.
Lord Byron Copeland TimmonsviUe
John Paterson Iletrick-Philadelphia. Pa.
Henry Graham Hill Sumter
Charles Pinckney Hogarth, Jr Brunson
Edward Stanley Howie Darlington
James Carlisle HufF Simpsonville
Pearce Daniels Hughston Spartanburg
Alfred Paul Kent Bloomficld. N. J.
James Albert Kinghom Beaufort
Rlair Rice Littlejohn Belton
Grady Spence Salley Salley
Thomas Littlejohn Shippey.Spartanburg
Electrical Engineering
Victor Lee Bethea McColI
Lewis Creech Black Barnwell
John Simon Caughman, Jr Lexinet- n
Robert Franklin Causey Hanr
.Arthrir Bryan Cogf^ins Spartan!
- Ezra Cuttino Sumter
V - Adams Farish GaflFne>'
Jamts Walter Hughes Pikevillc. Ky.
Alan McCrary Johnstone Newberry
George Carlisle Jones Walhalla
Baskin Reid Lawrence Seneca
James Poats Littlejohn.Clemson College
Marcus Claude Long Walhalla
Samuel Earle Lowry Seneca
Edmund Ravenel Mansfield_Spartanburg
George Fred Miller Helen, Ga.
John Anderson Mills Sumter
Hugh Snider Montgomery Kingstree
Fueene Clem Parker Greenville
'
"1 .August Sander. Jr Charleston
- Brandenburg Sartor Union
John Franklin Smith Anderson
Marvin McLeod Smith Walhalla
.\rthur Simpson Teague Columbia
William Mackentyre Thames, Jr.
Jacksonville. Fla.
Samuel I-ovinggood V'emer.Jr. .Walhalla
Walter Gustave Wallenburg Aiken
John Rufus Werts Ninety Six
Herbert Clifton Woodson Anderson
Hubert Lester Wyant Ninety Six
Cecil Clyde Wylie Rock Hill
Mechanical Engineering
Robert Neil Cambridge Clinton, Mass.
Daniel McLeod Culp I'nion
Fiank Hill Wellford
Wallace Bixby Ingalls Scotia. N. Y.
David Gilliam Jeter Bookman
George Wjitson Lee Orangeburg
Benjamin Franklin Martin, Jr
Greenville
Arthur Robert Mays, Jr
Canadian, Texas
Graham Dtmcan Padgett Jacksonboro
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering
Robert Holmes Hughes Spartanburg
Textile Engineering
Landrum Earl Bagwell, Jr Laurens
John Gibbes Barnwell Whitmire
James Marshall Cathcart, Jr Anderson
Hanny Clyde Harvley, Jr Greenville
Olin Crowder Shedd Strother
Henry Whitmire Suber Whitmire
Tom Whitmire Suber Whitmire
Thomas Jerald Willis Clifton
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Textile Chemistry
James Edgar Baker Cades Henry Clinkscales Hoffman -Blj'thewood
Daniel Patrick Davis, Jr Chester Wilbur Kelly Howze, Jr Columbia
George Bowen Deadwyler Greenwood David Bruce Norton Gibson, N. C.
Lucius Delk Greenville James Berry Rhinehardt
Herbert Walker Fogle Denmark Kings Mountain, N. C.
William Wallace Fridy Greenwood Joel Adams Weston Gadsden
Harry Harold Gibson Fairmont Horace Clifton Whitmire Greenville
Weaving and Designing
Marshall Lemmie Hall Dillon
Textile Industrial Education
Angus Duncan Fordham Beaufort William Harrison Tarrant Greenwood
Engineering Industrial Education
John Calhoun Alford Batesburg Benjamin Robinson Pickens
Herbert Carlisle Booth Sumter Spartanburg
John Wesley Cochran Seneca Frank Brent Reynolds Greenwood
Jerry Frank Crews Hampton Curtis Gilbert Smoak Cordova
Samuel Joseph Lofton McClellanville Tillman Thomas Smoak Orangeburg
Vernon Calhoun Wilson, Jr Newberry
Master of Science Degree in Textile Chemistry
Thomas Irwin Dashiell Greenville Roy Lee McGee Belton
Professional Degree of Electrical Engineer
G Roy Barksdale Greenwood
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THIRry-SIXTH COMMENCEMEST JUNE, 1932
Baccalaureate Sermon
Dr. H. W. DuBosk, Spartanburg, South Carolina
Address to the Graduating Class
General Charles P. Summerall, The Citadel,
Charleston, South Carolina
DEGREES CONFERRED SINCE JUNE, 1932, AND PRIOR TO
JANUARY, 1933
Agriculture—Atiimal Husbandry
John Lathan Gcttys Lugoff
Agriculture—Dairy Husbandry
Richard King Thackston Greenville
Agriculture—Entomology
Emil Ryan Kelly Charleston
Agriculture—Horticulture
Samuel Dibble Watson Orangeburg
Architecture
Howard William Whitlock Chester
Arts and Science
Theodore Edward Briggman Orangeburg
James Bumcs Ouzts Edgefield
Civil Engineering
Walter Breedlove Six Mile
Marion Franklin Mitchell Bclton
Joseph Walter Williams Dacusville
Engineering Industrial Education
Monroe Gilbert Bowles, J r Greenwood
William Arthur Thompson Sumter
Mechanical Engineering
Marion Pope McMeckin Monticcllo
James Bean Walker, Jr Greenwood
James Ernest Young Greenwood
Textile Engineering
Thomas Clark Chalmers, Jr Newberr\'
Textile Industrial Education
Roy Algia Jones Newberry
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LIST OF STUDENTS 1932-1933
The names are arranged in alphabetical order and following the names are
symbols indicating classes and courses. The numerals preceding the course, symbols
refer to classes, viz.: I, Freshman; 2, Sophomore; 3, Junior; 4, Senior (Classified
as of first semester. See page 48). A-Agriculture (abbreviation indicates major
course for seniors); Agr-Agronomy ; AH-Animal Husbandry; Ag C-Agricultural
Chemistry; DH-Dairy Husbandry; Ag Ec-Agricultural Economics; Ag Ed-Agri-
cultural Education; Ag Engr-Agricultural Engineering; Hort-Horticulture ; Ent-
Entomology. GS-Cieneral Science. Ar-Architecture. C!-Chemistry. E-Engineer-
ing (all engineering freshmen, electrical and mechanical sophomore and junior
classes). CE-Civil Engineering. EE-Electrical Engineering. EIE-Engineering
Industrial Education; ME-Mechanical Engineering. T-Textile. TC-Textile Chem-
istry. WD-Weaving and Designing. TIE-Textilc Industrial Education. S-Special
(not candidate for degree), s indicates scholarship student.
Abell F E—2 A Lowrys
Abernathy W L—2 A Fort Lawn
Able C H—S Greenville
Abrams C—4 ME Newberry
Abrams E C—4 Agr Newberry
Abrams M S—3 CE Newberry
Acker H H—2 GS Anderson
s Acker L M— 1 A Anderson
Ackerman P W— 1 GS Walterboro
Ackerman W E—4 Ent White Hall
Ackis K W—2 C Jacksonville, Fla.
Adams E J—4 TC Clemson College
Adams H M— 1 T McColl
Adams L M—2 TC Rock Hill
Adams R D— 1 GS Seneca
Adams R I^— 1 T McColl
Albright H T—3 Ar Liberty
Alexander C B—3 A Six Mile
Alexander Lily M—S Central
All J B— 1 T Allendale
All J H C—2 T Allendale
s All R A—3 TC Allendale
Allan R H—3 CE Charleston
Allen W D—2 E Chester
Allen W S— 1 TC Bamberg
Allison A W—2 E Greenville
Allison W E—2 A Columbia
Alston C S—3 E Union
Altman J E—2 CE Yemassee
s Anderson P M—2 A Ninety Six
Anderson W D—2 C Laurens
s Anderson W J—2 A Anderson
Andrews L M—2 E Charleston
Antley W S—2 E Charleston
Armstrong W R—3 A Honea Path
Arrington C A—4 CE Ninety Six
s Ashmore W G—4 TC Greenville
Atkinson D H—3 Ag Engr Orangeburg
Austin F J—2 C Asheville, N. C.
Austin Gabrielle—S Greenville
Avinger J J—3 A Wando
Babb T H—2 TC Gray Court
Baer C L H—4 ME Spartanburg
Bailey W R—2 E Edisto Island
Baldwin W R—3 GS Orangeburg
s Ball A K— 1 T Eastover
Ballagh W VV— 1 A Ripley, N. Y.
Ballard J C— 1 T Clover
Ballentine J M—4 TC Anderson
Bane P W—3 Ag Engr Mullins
Banister C L—4 CE Chester
Banks E R— 1 E Ridgeland
Barbare L J—4 T Greenville
s Barber W B—3 A Chester
s Barnes D A—3 TC Camden
Barnes J K— 1 A Brunson
Barnes W F—2 T Florence
s Barnett G M—3 A Westminster
Barney J N—3 E Fredericksburg, Va.
Barnwell J B—3 CE Florence
s Barron F E— 1 T Columbia
Barron T L—3 E Cave Spring, Ga.
Barron W W—3 Ar Elberton, Ga.
s Basha G H—3 A Charleston
Baskin C A— 1 T Greenville
Bass J S— 1 E Hartsville
Bates A H— 1 A Greenville
Bates C D— 1 E Marietta
Bauknight L M—2 A Easley
s Beard S O—2 T Langley
Beaty J S— 1 E Rock Hill
Beaudrot C L—2 CE Greenwood
Beckham H B—4 ME Lancaster
Bell J U—3 E Lancaster
Bennett J—3 EIE Orangeburg
Bennett J M— 1 C MiHord, N. Y.
Bethea F L—2 E— Dillon
Betsill W L—2 A Laurens
Bigger E W—4 Hort York
s Bigger T C—3 A York
Biggers H B—2 A Kings Creek
s Bishop J K—4 Ag C Branchville
Bissett T J—3 Ar Tampa, Fla.
Black H A—T E Ruffin
Black M P— 1 A Ward
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Blackman S M—4 EE Pendleton
Blackwrll J E—3 EIE I^urens
Blackwell J W—2 E Laurens
Ulackwell W M— 1 GS Mayesvillc
s Hlakcly R W—3 A riedmont
Blanton A J—3 E GafFney
Blitch M S—3 E Charleston
s B«)bb M L—4 Ent Poniaria
Doesch J C—2 E Bamesvillc, Ga.
Hoggs II B—2 GS Calhoun
Boggs II Q—4 GS Calhoun
Boland W P—4 Ag Ed Pomaria
Bolding E L—2 E Pickens
Boroughs P C—4 GS Norrjs




Bowers F L— 1 GS Central
Bowie P E—2 T Greenville
Bowles W A—4 Ar Columbia
Boynton J D—3 AH Yemassee
Branch J S— 1 E Saluda
s Brannon C C—3 A Inman
Brice A M— I E York
Bridge A W— 1 A Round O
Bridge M P—2 A Round O
Bridges H P—2 T Cliffsidc. X. C.
s Britt W L—2 A McCormick
Broadway G L—3 AH Sumter
s Brooks J B— 1 A Smoaks
Brown A E—4 Ag Ec Jonesville
Brown C M—2 GS Belton
s Brown J D—2 A Hemingway
Brown J H—2 E Liberty
Brown P J— 1 GS Liberty
Brown T I—2 A Pineview, Ga.
s Brown W D— 1 A Spartanburg
Biunson J B—4 EIE Fairfax
Bryan H L—2 E Clemson College
Bryan J P— 1 E Charleston
Bryan W Z—3 T \llcndale
Brycc C S—2 E Florence
Bryson W M—2 E Laurens
Burgess E A—4 Agr Belton
Burgess W A—4 T Belton
Burlcy J L—2 E Greenville
Burley S T— 1 T Monticcllo
Burns C F—4 TIE Columbia
Burns R C—3 A Travelers Rest
Burns W C—3 E Oranpcburg
Burnside B R— I A Chester
s Burton J C—2 A Honea Path
Burton W J—3 E Seneca
Burts A F—2 GS Spartanburg
Bussey J L—2 E Spartanburg
Byrd F P— 1 T Ridge Spring
Byrd H L—4 EIE Georgetown
Byrd H M—2 GS HartsviUe
Calhoun A M—4 Agr Clio
Calhoun C E— 1 A Clio
Calhoun L M— 1 E Barnwell
Calhoun P N—S Clemson College
Campbell B VV— 1 A Pelzer
Campbell J A—3 E Georgetown
Campbell T E—2 CE Greenville
Cannon J A— 1 GS Pickens
Cantrell J W—4 EIE Pickens
Carey J C—S Clemson College
Carson J W— 1 C Anderson
Carter C W—4 EIE Walhalla
Carter G M—3 E Lodge
Carter W R—2 A Ridgcland
Casey J O— 1 T Anderson
s Cassidy J F— 1 A Columbia
Caston II R—2 A Heath Springs
Cathcart J K—2 C Winnsboro
Caughman D II—3 A Lexington
Cauthen R S— 1 A Rock Hill
Chapin D N— 1 C St. Louis, Mo.
Chaplin G—2 TC Greenville
Chapman C E—3 A Ilartsviile
s Chapman M C— 1 A Pendleton
Chapman R C— 1 A Hartsville
Chapman R P— 1 A Hartsville
Chapman V G—3 C Anderson
Chapman W H— 1 GS Liberty
Chappell P B—4 Ag Engr Bishopvillc
Chastain P G—4 Ag Ed Taylors
Chav.ms C C—3 E Allendale
Cheatham B F— 1 E Abbeville
s Cheatham C H—4 Ag C Greenwood
Cheves C I>— 1 E Savannah, Ga.
Childress B F— 1 E Six Mile
Childress R B— 1 Ar Laurens
Chipley W C—3 GS Greenwood
Chitty F C— 1 E Chester
Christopher T D—2 A Landrum
Clamp E W—2 GS Salley
Clark II M—S Clemson College
Clark J W—2 C Greenville
Clarke R T—2 TC Anderson
Clarke W D— 1 T Anderson
Clarkson R J—4 T Camden
s Clayton C N—3 A Liberty
Clayton H A—4 EE Liberty
Cleveland J R— 1 T Piedmont
s Clifton F T—4 Hort Florence
Cobb Edith C—S Greenwood
Cobb W C—3 TC Cateechee
Cochran J H—2 A Abbeville
Cochran J L—2 A Donalds
Coe C B— 1 C Richland
Coggins W S— 3 EIE Waverly, Ala.
Cole R A— 1 A Chesterfield
Coleman H H—2 E Ridgeway
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Coleman I M—2 E Pamplico
Coleman J D—2 CE Carlisle
Coleman J K—2 E Blairs
Coleman J R—3 EE Hyman
Coleman L B—2 GS Hyman
Coleman T B— 1 E Rocky Mount, N. C.
Coleman W W—2 E Pamplico
Collins C J—3 E Inman
Commander R C— 1 C Florence
Constan G N—4 C Columbia
Cook C H— 1 E Calhoun Falls
Cook E W—S Clemson College
Cook F E— 1 E Wagener
Cooke F N—2 C Spartanburg
s Cooler S A—2 A Ridgeland
Cooper N B—2 E Mullins
Cooper R C—3 E Columbia
Cope J M—2 A Cope
s Copeland F P—3 A Lamar
Copeland J E—3 C Pamplico
Copeland W E— 1 E Laurens
Cottingham M C—2 T Greenville
Cousar T A—3 E Fayetteville, N. C.
Cowherd C P—2 GS Branchville
Cox J B— 1 E Marietta, Ga.
Cox J J—3 A Spartanburg
Cox R D— 1 T Hemingway
Cox W E— 1 E Florence
Craig J—3 GS Central
Crain V M—2 E Memphis, Tenn.
Cranford M R—4 T—Kings Mountain, N. C.
Crawford D E— 1 A Calhoun
Crawford W S—S Clemson College
Creech H E— 1 E Marion
Cromer Edna—S Seneca
Cromer W L—2 E Kinards
Crosson L H—3 C Leesville
Crouch M T— 1 GS Columbia
Crow E E—4 AH Fairforest
Crowther P H— 1 E Anderson
Croxton W B— 1 T Kershaw
Culler W C— 1 E Orangeburg
Gulp W R—4 AH Inman
Ciimmings C T— 1 Ar Walterboro
Cunninghatn F H—3 T Greenville
Cunningham T D—2 A Jonesville
s Cureton A C—2 A Liberty Hill
Cureton R W— 1 A Greenville
Curry J A—3 E Gray Court
Curtis D T—2 A Chesterfield
Dabney C E—2 TC Rock Hill
Dalton C G— 1 A Norris
Dalton Janey E—S Norris
Dalton R S— 1 E Pickens
Dantzler W D—3 Agr Orangeburg
Dargan H G—2 A Darlington
s Dargan \V E—3 A Darlington
Davenport H B—2 E North Charleston
Davis J H—2 A Kannapolis, N. C.
Davis J I— 1 A Albany, Ga.
Davis John W— 1 E Charleston
Davis Julius W—4 Hort Seneca
Dawson J H— 1 E Orangeburg
Day J B—3 T Cowpens
Day P S— 1 A Trenton
Dean S C— 1 GS Anderson
Deason R A— 1 E Barnwell
Deason S K—3 EIE Barnwell
DeBerry F H—2 GS Florence
Dellinger E S—2 A Stanley, N. C.
DeLoach J L—2 A Saluda
Densler C M—3 E Charleston
DePass W B—4 EE Hodges
Dew J A— 1 GS West Palm Beach, Fla.
DeWitt W C—3 A Darlington
Dickinson J H— 1 A Bishopville
Dickson A A—3 Ar Columbia
Dickson W W—4 EE Manning
Dill P V B—2 E Inman
Dillard Lila R—S Clemson College
Dillard W M— 1 A Six Mile
Dillard W W—2 A Greer
Dobbins W C— 1 GS Goldville
Dobey J N—3 E Johnston
Dobson L A—3 A Greer
Dobson L M—3 GS Greer
Dobson W P—2 TC Greer
Dominick C B—4 Ent Greenwood
Donnan S B— 1 A Laurens
Donny O G—2 E Columbia
Dorn G B—4 TC Greenwood
Dowling H E— 1 E Bamberg
Dozier W C—3 Ag Engr Marion
Drake C T— 1 T Pelzer
DuBose T S—3 E Oswego
Duke H B— 1 E Madison
Duncan F Y—3 A Sharon
Duncan W T—2 CE Seneca
DuRant W E—4 Ar Sumter
Durham W S— 1 A Chester
Duval L S— 1 T Social Circle, Ga.
Eaddy E A—2 GS Johnsonville
s Eaddy H E— 1 A HemingAvay
Earle Jane R—S Clemson College
Earle Mary E—S Clemson College
Earnhardt C F—3 ME Spartanburg
Easterling B B— 1 E Barnwell
Eaton R B—3 C Clemson College
Edens H C— 1 A Pickens
Edwards F W—3 E Fountain Inn
s Edwards R C—4 WD Fountain Inn
Eleazer G B— 1 A Irmo
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s Ellcrbc C M—» Hort Bishopville
be I) C—2 E Florence
i ...oit J B—3 EIE Fort Mill
s Ellis J R—3 A Richburg
Klniore G T—2 EIE Gaffney
Kngland \V J— 1 E VVestmln^ter
Entrekin \V G—S Central
Kptum H H— 1 C Greenville
LskridKe W H— 1 C Chester
Evans C M—3 E Pamplico
Evans H H— 1 A Rcmbert
Evans Rosa C—S Clerason College
Evans Rebekah N—S Clemson College
s Evans W D— I A Cheraw
Evatt D G—4 GS Central
1-aile K L—3 A Kershaw
Farley \V D— I A Saluda
Faimer C E— 1 E Warrington, Fla.
Farmer J L—2 C Anderson
Fa mer R L— 1 E Florence
Kcapin H S—2 GS Bonneau
Fcliers H S—2 GS Columbia
Ferpus.m H M—3 E York
Ferguson J A—3 E Fort Mill
Femow Ethel C—S Clemson College
Field \V P— 1 GS Seneca
Fike C L—2 A Spartanburg
Fisher A G—* TC Columbia
Fl.igg N B— Ar Belton
Fleming O C— I A Lanford
Meniing V R— Ag Ec Lanford
Fletcher J F— 1 E Andersf>n
Fl.yd C—4 ME Taylors
s Floyd J L— 1 A Taylors




Folger T M— 1 A Pickens
Forb N J—4 EE Saluda
Ford H— 1 Ar Bennettsville
Forshaw T— 1 C Savannah, Ga.
F ster J B— 1 A Roebuck
I\>ter J L O—3 EE : Chesnee
Foster L L— 1 A Roebuck
Fester M A—3 A Roebuck
Fowler A C—2 A Taylors
Franklin B—2 GS Greenwood
Frazier H I.—3 CE Orangcb-.:- 1-
Freeman G E— 1 A Ea- < ,
Freeman J—3 Ar Greenville
F'ench R—3 Ar Augu<:ta, Ga.
Frey G X i DH Fairforest
Fridy W W—S Greenwood
FudRe W R—2 CE ^\bbeville
Fuller D \V— 1 E Barnwell
s Fulmer J L—4 Ag Ec Prosperity
s Funderburk B J— 1 A Cheraw
Gaines L C—3 Ar Anderson
Galphin S P—4 AH Holly Hill
Gambill L A— 1 E ...... ..Columbia
Gambrell J M— 1 A Greenville
s Gandy R B— 1 A Andrewt
Gantt W A— 1 A JeflFcrson
s Garber M 1—3 T Williston
Gardner M C— 1 E Orangeburg
Garrett J M— 1 E Six Mile
s Garrison O B—4 Hort Denmark
s Gassaway H B—2 A Honea Path
Gause L A—2 A St. Stephens
Geer J R— 1 C Belton
Gecr J S—3 E Greenville
Gentry R B—2 A Starr
George A M— 1 A Aiken
Geraty J R—4 EE Yonges Island
s Gettys C M— 1 T Catawba
Ghent I W— 1 GS Lancaster
Gibbons W \V— 1 E Cave Spring, Ga.
Gibbs J G—3 T Charleston
s Gibert J B—3 A Abbeville
Gibson C C—2 E Richburg
Gibson E J— 1 A Florence
Gibson J S^2 E Florence
Gibson W H— 1 GS Six Mile
Gifford H E—2 E Estill
Gilchrist W P— 1 A Rock Hill
Gill W R— 1 Ar Greenville
Gilliam A L—2 GS Abbeville
Gilmer E D—3 E Greenville
Gilreath H J—4 Agr Travelers Rest
Gilrcath J F—2 A Travelers Rest
Gist \V H—4 EE Carlisle
Gladden E T—3 E Fort Lawn
Glanton R C— 1 E Grantville. Ga.
Glenn J P—2 C Spartanburg
Glenn N B—4 GS Anderson
s Glymph E M— 1 A Pomaria
Glymph L M— Ag Engr Greenville
Gi>ddard E C—2 E Greenville
Go.dman C F— I T Rock Hill
Goodman J—2 GS Clemson College
Goodson J W—2 Ag Engr Hartsville
Goodson R H— I E Hartsville
Goodwin H P—4 T I'nion
Gordon C P—2 TC Ware Shoals
Gore W E—4 Ag Ed Loris
Goss P W—3 T Elberton, Ga.
Graham F A— 1 GS Columbia
Graham R E— I GS McClellanville
Graham T A— 1 T Easley
Graham T H—2 Ag Engr Cokesbury
Gaves J H— 1 T Chester
s Gray F M—3 A Brunson
Gray N N—2 A Owtngs
Gray W R— 1 T Greenville
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Green F E—3 GS Anderson
s Green F L—3 A Bishopville
Green H A— 1 C Anderson
Greene G B—2 GS Anderson
Greene R J—3 E Orangeburg
Greene Wallace P—2 A Salem
Greene William P—3 C Darlington
Gresham E W—2 C Simpsonville
s Griffis D P—3 A Edgefield
s Griggs F O— 1 T Darlington
Grimball E L— 1 A Charleston
Grimball P C—3 A Charleston
Grimes O D—3 T Athens, Ga.
Griner J F—2 E Meggett
Guill J E—3 E East Flat Rock, N. C.
Gunter M W— 1 E Wagener
s Gurley O L— 1 A Spartanburg
Guy R C—2 A Chester
Haddle J M—2 T Douglasville, Ga.
Haigler H C—2 E Swansea
Hair H B— 1 E Columbia
Hallman T B— 1 E Aiken
Hamilton A R—4 T Easley
Hamilton C P—3 A Conway
Hammett J E— 1 T Taylors
Hammond F H—2 C Central
Hankinson J E—4 C Aiken
s Hanna W J—3 A Blacksburg
Harbin S W— 1 E EUoree
s Harby H D— 1 T Sumter
Harden R E—2 E Florence
Hardin S F— 1 E Chester
s Harley F L—4 T Jamison
Harling E A—2 CE Inman
Harllee H T—3 EIE Florence
s Harmon G L—3 A Lexington
s Harrell R W— 1 A Columbia
Harrelson R—4 EIE Tabor, N. C.
Harris B S H—2 E Greenville
Harris J M—2 E Fort Mill
Harris J N— 1 T Belton
Harrison C C—2 Ar Abbeville
Harrison W P— 1 GS Brunson
Hartin W R— 1 C Columbia
Hartlege J R—2 Ar Jacksonville, Fla.
Hartman R M— 1 A Jefferson
Harvin L H—3 E Manning
Harvley J C—3 T Greenville
Haselden B F—2 A Greelyville
Hawkins A H—4 Agr Travelers Rest
s Hawkins B S—2 A Greenville
Heap E— 1 C Rock Hill
Heinemann J C—4 EE Georgetown
Henderson W K— 1 T Belton
Hendricks R F—2 A Pickens
Hendricks T A— 1 Ar Easley
Henley Charles M—3 E Summerville
Henley, Clifford M— 1 E Summerville
Henley J W—2 Ag Engr Summerville
Henry D H— 1 T Clemson College
Henry W H— 1 A Gaston
Herbert J T—3 TC Saluda
Herndon J R—3 CE Toccoa, Ga.
Heron H H—3 E Jenkinsville
Hewitt T H—4 EE Florence
Hewlett T W W— 1 E Allendale
Hicks G T— 1 T Elko
Hicks H B—4 EE Chesnee
Hicks R B H— 1 E_ Hartsville
Hill C M—2 E Dawson, Ga.
Hill C P— 1 A Enoree
Hill D M—2 A Fairforest
Hiller J T—2 A Chapin
s Hilton T L— 1 T Lancaster
Hinson C R— 1 A Kershaw
Hinton C N—3 C Pickens
s Hiott W B— 1 T Round O
Hodge W F D—S Clemson College
Hodges B H—4 C Starr
Holder W S—2 A Fort Lawn
Holland R B—2 E Walhalla
Hollingsworth E W—4 TC Greenwood
s Hollis C H—2 A Richburg
Holman R E—4 ME Florence
Holtzendorff P B—S Clemson College
Hood H R—2 E Santee, Ga.
Hook F W—4 EIE Sumter
Hook H O— 1 GS Columbia
Hope J K—3 A Rock Hill
s Hope W P—2 A Union
Hopkins J H— 1 A Walhalla
Hopper R W— 1 E Great Falls
Horry H H—S Ridgeland
Horton B T— 1 T Belton
Horton P—2 E Lancaster
Hough J S— 1 E Edgefield
Householder W R—1 E Batesburg
Howard E G—2 E Greenville
Howell E L—2 T Georgetown
s Howie L F—2 A Darlington
s Howie W M—3 A Darlington
Hoyt L R—4 Ar Sumter
s Huckabee M L—4 TC Marion
Hudgin L M—2 E Greenville
Huff P D— 1 E Piedmont
Huggin C P— 1 A Gaffney
Hughes R M— 1 C Greer
Hunt H A—3 C Walhalla
Hunt J B—3 EIE Prosperity
Hunt, Marguerite E—S Seneca
Hunt R M—2 E Walhalla
Hunter J E—3 C Clemson College
s Hunter W P—4 Ent Waterloo
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Husbands I> 1.— 1 E Florence
Muskey O R—3 Ar Spartanburg
Ilutchesrn J R—3 A Clcmson College
Her F R—3 C Greenville
Inabinet C J— 1 GS Orangeburg
Jackson F C—4 EE Torrin^on, Conn.
Jackson N A— 1 C Vernon, Ala.
Jackson T H—3 E Clemson College
Jacobs M H— 1 A Kingstree
James J F—3 Ar Sumter
James J W—4 EIE Darlington
James L I— EE Greer
Jeffords A B— 1 A Lamar
Jeffords J S— 1 E Lamar
Jeffries F A—2 E Union
Jenkins F L— 1 E Charleston
Jenkins R F—3 TC Sumter
JrnninKS J C— 1 GS Hardeeville
Johnson J B— 1 A Marion
s Johnson M H—2 A Saluda
Johnson X V—2 GS Newberry
Johnson O L— 1 E Newberry
J,
1 p r)_2 E Newberry
]v T K— 1 GS Newberry
Jones E D— 1 E Florence
Jones H B—2 C Greenville
Jones J E—3 TC Rock Hill
Jones R L— 1 A Timmonsville
Jones W T—2 E Charleston
s Jordan \V H—« Ag Ed Conway
Jordan W K—4 DH Coward
Kanapaux C—2 E Charleston
Karelitz M H— 3 EE Fountain Inn
Kay H R—2 T Anderson
s Kay L A—2 A Belton
Kearse H H—4 GS Olar
Keller W B
—
\ C Qemson College
Kelley W C—4 GS Central
Kelly M E—S Central
Kelsey J R— 1 E Lowrys
Kennemur D H—4 TC Liberty
Kinard D T—4 Ag Engr Ninety Six
s Kinard J D— 1 A Ninety Six
King C H—2 TC Abbeville
King E H—3 CE Mullins
King R E—2 CE Qemson College
King S T— 1 E LaFrance
Kinphom A M— 1 E Beaufort
Kinslcr M E—3 T Central
Kirchner G F—S Greenville
Kirk H L—2 E Rock Hill
Kirkconnell R B—2 E Qemson College
Kirkegard H B—2 C New Haven, Conn.
Kirkland J H— 1 C Rock Hill
Kirkley J B— 1 E Kershaw
Kissam R R— 1 GS Orangeburg
Kneece E C—2 Ag Engr Batesburg
s Knight C \— 1 A Enoree
Knight F A—2 E _Angelus
Knight L R— 1 E -Angelus
Kinght S B—3 C -Asheville, N. C.
Knigoff M—3 T Greenville
Kohn D—3 T Greenville
Kolb T A—2 E Charleston
Kocn A W—3 A Peak
s Lacey C E— 3 A Ravenel
Lafaye G E—2 Ar Columbia
Lambert J M— 3 Ar Florence
Lancaster J Z— 1 T Pacolet Mills
s Land J E—2 A Filbert
I^ney C W— 1 A Cheraw
Lanford J 1^—3 GS Woodruff
s Lanford O L—2 TC I^anford Station
lanpford F T—3 A Blythewood
s Langford M H— 1 A Blythcwood
s Langley A A—3 Ag Engr Plum Branch
s Langston P Q— 1 T Conway
s Latham B M—3 A York
Latham E E—4 Ent York
Lathem J B— 1 E Easley
Latimer P H—3 C Brunswick, Ga.
Latimer W M—4 Ar Belton
Lawrence J—3 GS Greenwood
Lawton E G—» CE Thacker, W. Va.
Lawton F A—4 CE Thacker, W. Va.
Lay J S— 1 GS Seneca
Layton C V—4 Ag Ed Enoree
Lazenby W C—2 E Rock Hill
s Ledford M L— 1 T Seneca
Lee D D—4 Ag Engr Hamer
s Lee F C— 1 T Hamer
Lee H D— 1 E Lamar
Lee O A—4 EE Columbia
Lee W A— 1 E Belverdere
Lcfferts H I>— I E Leesburg, Va.
Leister D M—3 T Walhalla
Inland W B—2 E McQellanville
LeMaster G W—3 A Gaffncy
s I^mmon F M—2 A Winnsboro
Lemmon R H— 1 A Winnsboro
I-everette W h—3 E Columbia
Lewis C L— I A Pickens
Lewis J D—2 A Mullins
Lewis J M— 1 A Mullins
I.idc T N—3 GS Anderson
Lightsey E O—3 GS Crockctrille
s Linder V F—2 A Mount Holly
s Lindler W W—3 A Saluda
Lindsay R H—4 CE Anderson
Lipscomb J L—2 C Columbia
Littlejohn S M— 1 T Clemson College
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s Livingston L A—4 DH North
Lofton P S— 1 A ^NlcClellanville
Long H L—2 E Rock Hill
Loweiy Pauline—S Seneca
Lowry P A—3 E Columbia
Lubchenco A—2 OS Blythewood
Lupo W E—2 A Dillon
Lyle G J— 1 A Bartow, Fla.
Lyles W G—3 Ar Newberry
Lynch C W—2 GS Coward
Lynes O B—3 E Fairfax
Lynn J C—4 Ag Ed Taylors
Lynn W G—3 A Taylors
Lyon J B— 1 GS Abbeville
Lyon R A— 1 T Anderson
Lytle C A—3 GS Fort Mill
McAlhany J VV— 1 A Branchville
s McAlister H J—4 Ent Pendleton
McBrearty J D—2 GS Pelzer
McCabe R C—2 CE Kingstree
McCall A E—4 EE Lynchburg
McCarter E H— 1 T Rock Hill
McCarty G P— 1 T Saluda
McCay R F— 1 E Charleston
McClanahan U T—2 Ar___Lake Wales, Fla.
McCoUum Margaret E—S Clemson College
McConnell C M—2 A Anderson
McConnell S W— 1 A Anderson
s McConnell W B—2 A Belton
McCord A R—2 T Spartanburg
McCown C—2 A Darlington
McCown C H— 1 A Anderson
s McCown J J—3 A Florence
McCoy F G—4 EE Aiken
McCracken R L— 1 GS Seneca
s McCrary R M—2 T Pendleton
McCravy W L—3 EE Calhoun
AlcCutchen J—4 TC Union
McDaniel T J— 1 CE Walterboro
McDonald H L—2 EIE Anderson
McFarland P A— 1 C Avon Park, Fla.
McGee J W—2 A Starr
McGee K W—2 A Belton
McGee T E—2 Ag Engr Starr
McGee W H—2 A Starr
McGregor W C— 1 GS Anderson
s McGrew G E—4 TC Sumter
McGurn G W— 1 GS Oak Park, 111.
McHugh C M— 1 E Clemson College
Mclver E R—3 A Florence
McKain L N—3 E Florence
McKeller T P—4 DH Greenwood
McKensie M C— 1 E Eastover
McKinney J T—3 CE Easley
McKinney W R—2 Ag Engr Chesnee
McLaurin C H—2 E Clio
McLaurin C L—4 ME Columbia
McLaurin D L— 1 T McColl
McLeod J H— 1 A Camden
McMahan C A—2 GS Seneca
s McMaster E A— 1 T Winnsboro
McMeekin J G—3 AH Bookman
s McMillan J— 1 A Saluda
McMillan O— 3 AH Saluda
McMillin C C—3 TC Inman
McMillin J P—2 CE Inman
McNab J R—3 E Barnwell
McNamara J— 1 A Orangeburg
McPhail W A—2 A Iva
McRae A C—2 A Clio
McSvvain A T—2 E LaFrance
s Mack J L—3 Ag Engr Lone Star
Macmillan W R—4 EE Charleston
Madden J H M—2 C Columbia
Mahon D G—2 E Calhoun Falls
Mahon J M— 1 E Calhoun Falls
Major W B—2 T Greenwood
s Malone H B— 1 T Chester
Mann J M— 1 GS Greenville
Mann O A— 1 CE LaGrange, Ga.
Mann R W— 1 GS LaGrange, Ga.
Mann W H—3 GS Atlee, Va.
Manning W R— 1 A Starr
Marett D T— 1 T Pendleton
Marshall C F—2 CE Anderson
Marshall G L— 1 E Ware Shoals
Marshall J L—2 CE Clemson College
Martin B C—4 ME Laurens
Martin B R—3 GS Grosse Pointe, Mich.
Martin F H—4 T Greenville
Martin H D—3 ME Clemson C«llege
s Martin J A— 1 A Anderson
Martin J F— 1 E Anderson
Martin L L—2 E Anderson
Martin R V— 1 T Savannah, Ga.
Mathis J W— 1 T Timmonsville
Mattison J C— 1 GS Seneca
Mattison J R—2 A Calhoun
Mauldin W O— 3 CE Liberty
Mauldin W P—2 C Liberty
Mauney E B— 1 E Greenville
Mayfield W D—4 Ag Ed Marietta
Means A— 1 A Greenville
Medlin W A—2 TIE Florence
Megginson W J—4 AH Charleston
s Mellette F M— 1 A Lone Star
Melton S F— 1 E Richburg
Merritt S L—2 TC Rock Hill ,
Metts W D—3 TC Greenville
Metz J—2 C Fayetteville, N. C.
Middleton R H—3 CE Clark's Hill
s Mikell J J— 1 A Edisto Island
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Mikell W II—4 Ag Engr Charleston
Milam W M—2 A Cokesbury
Miley J E— 1 A Brunson
Miller B J—2 A Jefferson
Miller Jesse W—3 GS Holly Hill
Miller John W—3 E York
Miller M G—t EE Abbeville
Miller R T—3 GS Clemson College
Misdom H E— 1 E Carteret, N. J.
Mishoe J R— 1 A >_Greelyvillc
Mitchell Ethelyn—S_ —Clemson College
Mitchell J H—4 C Clemson College
Mobley G J—2 A Kershaw
Moise E W—4 Ar Sumter
Moisc S L—2 Ar Sumter
Montgomery L K—3 Ar Kingstrec
Monts W L—4 Ag Engr Columbia
s Moore A T—4 Ent Lykesland
Moore D C—2 E Gainesville, Ga.
s Moore E C—4 Ag C Dalzcll
"re F B—3 ME McColl
,e H W— 1 GS Walterboro
Moore J L— Agr McColl
Moore J P—3 EE Guthries
Moore Z C—3 Ag Ed Calhoun
Moorer W M— 1 A Lodge
Morgan R A—2 E Central
Morrall \V A— 1 E Beaufort
Morris E I>—4 CE Washington, D. C.
M iris J \V—2 GS Newry
M rrow P E—2 E Columbia
Mosley S T— 1 GS Ridgeland
Moss C S—2 GS Spartanburg
Moss J R—» DH Rock Hill
Moss W D—3 C Walhalla
M Muchet W D— I A Starr
Muller J H—3 E Charleston
Munn J M—3 E Effingham
Murph M L— 1 E Greenwood
Murph W S—4 CE Greenwood
Murphy N C—2 TC Darlington
s Murphy T F—» T Charleston
Mustaid A C—2 E Charleston
Myers J I—2 E Greenwood




s Xalley R L—3 T Florence
Nathan H H—3 E Charleston
Ncal T R—2 A Campobello
Neel R C— 1 Ar Silverstrect
Xelms W L— 1 E Orangeburg
Nettles J P— 1 A Sumter
Neuffer C H—4 GS Abbeville
New H E—2 T Greenville
Newbuvy E A—4 Ar Spartanburg
s Newman J B
—
\ Agr Sumter
Newson S M—3 T Jacksonville. Fla.
s Nickles B H—2 T Hodges
s Nimmer S D— 1 T Manning
Nisbet W O— 1 A Van Wyck
s Niver W W—2 T Pritchardville
Nix R O—2 GS Anderson
s Nolon M P—3 A Blenheim
Nottingham H D—2 CE Chester
s Neussner K E—3 A Greenville
O'Bryan N B— 1 A Heinemann
Odell H H—3 CE Chicago. III.
Odum E H— 1 E Salters
Ochmig C G— 1 GS Walhalla
s O'Kclly G R— 1 Ag Engr Bishopville
Orr C W— I GS Pendleton
Orr S M— 1 E Anderson
Orr W A— 1 C Anderson
Otey P K— 1 C Sumter
Owen F S— 1 E Landrum
Owen R A—3 E Orangeburg
Owen L T—2 T Greenwood
Owings G E—2 C Laurens
Owings H R—3 T Gray Court
Padgett W 11—4 DH Jacksonboro
s Padgett W R— 1 T Seneca
Page D D— 1 E Dillon
Page S W—2 C Greenwood
Page T N— 1 A Galivants Ferry
Parkins C A—2 T Greenville
Parkins R A—» TC Greenville
s Parks F L—3 A Meggett
Parks N C—3 E Bennettsville
Parrott P M—4 TC Sumter
Patrick J C—4 Hort White Oak
Patterson E R—S Columbia
Patterson S R—3 E Seneca
Payne J P—2 E Lynchburg
Peck J M— 1 C Nashville. Tenn.
Penney D E—3 E Abbeville
Pennington C— 1 A Vernon, Ala.
Pennington L C—2 A Clemson College
Perez S V— 1 E Santo Domingo, R- D.
s Perry W B—3 A Easley
Petry F C—2 GS Eufaula, Ala.
Phillips C R—4 TC Columbia
Pike Christine—S Calhoun
Pinckney B D—4 ME Bluffton
Pitts J D— 1 GS Westminster
Piatt W M—2 C Sammerville
Plowdcn H A—2 E Manning
Plumblee W H— 1 A Greer
Poore U M— 1 T Belton
s Pope D T—2 A Edisto Island
Pope J M— 1 E Edisto Island
Porcher F P—2 E Charleston
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Porter G F— 1 E Pickens
s Powell J E—2 T Bennettsville
Price B G—2 E Walterboro
Price H S— 1 C Walterboro
Prickett F L—3 Hort St. Matthews
Priester A U—4 TIE Clemson College
Proctor L K—4 AH Gaffney
Purdie J W— 1 GS Dunn, N. C.
Quattlebaum A M—3 CE Johnston
Quattlebaum C P— 1 E Johnston
Quattlebaum P—4 EE Conway
Rainey H B—3 E Campobello
Rainey W P—3 A Woodruflf
s Rambo E K—1 A Ninety Six
s Rampey C T— 1 T Pickens
Ramseur J H— 1 E Pelzer
Ramsay Dorothy M—S Calhoun
s Rankin G H— 1 A Tamassee
Rawlinson O H—3 E Jordan
Rawlinson W J— 1 A Jordan
Rawls O G—2 CE Jacksonville, Fla.
Ray C B—3 C Greenville
Ready E L—4 Agr Johnston
Redwine L E—2 T LaGrange, Ga.
Register J R—2 E Lydia
Reid C B— 1 GS Richburg
Reid W L—3 EE Blackstock
Rentz O D— 1 E Blaney
Rhinehardt W A— 1 E Kings Mountain, N. C.
Rhodes F K—2 E Florence
Rice C W— 1 E Belton
s Richardson D—2 A Marion
s Richardson H B— 1 A Summerton
Richardson R H—2 A Pendleton
Richbourg J R— 1 E Liberty
Richey J— 1 E Carteret, N. J.
Richey R M—3 GS Carteret, N. J.
Rigdon G G— 1 E Pickens
Riley R F—3 E Garnett
Rivers I N—4 CE Mt. Croghan
Rivers J T—2 A Brunson
Roach M D— 1 A Rock Hill
Roach S B—2 E Rock Hill
Roach T B— 1 E Columbia
Roberts R W—2 GS Marion
Robertson W G—2 CE Spartanburg
s Robinson C N— 1 T Lancaster
Robinson E D—2 GS Spartanburg
Robinson F I—2 E Greenwood
Robinson G W—3 C Asheville, N. C
Robinson J F—4 C Easley
s Rochester O J— 1 A Salem
Rodgers W M— 1 E Greenwood
Rogers H L—4 T Belton
Rogers H M—4 EE Dillon
Rogers O J— 1 T Mullins
Rogers R T—2 C Spartanburg
Rollins A P—4 EE Charleston
s Roof W M— 1 A Columbia
Ross J Q—2 GS Pinewood
Rouse J D—3 A Luray
s Rouse J T—3 T Luray
s Royals S T—3 A Hampton
Ruffin C L— 1 E Woodruff
Russell J F—2 CE Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sadler F S—3 C Greenville
s Salley C M—2 Ag Engr Salley
Salley F W—2 E Orangeburg
Salley R B—2 E Orangeburg
s Salley R J—4 Agr Orangeburg
Sams A R— 1 E Beaufort
Sander H F— 1 E Charleston
Sanders J D—2 T Camden
Sanders J R—2 E Anderson
Sanders R W— 1 A Fairfax
Sanders W—2 A Summerville
Sansburg E F— 1 GS Timmonsville
Satterfield H T— 1 C Simpsonville
Saverance W G— 1 A Lamar
Scarborough J L—2 A Elliott
Schachte W L—3 E Pittsfield, Mass.
Schirmer F B—3 C Charleston
Schroder H J—2 E Charleston
Schumper W M—2 GS McCormick
Scott J D—3 CE Blacksburg
Scott R F— 1 E Blacksburg
Scott W L—2 C Walhalla
s Seabrook S G—3 A Johns Island
Sease E C—4 Agr Newberry
Sease G A—4 EIE Prosperity
Seawright C A—3 EE Inman
Self M B—2 EIE Westminster
Senn C W—3 A Newberry
Setzler F M—4 GS Whitmire
s Shands J H—2 A Florence
Sharp B K—3 T Pendleton
Sharpe J R—3 GS Orangeburg
Shaw E B—4 EE Sumter
Shelley D A— 1 A Marion
Sherman J E—3 GS Clemson College
Sherrill D D—4 ME Sanford, Tenn.
Shirley J H— 1 E Florence
Shook H C— 1 A Asheville, N. C.
Shore H T— 1 C Savannah, Ga.
Shores R B—3 E Spartanburg
s Shuler C O—3 A Aiken
s Shuler M P—3 A Holly Hill
Simons D E—2 T Johnston
Simons R L— 1 E Johnston
Simons T J—2 E Charleston
s Simpson C F—4 Hort Barksdale
Simpson J L— 1 E Williamston
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Sims K L— 1 A Spartanburg
Sims L R—2 A Central
Sizcmore T A—2 E Greenville
Skarden A H—3 E Walterboro
Skinner E G— 1 E Charleston
Sladc A L—3 C Edgefield
Sloan E^—2 CE Charleston
Smart S D—2 T -Avondale, N. C.
Smith B E— 1 T Graniteville
Smith G 1^-2 GS Pendleton
s Smith G M—4 Ag Ed Greenville
Smith II M—2 A Johnston
s Smith H \V—2 TC York
Smith J T—3 E Cedartown, Ga.
Smith J W— 1 C Greenville
Smith M I^—2 T Laurens
Smith O R—4 Ag Ec Sandy Springs
Smith S \V—2 GS Clover
s Smith W G—2 A Mullins
8 Smoak J R—4 Hort Orangeburg
s Smoak R P—3 A 1 Fort Motte
Snelling H— I A Ridgeway
s Snipes T F— I T Greenwood
Snowden H E B—4 ME Charleston
Snowden J G—2 E Charleston
Solomons W S—4 GS Estill
Sorentrue S—3 Ar Charleston
Spann S R—2 E Columbia
Sparks F L—4 EIE Gaffney
Spearman J M—3 CE Easley
Spearman M \V— 1 GS Pclzer
Speer G W—2 GS Anderson
Spell B R— 1 E Denmark
Spencer F A—2 E Florence
Spencer W H—4 T Catawba
St.intnn W F—4 Ag Ed Little Rock
Malt ti I) 1^1 C Philadelphia, Pa.
s Steer R L—3 A Clinton
Strj.iienson R D—4 CE Bishopville
St-ppe J T—3 E Columbia
Stevens D A—2 E Yonges Island
Stevens E A—2 E Bennettsville
Stevenson C O— 1 GS Marion
Stevenson F A— 1 GS Seneca
Stewart F B— 1 A Taylors
Stewart F T— 1 A Six Mile
Stewart G H—2 E Florence
Stewart R S— 1 A Central
Stewart \V—2 Ag Engr Simpsonville
Stokely M M— 1 E Newport, Tenn.
Stone E W—3 E Union
Stone L J P—2 A Inman
Stoudeniire D O—4 EIE AugusU, Ga.
Stover E M—4 T Winnsboro
s Stranjfe T S—2 A Union
Stribling H H—S Anderson
Stribling M W— 1 E Habersham. Ga.
Strom L I>—3 GS Edgefield
Stroman H— 1 A Orangfburg
Stroud. J A—2 T Greenville
s Stuckey A H— I T Bishopville
Sturgis D C— 1 A Rock Hill
Suber Z H—2 A Whitmire
Suggs L D—2 A Loris
Sullivan M D—2 GS Sumter
Sutherland M H—4 Ag Ec Pickens
Sutherland R C—2 A Belton
Swails A C— 1 E Kingstree
Sweeting R C— I E Charleston
s Talbert T B—4 Ag C McCormick
Tallcy J F—3 EE Rock Hill
Tanner A D— 1 E Greenville
Tate J P— I T Clemson College
Taylor J B—3 E Columbia
Taylor S P— 1 T Sumter
Taylor T D—2 GS Chester
Taylor W H—3 E Leesville
Thackston R F— 1 T Anderson
Thackston W M—2 A Greenville
s Thode J R—2 TC Walh.il! i
Thomas A S—3 Ar Chariot' ii
Thomas B F— 1 E Fairfax
Thomas F B—2 A Fairfax
Thcmas \V M— 1 E Pickens
Thompson F A—4 EE Spartanburg
Thompson F D— 1 A Starr
Thompson F M—3 E Greenville
Thompson J H—3 E Leesville
Thompson J \V—3 EE C\\ .
Thomson S M— 1 C A
s Thomson W B—4 TC Abbeville
Tibbs J H— 1 E Great Falls
Tiller T L— 1 A Chesterfield
Timmerman E R— 1 A Westminster
Tindal N E—2 E Pinewood
Tobey P L—2 TC Hampton, N. H.
Todd A W— 1 E Anderson
Todd J S—2 E T •
Todd J W— 1 A \\
Tomlinson H W—4 WD Olanta
Toncray G W—3 C Johnson City, Tenn.
Townsend P W—3 E Walterboro
Trammell W H—4 ME Greenville
s Traynham K E—3 A Ware Shoals
Tribble F V— 1 C Andersr.n
Tribble W F—4 EE Anderson
Triramier W B— 1 E North Augusta
s Triplett W L—2 TC Chester
Troutman J C— 1 A Wedgefield
Trowbridge J P—2 A Anderson
Truesdale F C—3 A Kershaw
Truesdale L F— 1 A Kershaw
Truluck C E— 1 A Coward
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Tsamis S G—S Alexandria, Egypt
Turner J—3 Ar Carteret, N. J.
Turner W A—2 T Winnsboro
Tuten W P— 1 A Jacksonboro
Vance R B—3 ElE Owings
Van de Erve M R—3 E Charleston
s Vaughan H B—3 A Charleston
Vaughan Mamie B—S Clemson College
Vaughan R S—3 GS Darlington
Vincent C J—2 CE Union
Vincent T L— 1 GS Varnville
Wade F C—2 GS Lowrys
s Wade W E— 1 E Leeds
Wait J R—4 Ar Houston, Texas
Waldrop J E— 1 E Greenville
Walker C P—4 EE Walhalla
Walker E M—3 E Johnston
s Walker H L—2 A Edgemoor
Walker L L—3 EE Orangeburg
Walker M E— 1 E McCormick
Wall J W— 1 GS Timmonsville
Wallace W H— 1 Ar Central
s Walpole J S—2 T Beaufort
Walters J V—4 T Spartanburg
Wannamaker G L—2 A Calhoun
Ward J J—4 ME Waverly Mill
Ward M B—2 E Darlington
Warren G—2 GS Hampton
Watkins Helen W—S Seneca
Watkins L L— 1 E Greer
Watson A C— 1 GS Columbia
Watson C M— 1 E Anderson
Watson C W—2 E Charleston
Watson D J—S Clemson College
Watson K M—2 A Six Mile
Watson T M—4 EE Spartanburg
Wattley P A—3 CE Chicago, 111.
Way G D— 1 Ar Newberry
Webb H A—2 TC Greenwood
s Webb H J—4 Ag C Aiken
s Webb W W—2 TC Anderson
Weeks B E—2 E North Augusta
Wells R E—3 C Gray Court
Werts A P—4 ME Silverstreet
Werts J R—S Ninety Six
West J R—4 AH Cassatt
Westmoreland J B—3 E Williamston
Wheeler H M—3 ME New Zion
Wheeler J D— 1 A Newberry
s Whetstone G U—4 Ag Ed Perry
s White C H— 1 A Oswego
s White O M—3 A West Union
White W J—3 E Charleston
Whitfield F R— 1 A Townville
Whiting J B— 1 E Lavonia, Ga.
Whitlaw L G—3 E North Augusta
Whitmire W B— 1 C Central
Wicker T P— 1 E Newberry
Wideman J Y—3 GS Fairfax
Wiggins C F—4 GSl Effingham
Wigington L A— 1 E Anderson
Wigington T A— 1 E Easley
Wilburn J M— 1 E Union
Williamon P S—3 A Six Mile
Williams A M— 1 T Columbia
Williams B H— 1 Ar Pickens
Williams F H—4 EE Johnston
Williams L A— 1 E Charleston
Williams V W— 1 E Mullins
Williams W R—3 ME Greenville
Williams W W— 1 T Rock Hill
Williford E A— 1 C Rock Hill
Willimon E P—4 Hort Greenville
Willis E B—3 EIE Iva
Willis Z G— 1 T Clifton
Wilson E H— 1 A Lowrys
Wilson H E— 1 E Chesterfield
Wilson H S—3 E Pendleton
Wilson R H— 1 E Johns Island
Wingard G T— 1 E Lexington
Winn J W— 1 E Walterboro
Witherspoon J D—3 A Laurens
Witherspoon J H—2 A Mayesville
WofTord B W—2 A Laurens
Vs'oflord W L—4 Ent Laurens
Wolf S—3 E Johnston
Wolfe S A— 1 A Spartanburg
Wood E H—2 E West Union
Wood M—3 GS Greer
Wood W E—4 Ag Ed Greer
Woods L D—2 E Owings
Woodside J P—2 E Greenville
Woodward J H—2 GS Clemson College
s Woodward R S— 1 A Williston
s Wray J B—4 Ag C Inman
Wright J F— 1 A Seneca
Wrinn J J— 1 E ^ Westminster
Wyatt C D—3 TC Easley
Wyatt Grace—S Easley
Wylie A B—3 Ar Rock Hill
Yarborough J L—1 A Enoree
s Yarborough W B— 1 A Bookman
Yarborough W G—2 A Chester
Yarborough A G—2 T Clemson College
Yeargin R O—2 A Gray Court
s Yonce R M—3 T Johnston
Young M S—2 Ar Fort Mill
Zefif L J— 1 GS Kenosha, Wis.
Zimmerman E T— 1 T Woodruff
Zorn J H— 1 E Denmark
Zuvich T J—3 CE Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Total—South Carolina 11 19
State or Country Total
Alabama 3
Connecticut 2













Republic of Domingo 1







110 CATALOG OF CLEMSON COLLEGE
SUMMARY OF GRADUATES BY COURSES
Graduates






Mechanical Electrical Engineering i





Textile Industrial Education 3






























































































































Totals I336I 19I318I 27 13I 42! 40|l2l| 2 73 113 40 22 3I1207
Read carefully, then check X after coiirse you expect to take
:
Agricultuial Economics -
Agronomy - - - -
Animal Husbandry -
Dairy - - . -
Entomology - - -








Chemistry - - -
General Science
Pre-Medical
Textile Chemistry - - -
Textile Engineering -
Weaving and Designing -
Vocational Agricultural Education
Industrial Education
Textile Industrial Education -
Why are you interested in such a course?
Have you always had a preference for the line of work which you expect to take up?
Has your mother or father expressed a preferet ice for any particular course or line of v/ork for you?
If so, what?
Have people in general told you that you "ought to be" some one thing?
If so, what seemed to be their reason?
If you have not definitely made a choice of a course or line of work which arc the ones you have under consideration?.
Name two or three books you have read in addition to your school requirements .
Which one did you like best?
What magazines and papers do you read?-
Which is your favorite magazine?
Which is your favorite paper?
Wliat sports do you most enjoy?
Which is your favorite sport and why?
Of what teams have you been a member?
Of all the things you have accomplished which have given you the greatest satisfaction?.
What have you built or made? (List here any kind of machine, device, or structure that you have made such as a radio set,
etc.)
What boys' clubs or boys' organizations have you belonged to?.
(Underscore the one you like best)
Give the name and addresses of one or more Clcmson men you know
Name of High School attended Date of graduation
When may we expect your High School record? When do .you plan to enter Clemson?_
Have you attended college? ,,^,.^^, ,, If yes, explain
CERTIFICATE OF RECOMMENDATION FOR ADMISSION TO
THE Clemson Agricultural College
A a M. COLUEGE OF SOUTH CAROLIN
P.O.
Street and Number
Uniform Certiflcnte Blank of
Southern Association of Col-
leges and Secondary Schools,
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT of
is of good moral character and has attended the High School
from to
; that he has completed the work shown in detail below and was
graduated in the year 193 I recommend the applicant for admission to
in the
He has not attended college.
College or University
Course or Department Upper*
He is in the Kiildle third o( hi:s clasj.
Lower
Age of Applicant-
Date Principal or Superintendent.
DIRECTIONS
The ffrade of work done should be indicated in letters as follows: A. B. 0. D, above a pass; E or P, below a pass, or in figures.
If %vork done in a previous school is included below, the name of the school should be (riven in the "Remarks" column. No work done in crades below the High
School should be Kiven on this blank. Indicate in "Remarks" column any work done in other than the regular sessions of the school. AH blank spaces should be used





























History of Literature C'HKMTSTnV
GREEK—First Year Laboratory





















Second Year . HOME ECONOMICS
Third Year
Fourth Year FREE-HAND DRAWING
HISTORY—Ancient MECH. DRAWING
Medieval and Modem MANUAL TRAINING
Enclish
MUSIC






Paaains Grade in School
Hark (L) any subjects o
Grade required for Recommendation to CoUeRe _ Length of Recitation Period V"V-~"
cupyinK double periods. Specify by (PG) any subjects taken subsequent to Kraduation.
PleBse fill out the blank completely and accurately, using typewriter if convonionr.
It is cxoecUtd that the Principal will recommend not all Eraduatcs but only those whose character, qbility. application, and scholarship are such tliat the
wiUinic to stand sponeor for thtir succe:ia at the coUeRe or university,
•please draw a line throuKh the ords which do not apply-
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